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Councillor Mrs A D Allen, MBE 

Councillor S H Brown Councillor A R Lloyd Councillor Mrs P A Thurlow 
Councillor R J Wells   

 
Both meetings will be held virtually via Zoom at 5.00pm. 
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CABINET ADVISORY PANEL A  

Monday 7 December 2020 
 

CABINET 
Thursday 10 December 2020 

 

AGENDA 
 

Viewing this meeting on YouTube 

The meeting of Cabinet Advisory Panel A on Monday 7 December 2020 may be viewed on 
YouTube by clicking on and opening the link below: 
 
https://youtu.be/7pvQWXdIYO4 
 
 
The meeting of the Cabinet on Thursday 10 December 2020 may be viewed on YouTube by 
clicking on and opening the link below: 
 
https://youtu.be/-BgjuwMmK8M 
 
 

1. Apologies for Absence   

2. Declarations of Interest   

 To receive declarations of interest from Members including the 
terms(s) of the Grant of Dispensation (if any) by the Audit Board or 
Strategic Director (Internal Services). 
 

 

3. Confirmation of the Minutes of the Meeting of the Cabinet held 
on 29 October 2020 (Pages 1 - 14) 

 

 To confirm the minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 29 
October 2020. 
 

 

4. Urgent Items   

 The Chairman will announce his decision as to whether there are any 
urgent items and their position on the agenda. 
 

 

ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION IN PUBLIC 

5. To receive the Minutes of the Cabinet Advisory Panel held on 7 
December 2020  

 

 To follow 
 
 
 

 

https://youtu.be/7pvQWXdIYO4
https://youtu.be/-BgjuwMmK8M


 

6. References from Committees   

 None at this stage. 
 

 

A - Strategies, Policies, Key Decisions, Consultations 

7. Community Infrastructure Levy: Funding Review 2020 (Pages 15 
- 42) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To consider a report which sets out an update of the Indicative 5-
Year Delivery Programme of potential infrastructure projects that 
could be supported by funding secured through Dartford’s 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  It also sets out the progress 
that has been made over the past year with regard to projects within 
Dartford’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP), CIL receipts and a 
prospective mechanism that would enable the release of CIL retained 
for unparished areas to fund locally focused projects. 
 
Recommendations: 

 
1. That the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme as set out in 

Appendix C to the report, be agreed as a basis for ongoing 
liaison with the relevant infrastructure providers and further 
development of the identified schemes; 

2.  That, once individual projects within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery 
Programme are sufficiently progressed to demonstrate they are 
deliverable, further reports be submitted to Cabinet for decisions 
on the release of CIL funding contributions towards them; 

  3.  That delegated authority be granted to the Head of Planning 
Services to publish the Infrastructure Funding Statement, in 
accordance with Government guidance, incorporating the CIL 
monitoring shown in     Appendix A to the report; and 

4.    That the work on developing governance arrangements to enable 
the release of CIL funds retained for unparished areas is noted 
and that the conclusion of this work will be the subject of a further 
report to Cabinet for approval. 

 

 

8. Phases 1A and 2  Dartford Town Centre Regeneration (Pages 43 
- 46) 

 

 Summary: 
 
The report informs Members of the outcome of tender evaluations 
for the Town Centre Regeneration Phase 1A (High Street) and 
Phase 2 (Instone Road/Highfields Road junctions) construction 
works and seeks approval for the award of the contract to the 
successful tenderer(s). The matter needs to be dealt with 
expeditiously due to there being considerable pressure upon 

 



 

materials ordering lead-in times and the need to commence the 
works in January 2021. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. That the details of tenders shown at Appendix A in the exempt 

part of the Agenda be noted; and 

2. That authority be granted to the Strategic Director (External 
Services) to accept the winning tender(s), as identified in exempt 
Appendix A, and for the Strategic Director (External Services), in 
consultation with the Head of Legal Services, to enter into 
contract(s) for the construction phase of Phase 1A (High Street) 
and Phase 2 (Instone Road/Highfields Road junctions) of the 
Dartford Town Centre Regeneration project with the successful 
tenderer(s). 

 

9. Town Centre Public Spaces Protection Order (Pages 47 - 74)  

 Summary: 
 
This report seeks authority to make a Public Spaces Protection Order 
(PSPO) pursuant to Part 4, Section 59 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, 
Crime and Policing Act 2014, to supress the incidents of crime and 
anti-social behaviour occurring principally in Dartford Town Centre. 
There are no other relevant orders within the proposed area. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. That, on being satisfied that the anti-social behaviour activities 

detailed in      paragraphs 3.8 to 3.10 of the report are having, or 
likely to have, a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in 
the locality, are persistent or continuing in nature, are 
unreasonable and that on the basis that the consultation process, 
(as outlined in Appendix C), confirms local support for the making 
of the PSPO, the Public Spaces Protection Order 2020 – Dartford 
Town Centre be made on terms set out in Appendix A to the 
report; to apply to specific areas of Dartford Town Centre, as 
shown on the Map at Appendix B; 

2. That the Strategic Director (External Services), in consultation with 
the Head of Legal Services, be authorised to undertake the 
statutory notice process for the making of the Order in accordance 
with the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 
(Publication of Public Spaces Protection Orders) Regulations 
2014; and  

3. That the fixed penalty notice fine be set at £100, with a 50% 
discount if paid within 10 days. 

 
 

 

 



 

B - Non-Key Decisions, Monitoring Reports 

10. Information Technology Resilience Arrangements (Pages 75 - 
78) 

 

 Summary: 
 
Following a review of the Council’s arrangements for recovery in the 
event of a failure of, or a loss of, the IT systems within the Civic 
Centre, this report recommends an enhancement of its disaster 
recovery facilities. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
That the Council’s IT resilience arrangements be enhanced by 
replacing the ageing hardware in the Civic Centre and migrating the 
older hardware to the disaster recovery site, to ensure an effective 
and timely failover in the event of a failure of, or loss of, the IT 
systems in the Civic Centre. 
 

 

11. Financial Contributions to Parish and Town Councils 2021/22 
(Pages 79 - 84) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To agree the level of financial contributions to be paid to Parish and 
Town Councils in 2021/22. 
 
Recommendations: 
 

1. That the following contributions be made to Parish and Town 
Councils to compensate for lost council tax income in local areas 
for the introduction of the council tax support scheme: 

 
                                                                           £ 

 

Bean 334 

Darenth 1,923 

Longfield 631 

Southfleet 198 

Stone 7,021 

Sutton at Hone and Hawley 1,737 

Swanscombe and 
Greenhithe 14,435 

Wilmington 1,317 

 
2.  That the contributions be made subject to the Parish and Town 

Councils submitting suitably analysed details of estimated net 
expenditure for the ensuing year by 31 January each year, and 
actual net expenditure for the preceding year no later than six 
months after the end of each financial year, in a format prescribed 

 



 

by the Council; 
 
3. That the payments be made in two equal instalments; the first on 

30 April (or next working day) and the second, the latter of 30 
September (or next working day) or seven days following receipt of 
the Parish or Town Councils’ 2020/21 accounts, certified as correct 
by their Clerks; 

 
4. That the Council continues to operate the Capacity Building Fund 

and makes a contribution of £40,000 into the fund in 2021/22; 
 
5. That the Strategic Director (Internal Services), be granted 

delegated authority, in consultation with the Leader and Deputy 
Leader of the Council, to agree the Capacity Building Fund bidding 
criteria; and 

 
6. That Capacity Building Funding bids from Parish and Town 

Councils be submitted to the Grants Panel, and that the Strategic 
Director (Internal Services) be delegated authority to approve the 
award of the bid(s), on the recommendation of the Grants Panel. 

 

12. Local Scheme of Support for Council Tax (Pages 85 - 86)  

 Summary: 
 
To recommend the rolling forward of the Local Council Tax Reduction 
Scheme 2020/21 with effect from 1st April 2021. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
That the General Assembly of the Council be recommended to roll 
forward the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme 2020/21, to be 
effective from 1 April 2021.  
 

 

13. Revenue Budget Monitoring 2020/21 - Projected Outturn and 
2021/22 Budget Process (Pages 87 - 106) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To notify Members of the Projected Outturn on the General Fund and 
the Housing Revenue Account for 2020/21, with the reasons for 
significant variances, and inform Members of, and seek approval for, 
the budget setting process for 2021/22. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1.  That Members note the projected outturn position for the General 

Fund and the Housing Revenue Account for 2020/21; and 
 
2. That the Strategic Director (Internal Services) and the Head of 

Finance be granted delegated authority to determine and publish 
the 2020/21 draft budget, in consultation with the Leader and the 

 



 

Finance Portfolio Holder, prior to the budget being presented to 
the General Assembly of the Council for approval on 1st March 
2020. 

 

14. Capital Budget Monitoring 2020/21 - Progress and Projected 
Outturn (Pages 107 - 118) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To inform the Cabinet of the progress to date on the schemes in the 
approved Capital Programme, and to report the latest position on 
capital resources. 
 
Recommendations: 
 
1. That the Cabinet notes the progress made to date on the 2020/21 

Capital Programme; and 
 

2. That the Cabinet recommend to the General Assembly of the 
Council to agree to bring forward £2.208m of the New Homes 
budget from 2021/22 to fund new home spend in 2020/21. 

 
 

 

C - Items for Information, noting, endorsing 

15. Delegated Decision under S038: Local Restrictions Support 
Grants (Closed) and Additional Restrictions Grants (Pages 119 - 
146) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To report to Cabinet, in accordance with the requirements of 
Standing Order 38(2)(b), the delegated action taken under 
Standing Order 38(2)(a) by the Strategic Director (Internal 
Services), in consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, in relation to 
the implementation of arrangements under the Local Restrictions 
Support Grants Scheme (Closed) and the Additional Restrictions 
Grants Scheme and the endorsement of supporting policies. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
That the Cabinet note the action taken by the Strategic Director 
(Internal Services), in consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, under 
Standing Order 38(2)(a), in relation to the implementation of 
arrangements under the Local Restrictions Support Grants Scheme 
(Closed) and the Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme and the 
endorsement of supporting policies. 
 
 
 

 



 

16. Minutes of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held on 
14 October 2020 (Pages 147 - 150) 

 

 Summary: 
 
To receive and note the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic 
Housing Board held on 14 October 2020. 
 
Recommendation: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held 
on 14 October 2020 be noted. 
 

 

Exclusion of the Press and Public 

TO RESOLVE: That, under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 (as 
amended), the press and public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of 
business on the grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information. 
 
D - Item for Consideration in Private 

A. Phases 1A and 2 Dartford Town Centre Regeneration -  Exempt 
Appendix A (Exempt Category SO46(1)(b) Annex 1 Paragraph 3) 
(Pages 151 - 152) 
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INITIALS 

DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

CABINET 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Cabinet held on Thursday 29 October 2020 at 5.00 
pm  

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor J A Kite, MBE (Chairman) 
Councillor C J Shippam (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor Mrs A D Allen, MBE 
Councillor S H Brown 
Councillor A R Lloyd 
Councillor Mrs P A Thurlow 
Councillor R J Wells 
 

ALSO PRESENT: Sheri Green – Strategic Director (External Services) 
Sarah Martin – Strategic Director (Internal Services) 
Teresa Ryszkowska – Head of Regeneration 
Paul Blake – Interim Transformation Manager 
Alan Twyman – Democratic Services Manager 
 

 
149. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
There were no apologies for absence. 
 

150. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interests. 
 

151. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 24 
SEPTEMBER 2020  
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Cabinet held on 24 September 2020 be 
confirmed as an accurate record. 
 

152. URGENT ITEMS  
 
There were no urgent items. 
 

153. TO RECEIVE THE MINUTES OF THE CABINET ADVISORY PANEL HELD 
ON 26 OCTOBER 2020  
 
The Cabinet considered the minutes of the meeting of Cabinet Advisory Panel 
B held on Monday 26 October 2020 and had regard to the Panels views 
throughout the meeting. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of Cabinet Advisory Panel B held on Monday 
26 October 2020 be noted. 
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154. REFERENCES FROM COMMITTEES  

 
There were no references from other Committees. 
 

155. TEST AND TRACE STANDARD SUPPORT PAYMENTS AND 
DISCRETIONARY PAYMENTS SCHEME POLICIES  
 
The Strategic Director (Internal Services) informed the Panel that the 
Government had announced a package of legislative measures known as the 
Self-isolation Payment Scheme (under the Test and Trace Support Scheme), 
as part of its COVID-19 response, to ensure that those who were required to 
self-isolate (on or after 28 September 2020) would receive a payment to 
assist their finances and to encourage compliance with the legislation. Local 
authorities were required to set up their self-isolation support schemes by 12 
October 2020 and action had been taken to meet this deadline under standing 
order 38. Individuals would be entitled to a one-off payment of £500 from the 
Council‘s Standard Scheme if they met all of the Test and Trace Standard 
Support Payments Scheme eligibility criteria, including being in receipt of a 
‘qualifying’ benefit listed in the report, or if meeting all of the eligibility criteria 
other than being in receipt of a qualifying benefit they could apply for funding 
from the Discretionary Scheme. The Council had been allocated Government 
funding for both schemes with spending from the Standard scheme being 
adjusted to match the level of actual expenditure, however the funding for the 
Discretionary Scheme was capped at the allocated amount which meant that 
the policy might have to be modified depending upon the level of take up to 
focus on those applicants in the greatest need. The Test and Trace Standard 
Support Payments and Discretionary Payments Scheme policies were 
attached to the report. 
 
The Chairman noted that there had been significant discussion about the 
operation of the policies at the Cabinet Advisory Panel meeting, including the 
eligibility of the self-employed and those on zero-hours contracts. He noted 
that any applicants who were unable to apply online could still apply by calling 
the Council’s COVID hotline. A Member said that he had looked at the 
application process and it seemed to be very clear. He asked about the 
current level of take-up and the methodology that had been used by the 
Government to determine the amount of discretionary scheme funding for 
each local authority. The Strategic Director (Internal Services) said that, as of 
23rd October, 15 requests for support had been received of which 5 grants 
had been paid, 4 were being asked to provide further information and 6 had 
been rejected as they were not eligible or had not been completed in full. In 
terms of the funding allocation she understood that a number of factors had 
been used including measures of deprivation.   
 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
1. That the implementation of measures by Government to ensure that those 

who are required to self-isolate on or after 28 September 2020, as a result 
of Test and Trace and if eligible, receive a payment, through either the 
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Test and Trace Standard Support Payments Scheme or the Test and 
Trace Discretionary Payments Scheme, to assist with their finances, be 
noted; 

 
2. That authority be delegated to the Strategic Director (Internal Services) to 

agree the details of the Policies respectively, for the Test and Trace 
Standard Support Payments Scheme and the Test & Trace Discretionary 
Payments Scheme, as set out in Appendices A and B to the report; and 

 
3. That in-year amendments to the Policy for the Test and Trace 

Discretionary Payments Scheme, be delegated to the Strategic Director 
(Internal Services), in consultation with the Leader of the Council. 

 
 
 

156. WHITE PAPER CONSULTATION: PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE  
 
The Chairman informed the Cabinet that this would be the last Cabinet 
meeting attended by the Head of Regeneration, Teresa Ryszkowska, who 
was retiring from the Council. He highlighted the outstanding contribution that 
Mrs Ryszkowska had made to the work of the Council and the Borough at a 
time of enormous change and challenge for Dartford and wished her and her 
family well for the future.   
 
The Head of Regeneration thanked the Chairman for his kind works and said 
that she had enjoyed her time working at Dartford and the opportunities that 
this had provided. She then introduced a report which detailed proposals for 
restructuring the planning system contained in the Government White Paper, 
“Planning for the Future”. The report outlined the background to the proposed 
changes, the key implications and the Council’s formal response to the 
consultation, ending on 29 October. 
 
Members were reminded that the Cabinet had considered the proposals 
contained in another consultation on “Changes to the current planning 
system” at its last meeting which could have an immediate and direct impact 
on local authorities, resulting in potentially very significant housing pressures 
on the Council. In contrast, the current White Paper outlined possible 
structural changes to the planning system over a longer timeframe, although 
at this stage it lacked much detail in certain areas.  

The proposals were driven by the Government’s perception that the current 
planning system processes are too complex, outdated, slow and failing to 
deliver the Government’s national targets for the number of new houses. 
There was also a recurrent emphasis on national simplification/ modernisation 
of the system through technology, reform of the Local Plan, new  types of 
planning applications, an emphasis on design, a move away from local 
discretionary decision making and seeking to achieve predictability and 
speedier decision-making for developers. 

The Council’s proposed response acknowledged that whilst there might be 
scope to simplify planning requirements and opportunities to improve urban 
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design there were key concerns particularly about the reduced local political 
and public input to planning decisions, increased house-building through 
binding centralised targets that were contentious and ambitious and that the 
overall impact on quality was unclear. There were also concerns about the 
proposal to fund infrastructure using a single levy based on sales values and 
the outcome of the proposed infrastructure and affordable housing funding 
shifts were not fully clear. An oversimplified approach to major development 
could also adversely impact proactive areas such as Dartford where there 
was significant large scale development. 
 
The Chairman noted that the Cabinet Advisory Panel had fully supported the 
proposed response to the consultation and had voiced its concerns about 
some of the possible changes to planning. He felt that Dartford’s proactive 
approach to planning struck the right balance and that if more local authorities 
did likewise there would be no impetus for some of the proposed changes. He 
was concerned about the reduction of public input to decision making and that 
oversimplification of planning requirements could also lead to building control 
concerns and lack of information about where development was taking place. 
The Head of Regeneration said that there would be ‘zones’ where a developer 
could obtain ‘permission in principle’ but that the developer would still need to 
register this with the Council and would need to get technical approval. 
However there would be less scope for residents to get involved which could 
give rise to dissatisfaction.  
  

RESOLVED: 
 
That the responses to the questions, set out in Appendix B to the report, form 
the Council’s response to the Government’s Consultation on the White Paper: 
Planning for the Future. 
 

157. FORMAL PARKING CONSULTATION RESPONSES: WEST HILL WARD - 
SHEPHERDS LANE  
 
The Head of Regeneration informed Members of the outcome of the formal 
statutory consultation undertaken with local residents between 10th 
September and 1st October 2020 as part of a Traffic Regulation Order 
process to implement a scheme to extend the days and hours of operation 
of the residents parking bays in Shepherds Lane between Nos.1a and 59. 
This followed a previous round of informal consultation on a range of 
proposals for a scheme in March 2019 which had been considered by the 
Cabinet in October 2019 when the Cabinet had endorsed the proposed 
changes to the parking scheme which had now been through formal 
consultation. 
 
A total of seven responses were received from the formal statutory 
consultation, three indicated no observations about the proposals or were in 
support whilst four objected to the proposals, due to concerns about the 
limitation of parking permits to one per household, inadequate enforcement 
and too many visitor parking permits, rather than the change to the times of 
the scheme’s operation. Details of the responses were highlighted in the 
report. The Head of Regeneration explained that although the number of 
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responses received during formal consultation were relatively small this was 
not unusual. There had however been a significant number of responses to 
the previous round of informal consultation, 81% of residents in the area 
concerned had responded, with a majority in favour of the proposed 
changes to the parking restrictions which had been driven by the expansion 
of out-of-school hours activities at Dartford Grammar School and the 
additional pressure on local parking that had arisen as a result. 
 
The Chairman emphasised that the increased restrictions were not aimed at 
the school, which had a traffic management plan and with whom the 
Council worked closely, but were aimed at regulating the limited parking 
available to ensure a fair balance for everyone and for local residents.   The 
Cabinet noted that the local ward Members supported the proposals. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the responses to the consultation outlined in paragraph 3.6 of the 
report, be considered; and  

 

2. That the extension of the days and hours of operation, Monday – Sunday 
9.30am to 8:00p.m, of the residents parking bays in Shepherds Lane,  
between Nos.1a and 59, as shown coloured pink on the plan at Appendix 
A to the report, be approved. 

 
158. PROPOSED LONDON RESORT AND THE DUTY OF THE APPLICANT TO 

CONSULT THE COUNCIL ON THE PROPOSAL  
 
The Head of Regeneration informed Members that because the proposed 
London Resort leisure and entertainment complex development in 
Swanscombe was deemed to be a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project 
(NSIP) the planning application would be determined by the Secretary of 
State under the Planning Act 2008 rather than being determined directly by 
the Council. The applicant, London Resort Company Holdings (LRCH), was 
required under section 42 of the 2008 Act to consult the Borough, as a 
statutory consultee, on its emerging proposal before formally submitting it to 
the Secretary of State. This was the fifth round of consultation since the 
inception of the project and the closing date for responses to this consultation 
was 21 September 2020.  Given the timeframe involved the Council’s 
response was agreed with the Chairman of the Cabinet and the Mayor under 
delegated powers in time for submission by the deadline. 
 
The content of the development was outlined in paragraph 3.13 in the report. 
The report highlighted that, despite the length of time since the last 
consultation in 2015, much of the assessment work required had not been 
submitted within the consultation documents and the proposals were therefore 
lacking much detail. Key documents were missing including transport 
modelling which made it difficult to assess the impact on the road and rail 
networks and local transport infrastructure. It was therefore difficult at this 
stage for the Council to provide detailed comments on the options or the 
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impacts, as the assessment results were not available to enable proper 
consideration by the Council of the likely impacts and the mitigation needed. 
LRCH had not allowed sufficient time or resources to enable engagement with 
the Council and there had been no collaborative working to inform the design 
or develop mitigations. The response to the consultation therefore drew 
attention to the assessments that were missing, the paucity of information on 
the detail of the proposal and the potential risks that could result for the 
Council and the Borough. It acknowledged that whilst the London Resort has 
the potential to bring significant benefits to the Borough through employment, 
skills development and a boost to the local economy, this was not a foregone 
conclusion and that the right measures would need to be in place to enable 
this. Mitigations would also need to be in place to ensure that adverse impacts 
of the scheme could be addressed.  It was therefore hoped that there would 
be fuller engagement with the Council following the consultation to ensure that 
the Borough and its residents could benefit from the development and the 
Council had urged LRCH to delay the submission of its planning application, 
currently due to be submitted in December, to allow for further collaboration to 
produce a more rounded and informed submission. 

The Chairman felt that whilst the Council wanted to be a good neighbour and 
recognised the opportunities that the development offered for the area it also 
had a duty to defend and support local residents and to ensure that LRCH 
undertook all the assessments and plans diligently to demonstrate the 
benefits of the project and the mitigations for any dis-benefits. There were 
currently significant gaps in the documentation which meant that these could 
not be fully assessed and he invited LRCH to address these gaps urgently 
before submitting their proposals. He pledged that the Council would help and 
support LRCH to do this. The Council’s concerns and areas where more 
information was required had been submitted to LRCH and he called upon 
LRCH to respond positively and to actively address these concerns. He noted 
the considerable discussion that had taken place at the Cabinet Advisory 
Panel, which had expressed detailed concerns which were shared by the 
Cabinet, and the Panel’s strong support for the Council’s response to the 
consultation.    

A Member reported that a meeting had taken place 10 days previously at 
which the Council had listed its concerns and gaps in the information provided 
and wondered whether LRCH had addressed any of these. The Head of 
Regeneration confirmed that these were still outstanding and that the Council 
was continuing to press for a response. However LRCH had asked the 
Council for further information, which had been provided, and officers had 
been in contact with LRCH’s consultants but was still waiting for substantive 
responses to the matters raised, including the absence of a Skills and 
Employment Strategy and comments on the section 106 Heads of Terms.   

The Chairman noted that there was still time for LRCH to resolve the issues, 
which had been properly raised by the Council to ensure that local residents’ 
rights were protected and that the community would benefit from the project, 
and to move forward with the Council’s support. However it was important that 
the Council raised these significant issues and gaps and that these were fully 
addressed by LRCH before submitting their application to the Secretary of 
State. 
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 RESOLVED: 

That the Council’s response to the consultation, as set out in the letter and 
comments attached at Appendices A-C to the report, be noted. 

 

 
159. DRAFT PRIVATE SECTOR DISCRETIONARY ASSISTANCE POLICY  

 
The Strategic Director (External Services) presented a report which proposed 
the introduction of a new draft Private Sector Discretionary Assistance Policy 
to replace the previous Better Care Fund Discretionary Assistance Policy. The 
proposed new policy would govern the way that the Council allocated 
discretionary financial assistance to help local residents to live independently 
and safely in their own homes from the funding allocated by Central 
government for that purpose. Under the new policy it was proposed to 
increase the amount available from certain discretionary funds, establish 
maximum levels of grant for others and to make all of the grants non-
repayable, which was not currently the case and deterred some people from 
applying. The Strategic Director (External Services) explained that the 
financial impact of making grants non-repayable would be minimal as most 
grants had not been repaid (in accordance with the terms of the scheme), but 
that the possibility of having to repay them had been a deterrent to some 
potential applicants who could have benefitted. The removal of the possibility 
of repayment and the additional flexibilities contained in the new policy were 
considerable improvements to the previous arrangements. 
 
The Cabinet noted that the Cabinet Advisory Panel had endorsed the 
proposals.  
   
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
1. That the Hospital Discharge Grant be increased from £5,000 to 

£10,000; 
 
2. That the Safe and Secure Grant be increased from £5,000 to £10,000; 

 
3. That the Discretionary Assistance Grant be increased from £7,500 to 

£15,000; 
 

4. That a new Contribution Grant for mandatory Disabled Facilities Grants 
be approved with a maximum grant limit of £10,000; 
 

5. That a new Relocation Grant be approved with a maximum grant limit 
of £10,000; and 
 

6. That all grants be made non-repayable. 
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160. THE KENT AND MEDWAY ENERGY AND LOW EMISSIONS STRATEGY 
2020  
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) introduced a report which outlined 
the details of the Kent and Medway Energy and Low Emissions Strategy 
(ELES) which set out the Kent and Medway approach to achieving a reduction 
in carbon emissions and improvements in air quality with an agreed Kent and 
Medway target of net zero emissions by 2050.  The ELES sought to identify 
ways to deliver a clean growth strategy and action plan around air quality, 
reducing fuel poverty and delivering affordable, clean and secure energy for 
Kent and Medway. The ELES was recently considered by Kent local 
authorities’ Chief Executives and the Kent Leaders Group, which had 
supported the Strategy, and would be formally launched at the Kent and 
Medway Net Zero Conference on 27 November 2020. The report detailed the 
10 priority actions contained in the Strategy and outlined the work previously 
carried out in Dartford, and ongoing work underway, that would complement 
the ELES and sit alongside the strategy. This included significant work around 
the environment, carbon emissions and housing, the creation of a Climate 
Change Member Working Group which had devised a climate change 
initiative, Planet Dartford which had been about to launch when the country 
went into lockdown, and a clear commitment by the General Assembly of the 
Council to take a leading role in working with other agencies to combat 
climate change. If the Cabinet endorsed the ELES it was proposed to develop 
an action plan of the Council’s activities and policies to link into the strategy 
and to report this to Cabinet for approval. 
 
The Chairman welcomed the Strategy, noted the wide support for it across 
Kent and hoped that this would translate well into practical implementation. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the Council commits to support for the Kent and Medway Energy 
and Low Emissions Strategy; and  

 

2. That a further report be submitted to Cabinet on the Kent and Medway 
Energy and Low Emissions Strategy Implementation Plan, linking with 
future Council activities. 

 
161. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PARTNERSHIP AND PROPOSED 

DISENGAGEMENT BY SEVENOAKS DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) presented a report which informed 
Members of the decision of Sevenoaks District Council to disengage from the 
Environmental Health Partnership which had been jointly operated since 
2012. The service had been, and remained extremely effective, delivering 
responsive, high quality services to residents and businesses across both 
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districts. It had benefited both authorities by providing access to a wider pool 
of expertise and to greater resilience while delivering savings of approximately 
£1.5M to each authority, over a period of nine years. The joint service was 
fully integrated and funded 50/50 with its main operational base at the 
Dartford Civic Centre. Whilst recognising the entitlement of Sevenoaks to 
disengage from the partnership the timing was very unfortunate given the 
wide ranging regulatory role of the service to protect residents, visitors, 
businesses and the environment particularly during the on-going national 
public health emergency. Although the end date for the partnership was still 
under discussion Sevenoaks were keen for the partnership to end on 31 
March 2021. Considerable work would need to be carried out to disengage 
the two services, including staffing, IT systems and shared data and to 
establish how to facilitate the smooth transition to a standalone Environmental 
Health Service. No redundancies were anticipated and it was likely that 
additional staff and resource would be required to maintain existing service 
levels.   
 
The Chairman noted the ending of the partnership with regret. It had provided 
greater resilience through the sharing of resources, risk and expertise. The 
challenge now was to develop a new model for a standalone environmental 
health service that would be even better. He was optimistic that this could be 
achieved as there were good foundations already in place with excellent staff 
and the Council was prepared to invest in the future of the service to ensure 
that it would operate effectively and to the highest standards. He noted that 
the Council was in a position where it could properly resource this work due to 
the prudent financial management that had been applied over many years 
and that the Council was fully committed to taking this opportunity to provide 
its own excellent front-line service. 
 
A Member noted that the Council had established a number of partnerships 
with other authorities which had offered economies of scale and shared risks 
to the financial benefit of the participants. He cited other successful 
partnerships with Sevenoaks, including the Revenues & Benefits Service, 
Counter-Fraud and Audit and asked whether it was possible that Sevenoaks 
could seek to withdraw from these as well. The Strategic Director (External 
Services) could not speculate on the rationale behind Sevenoaks’ decision but 
noted that, whilst they were also seeking to disengage from a partnership for 
Building Control services with another authority, they had currently given no 
indication that they wished to withdraw from the remaining partnership 
arrangements with Dartford.   She was confident that Dartford could retain its 
existing staff and recruit new environmental health officers, despite these 
being in high demand, to establish a highly effective standalone service which 
could deliver all the required regulatory functions as well as coping with the 
current public health demands and pressures associated with Brexit.  
 
 RESOLVED: 
 

1. That the proposal by Sevenoaks District Council to disengage from the 
Environmental Health Partnership, be noted; and 
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2. That the actions proposed by Dartford Council, as set out in paras. 3.6 and 
3.7 of the report, to mitigate the impact of the disengagement, be noted 

 
 

162. REVIEW OF THE MANAGEMENT OF THE HOUSING REVENUE 
ACCOUNT GARAGE PORTFOLIO  
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) presented a report which 
explored the options that might best deliver the aims of improving the 
condition of the Council’s stock of garages to ensure they were fit for 
purpose and to improve the occupancy rate and maximise potential rental 
income. This followed an internal audit review of the Council’s garage 
management service which was responsible for the 1258 garages owned by 
the Council, which were a significant asset whose management could have 
important implications for the Housing Revenue Account. The challenges of 
managing the current garage portfolio, including the poor condition of some 
of the stock, the limited size of many of the garages, a backlog of repairs 
and a significant and slowly increasing vacancy rate were set out in the 
report. The current management arrangements were outlined and other 
options considered, including setting up a dedicated in-house management 
team, selling the garages on the open market or moving to an outsourced 
management solution. It was felt that adopting an outsourced management 
approach would provide clear benefits for both the Council and the tenants 
and residents who rented the Council’s garages and would provide more 
customer focus, improve the condition of the stock through investment, 
protect the Council’s rental income and ownership of the stock, whilst also 
protecting tenants from high rental increases and dealing with the backlog of 
repairs.  
 
The Strategic Director (External Services) explained that the garage 
portfolio largely consisted of small and standard sized units, which could not 
accommodate modern, larger cars, and that alternative uses were fairly 
limited. Many residents actually used the garages for storage rather than 
parking. The proposed management solution would deliver safer, secure 
parking to the benefit of residents whilst retaining Council ownership of the 
garages. The Council had carried out an assessment of possible alternative 
uses of the garage sites in the past, and the recent residential development 
at Gilbert Close provided an example where such an alternative use to an 
underused resource had been possible, but further opportunities were likely 
to be limited. 
 
The Chairman felt that the current service had reached a point where a new 
direction and vision was required and welcomed the proposals. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
  

1. That, for the reasons outlined in the report, the outsourcing of the 
management service for the Council’s garage stock, be endorsed in 
principle; and 
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2. That a further report will be presented following the tender process, 
seeking approval for the outsourcing to be in place, from 1 April 2021. 

     
 

163. CAPITAL PROGRAMME MONITORING 2020/21  
 
The Strategic Director (Internal Services) introduced a report which detailed 
the progress to date on the schemes in the approved Capital Programme for 
2020/21along with the latest position on capital resources. 
 
The Cabinet noted that there had been considerable discussion at the Cabinet 
Advisory Panel(CAP) about the reported £900,000 overspend on the Acacia 
Budget and the clarification provided by the Head of Finance on the reasons 
for the overspend and the proposed virement from the Leisure and Open 
Spaces budget. 
 
The Chairman said that whilst the value of the overspend might be significant 
it was important to look at the detail behind the overspend. He noted that a 
Member of the CAP had also asked whether there had been any contingency 
built into the original budget and implied that this had been insufficient and 
possibly should have been higher. He confirmed that there would have been 
an element of contingency in the budget but that it was important not to pitch 
this at an unrealistically high level as this would result in distorted capital 
budgets that would reduce the number of projects that the Council could 
undertake at any time, encourage contractors to submit inflated tenders and 
result in the reporting of large eventual underspends, which were undesirable. 
Contingencies had to be set at sensible levels across the range of all Council 
projects. He pointed to the factors behind the Acacia overspend including the 
considerable impact of COVID, which had resulted in work having to cease 
temporarily whilst plant, site security and other costs had continued to accrue. 
There were also some works that had already been carried out that needed to 
be redone once work restarted and other unanticipated works had been 
encountered once groundwork had begun. It was not uncommon for 
unanticipated, and sometimes costly, works to emerge during complex capital 
projects and this had been the case.  Fortunately the Council had 
considerable headroom from underspends on other budgets, including the 
budget for Leisure and Open Spaces where it would not be possible to carry 
out originally projected works during the current financial year due to COVID 
and the staff required not being in place. He confirmed that the virement 
applied only for the current financial year, that the Leisure and Open Spaces 
budget for the next financial year was not affected and that no other projects 
had been cancelled or postponed as a result of the virement. Whilst it was 
legitimate for overspends to be questioned it was important to look at the 
reasons behind them and he was proud of the fact that the Council addressed 
this honestly and transparently. 
 
The Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance supported the Chairman’s comments 
and the methodology underpinning the Council’s capital budgeting and the 
setting of the level of contingency in public sector budgets.       
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 RESOLVED: 
 
1. That Cabinet notes the progress made to date on the 2020/21 Capital 

Programme; 
 

2. That the current position on the Capital Prudential Indicators, as shown 
in Appendix C to the report, be noted; 

 
3. That Cabinet approves the virements between housing revenue account 

budgets, as detailed in the report and in Appendix A to the report; and 
 

4. That Cabinet approves the virement of £900,000 from the Leisure and 
Open Spaces budget, to the Acacia Project budget 

 
164. STREET NAMING AND NUMBERING - LITTLEBROOK POWER STATION 

ACCESS ROADS  
 
The Cabinet considered a proposal to approve two new road names for the 
Littlebrook Power Station redevelopment, Powerhouse and Harris. The first 
name reflected the connection with the former power station whilst the latter 
commemorated the Council’s late Managing Director, Mr Graham Harris, who 
had passed away during the summer after many years of long service to 
Dartford and its residents. Both names were in accordance with the Council’s 
street naming policy and Mr Harris’s family had given their consent for his 
name to be used. 
 
The Chairman said that it was fitting for a road to be named in honour of Mr 
Harris both because of his outstanding service to Dartford but also because 
he had worked tirelessly to secure the successful development of the former 
Littlebrook power station site. He requested that the longer ‘community road’ 
should be named after Mr Harris and the smaller estate road should be 
named ‘Powerhouse’ because it led directly to the location of the former 
powerhouse on the site. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the names of Harris and Powerhouse be approved for the two access 
roads at the Littlebrook Power Station Development 
 

165. TREASURY MANAGEMENT MID-YEAR REPORT 2020-21  
 
The Strategic Director (Internal Services) presented a report which detailed 
the investment performance of the Council’s internally and externally 
managed funds to 30 September 2020 and updated the Treasury Indicators 
for the six months to 30 September 2020. She informed Members that in 
previous years the Council had consistently overachieved on its investment 
targets, but that whilst the current investment target would be delivered, there 
would not be the same level of overachievement given the current state of the 
global investment markets. 
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The Cabinet Portfolio Holder for Finance paid tribute to the Council’s 
investment management team and their advisors and clarified the background 
to the element of debt shown in the report which related to the Council’s 
purchase of its housing stock in 2012 and the arrangements for repayment of 
that loan.   
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
1. That Cabinet notes the investment performance of the Council’s funds; 

and  
 

2. That Cabinet notes the half-year position of the Council’s Treasury 
Indicators. 

 
166. REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING 2020/21  

 
The Strategic Director (Internal Services) presented a report which updated 
the Cabinet on financial performance against the 2020/21 budget for the 
General Fund and Housing Revenue Account to 30 September 2020. She 
informed Members that since the report had been produced the Council had 
received a further grant for £491,000 from the Government to assist with 
additional expenditure related to COVID-19. The Cabinet welcomed the 
additional money and commended the Government for providing funding for 
this purpose and in a timely manner.    
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That Members note that the overall level of spend and income for the year is 
expected to be within the parameters of the budget. 
 

167. MINUTES OF THE POLICY OVERVIEW COMMITTEE ON 8 SEPTEMBER 
2020  
 
The Cabinet considered the minutes of the meeting of the Policy Overview 
Committee held on 8 September 2020. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Policy Overview Committee held on 8 
September 2020 be noted. 
 
 

The meeting closed at 6.22 pm 
 

  
 
 

Councillor J A Kite, MBE 
CHAIRMAN 
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COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY:  FUNDING REVIEW 2020 

 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1  This report sets out an update of the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme of 

potential infrastructure projects that could be supported by funding secured through 
Dartford’s Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  It also sets out the progress that 
has been made over the past year with regard to projects within Dartford’s 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP), CIL receipts and a prospective mechanism that 
would enable the release of CIL retained for unparished areas to fund locally 
focused projects. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1   That the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme as set out in Appendix C, be agreed 

as a basis for ongoing liaison with the relevant infrastructure providers and further 
development of the identified schemes. 

2.2   That, once individual projects within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme are 
sufficiently progressed to demonstrate they are deliverable, further reports be 
submitted to Cabinet for decisions on the release of CIL funding contributions 
towards them. 

2.3   That delegated authority be granted to the Head of Planning Services to publish the 
Infrastructure Funding Statement, in accordance with Government guidance, 
incorporating the CIL monitoring shown in Appendix A 

2.4   That the work on developing governance arrangements to enable the release of 
CIL funds retained for unparished areas is noted and that the conclusion of this 
work will be the subject of a further report to Cabinet for approval. 

 
3. Background and Discussion 
 

3.1. A report on CIL Governance arrangements was agreed by Cabinet on 9 
March 2017 (Minute No.124).  Subsequent to this, a report has been 
presented to Cabinet on an annual basis providing an update covering 
the Annual CIL Monitoring Report, Dartford’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
and an Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  This process gives 
delivery bodies some certainty regarding the availability of CIL funding 
and the priorities that the Council gives towards infrastructure provision 
thereby facilitating the development of their schemes and the securing 
of other sources of funding. 

3.2. For the financial period 1st April 2019 to 31st March 2020, the Council’s 
CIL receipts were £3.794m.  Under the CIL Regulations the Council is 
required to transfer 15% of CIL receipts from development within a 
parish or town council area to those councils.  In 2019/20 this amounted 
to £114,700.  The same proportion of CIL receipts arising from 
development in unparished areas of the Borough is also retained by the 
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Council.  In 2019/20 this amounted to £468,800.  The Council is also 
allowed to retain up to 5% of CIL receipts to cover its administrative 
costs.  Taking account of the neighbourhood portion and admin costs 
the CIL receipts in 2019/20 retained for fundi ng strategic 
infrastructure projects amount to £3.035m.  Further details of the CIL 
receipts for 2019/20 and the total CIL receipts since the adoption of CIL 
in 2014 are shown in Appendix A attached to this report. 

3.3. Whilst future CIL receipts cannot be estimated with a high level of 
certainty, based on the pipeline of developments expected to come 
forward over the next five years there is the potential for £18-20m of CIL 
funding being available for strategic infrastructure projects.  This is after 
an allowance is made for the transfer of the neighbourhood portion and 
the deduction of admin costs.  This figure is dependent on the amount 
of CIL liable development commencing over the next five years and the 
amount of statutory relief given.  The impact of Covid-19 on the progress 
of development within the Borough remains uncertain.  Under 
emergency regulations smaller developers are allowed to seek a 6 
month deferment of the payment of contributions due over the coming 
period up to July 2021. 

3.4. In previous years the Cabinet has given approval to the publication of an 
Annual CIL Monitoring Report.  This year sees a change in the way 
Councils are required to report the receipt and spending of developer 
contributions.  Through amendments to the CIL Regulations published 
in November 2019, Councils are now required to publish an annual 
Infrastructure Funding Statement.  The first of these covering the 
financial period 2019/20 is to be published by 31st December 2020. 

3.5. The Infrastructure Funding Statement (IFS) essentially requires the 
Council to report on the developer contributions received in each 
reporting year and what income from development has been spent on 
infrastructure in the same reporting year.  The income and expenditure 
can be from either CIL or s106.  The Council is also required to report 
any CIL or s106 income received by the Council prior to the reporting 
year that remains unspent and provide an indication of the infrastructure 
that this funding is intended to go towards.  The IFS should also report 
any s106 obligations entered into in the reporting year that provide a 
non-monetary contribution which, in the main, tends to cover on-site 
Affordable Housing provision and the provision of open space. 

3.6. The IFS will incorporate the information on CIL income contained in 
Appendix A together with data on s106 obligations and current and 
planned infrastructure projects set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
and the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  The information is 
predominantly factual and is aimed at improving transparency and 
accountability around the amount and use of developer contributions.  
Government guidance on the preparation of an IFS is still to be published 
and there is a substantial amount of work related to historic s106 
Agreements to be collated.  This first IFS may need to include some 
narrative relating to the work that the Council is undertaking to meet the 
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requirements.  It is, therefore, proposed that delegated authority is 
granted to the Head of Planning Services to finalise the IFS prior to its 
publication on the Council’s website. 

4. Potential CIL Funded Projects 

4.1 The purpose of CIL Funding is to make a contribution towards 
infrastructure required to support new development in the Borough.  
Such infrastructure has been identified in the updated 2020 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) attached as Appendix B to this report.  
The updated IDP shows the current position of identified projects 
regarding their delivery and funding divided into three categories.  Part 
1 covers fully funded projects.  Part 2 covers those projects that could 
potentially require CIL funding, alongside other funding streams, to 
enable delivery.  Part 3 identifies potential projects that require further 
details to be provided regarding the specifics of the project, its timescale 
for delivery and anticipated funding sources.  A final section of the IDP 
identifies those schemes previously included that have now been 
completed. 

4.2 Part 1 of the IDP includes a number of projects that are currently being 
delivered.  These are: 

 Dartford Town Centre Regeneration Project funded through a 
combination of s106 contributions and Local Growth Funding.  
Phase 1 of this project covering Market Street (renamed as 
Brewery Square) has been completed and work on Phases 1a 
(High Street) and Phase 2 (West Hill/Highfield Road and Lowfield 
Street/Instone Roade gateways) is programmed to commence at 
the end of January 2021. 

 Highways England has started work on the A2 Bean & Ebbsfleet 
Junction improvements with completion scheduled for 2022/23. 

 Rivermill primary school on Central Road is substantially 
complete and Stone Lodge secondary school is nearing 
completion.  Both schools being delivered by the Education & 
Skills Funding Agency and temporary provision having been in 
place since 2019. 

 Work has started on a new primary school at Ebbsfleet Green and 
is due to open in September 2021 initially with the provision for 
210 pupils and a nursery. 

4.3 Part 2 of the IDP currently has the following projects identified as 
potentially requiring CIL funding: 

 Dartford Town Centre Regeneration Project additional to the 
current fully funded scheme, e.g. Spital Street. 

 Dartford Northern Gateway pedestrian/cycle bridge over the River 
Darent. 

 Primary school expansion within the Dartford North area. 

 A new 2 Form Entry (420 pupils) primary school at Stone. 

 Dartford Town Centre Health & Wellbeing Hub 
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 A new primary care facility in the Stone/Greenhithe area. 

 Improvements to the Darent Valley Path and associated way-
marking. 

4.4 These projects are considered necessary to support development in the 
Borough and on current available information are likely to meet the 
Assessment Criteria for CIL funding.  It is, therefore, recommended that 
they are included within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme for 
2021/22 to 2025/26 attached as Appendix C to this report. 

4.5 The preparation stage for these projects has taken some considerable 
amount of time but some of these projects have reached the point where 
it is feasible that delivery could take place within the 2021/22 financial 
year.  The three projects in this position are: 

 Dartford Northern Gateway Bridge 

 Primary School Expansion in North Dartford, and 

 Darent Valley Path & way-marking 

It is proposed that Officers continue to work with delivery partners to 
progress these and other projects within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery 
Programme to resolve any outstanding issues that are preventing 
delivery. 

4.6 Where it becomes clear that an eligible project could be enabled through 
the application of CIL funding the project will be assessed against the 
criteria established under the CIL Governance arrangements.  It is not 
envisaged that CIL will fund projects in full as this would not be the most 
effective use of limited CIL funds.  Partners are being encouraged to 
seek other sources of funding for their projects with CIL forming part of 
the funding mix as a last resort.  For all projects that meet the 
assessment criteria and require the support of CIL funding a further 
report would be submitted to Cabinet seeking a decision on the 
allocation of CIL funding. 

4.7 Part 3 of the IDP currently identifies potential projects where it is known 
that feasibility work is on-going.  Hence it includes scope for future 
Fastrack projects, possible expansion of Darent Valley Hospital and 
medium to long term solutions to congestion at A282(M25) Junction 1a.  
The IDP will also need a full review in due course to reflect the planned 
development that will be set out in the new Local Plan.  Part of the Local 
Plan process will involve further engagement of infrastructure providers 
to identify the infrastructure needed to support development and how 
they plan to deliver this. 

4.8 At this stage this report does not take into account the London Resort 
proposals.  It is, however, acknowledged that this development, if it were 
to proceed, could have a significant impact on both the delivery of 
infrastructure and s106 or CIL contributions.  Officers are in discussion 
with the consultants appointed by London Resort Company Holdings 
(LRCH) regarding the details and impacts of the proposed development.  
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These are intensifying as the submission of their Development Consent 
Order approaches and post submission.  Officers are aware that at the 
moment LRCH is minded to provide infrastructure related to a s106 
Agreement and this is under discussion with all of the local authorities 
concerned. 

5 Leader’s Advisory Group on CIL 

5.1 In accordance with the agreed governance arrangements, the Leader’s 
Advisory Group on CIL met on 9th November 2020 to discuss the level 
of CIL income and potential projects for CIL funding support.  The 
Advisory Group comprised Members, representatives from EDC and 
KCC and representatives from service/infrastructure providers.  
Representatives provided updates on the current status of their projects 
and the funding support requirements.  There was general support for 
the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme shown in Appendix C and the 
IDP has encompassed comments made during the meeting. 

6. CIL Neighbourhood Proportion 

 Parished/town council areas 

6.1 The Borough has seven parish councils and one town council although 
most new development falls within the urban area which is largely 
unparished.  During 2019/20 a total of £100,200 of CIL receipts was 
transferred to the town/parish councils.  A breakdown of the CIL receipts 
for each of these is contained within Appendix A.  In total, since the 
adoption of CIL in 2014, £601,100 has been transferred to the 
town/parish councils.  A number of the councils have applied their CIL 
allocations to local projects and where details of this are known they 
have been included within Appendix A.  Remaining monies are being 
held over for future identified projects.  Further enquiries will be made 
with each of the town/parish councils as to their use of CIL allocations. 

6.2 Under the CIL Regulations the Council is required to transfer 15% of CIL 
receipts from development within a parish or town council area to those 
councils.  This neighbourhood portion can rise to 25% where there is an 
adopted Neighbourhood Plan.  At present none of these currently exist 
although Stone PC submitted its Neighbourhood Plan at the beginning 
of November and this will now go through due process to examine if it is 
capable of formal adoption. 

6.3 The CIL Regulations require that town/parish councils work closely with 
the Council to agree spending priorities.  The CIL Lead Officer will liaise 
with town/parish councils to identify projects where CIL funding and local 
monies could be combined to meet shared priorities.  Examples could 
be health or school provision projects that address development needs 
within a specific area.  This is in accordance with the views expressed 
by Cabinet, after considering this matter on 7 December 2017 (minute 
no.77), that Parishes would be expected to contribute some of their 
allocated neighbourhood portion to support the provision of key 
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infrastructure projects in their area supported by the Council through CIL 
funding. 

 Un-parished Areas 

6.4 A significant part of the urban area of the Borough is unparished and CIL 
receipts arising from developments in this area are currently retained by 
the Council for use on projects that support growth and which are 
identified as local priorities in the areas impacted by development.  In 
2019/20 there was £468,800 of CIL receipts retained for the unparished 
areas and as of March 2020 a total of £808,464 was being held by the 
Council. 

6.5 National Regulations require that the Council engages with communities 
to ensure funded projects address local neighbourhood priorities.  
Projects may be commissioned and delivered by either local 
interest/community groups where they meet the criteria, or the Council 
where they are additional to the usual remit of Council services and meet 
the criteria. 

6.6 Proposals for the governance, resourcing, development and 
implementation of CIL funded projects in unparished areas are being 
drawn up.  Engagement with the local community will be key to a number 
of aspects including identifying the priorities for infrastructure 
investment, identifying projects and potential delivery agents.  It is 
anticipated that Ward Members will be involved as they have valuable 
knowledge of their local areas and further work will be undertaken to 
identify any local forums/groups already active within unparished areas.  
It is envisaged that the assessment criteria for projects within the 
unparished areas will mirror those adopted for assessing projects for 
inclusion within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  Some 
allowance is likely to be made for the scale of projects and local priorities 
identified but in essence the projects will need to mitigate the impacts of 
development within the unparished areas.  It is intended that a report will 
be presented to Cabinet in Spring 2021 with the results of the work 
outlined above and approval of proposed governance arrangements for 
the allocation of CIL funding in the unparished areas. 

6.7 Individual projects may be large and complex and beyond the scale of 
community projects experienced to date.  Robust financial, legal and 
governance arrangements will need to be in place in the event that local 
interest/community groups are to deliver these projects and the Council 
will need to ensure that there is sufficient expertise and resources to 
manage and monitor the projects.  Local interest/community groups are 
likely to need assistance in developing and implementing projects. 

6.8 Parking pressures on residential streets arising from new development 
have been identified as a significant local concern.  The unparished area 
in the north-west of the Borough, encompassing Dartford town centre, is 
particularly affected in view of the significant development taking place 
there.  A project is, therefore, being developed by the Council which will 
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investigate the potential for an area-wide parking management scheme.  
It will be progressed in consultation with local residents to identify the 
most appropriate form this could take.  The project is being part-funded 
through the CIL receipts retained for the unparished areas which is an 
appropriate use of the local neighbourhood portion in an area that is 
impacted by new development.  Progress on the scheme and decisions 
on the form of the parking management will be reported to Cabinet in 
due course. 

7.  Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

To ensure that regeneration in Dartford is sustainable and of benefit to 
all of our communities 
 
To reduce overall health inequality in Dartford to provide for a rich and 
varied quality of life.  

 
8. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 

assessments 
 

Financial 
Implications 

At this stage, no infrastructure projects are 
recommended for final approval of CIL funding.   
CIL net receipts (less the neighbourhood portion 
and administration costs) will be retained by the 
Council until final approval is agreed by Cabinet 
for the allocation of CIL funding to specific 
projects. 

The CIL portion for unparished areas will be 
retained by the Council until such time as 
governance arrangements are approved by 
Cabinet and Cabinet approval is obtained for the 
allocation of funds to specific projects. 

Legal Implications The use of CIL monies is defined by regulatory 
requirements.  Regulations also require the 
Council to publish an annual Infrastructure 
Funding Statement by 31st December setting out 
developer contributions received and spent for 
the previous financial year along with any 
contributions held by the Council and the 
infrastructure that these funds are intended for.  
Appendix A attached to this report sets out the 
CIL income for 2019/20 that will be incorporated 
into this year’s IFS.  The processes outlined are 
in accordance with national CIL Regulations. 

Public Sector 
Equality Duty 

Crime & Disorder 
Duty 

There are no specific Public Sector Equality Duty 
and Crime & Disorder Duty implications arising 
from this report.  However, individual 
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infrastructure projects will need to be assessed 
against these duties as they come forward. 

Staffing 
Implications 

Administrative 
Implications 

The administration of CIL covering collection, 
spending and governance is carried out within 
existing staff resources.  It is partly funded by up 
to 5% of annual CIL contributions, which is 
permitted under the Regulations. 

Risk Assessment There is a risk of overspend on individual projects 
within the Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme.  
Legal agreements will be entered into for each 
individual project, with the risk of overspend 
resting with the delivery agency.  The allocation 
of CIL monies to projects within the Indicative 5-
Year Delivery Programme will take into account 
projected CIL income over that period. 

 
9. Details of Exempt Information Category 

 Not applicable 
 
10. Appendices 

Appendix A – CIL Receipts for 2019/20 
Appendix B – Infrastructure Delivery Plan Update 2020 
Appendix C – Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme 21/22 to 25/26 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents 
consulted 

Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information Category 

 
  Stephen Dukes 

(01322) 343015 
Planning Services, 
Strategic, 
Directorate, 
External Services 

N/A 
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The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is a mechanism that allows local planning authorities 
to raise funds from new development in the form of a levy.  Dartford Borough Council has adopted 
a CIL Charging Schedule which came into force in April 2014.  Funds raised are pooled primarily to 
support the delivery of larger strategic infrastructure required to support development within an 
area rather than to mitigate the impacts of a specific site. 

An agreement under section 106 of the Town & Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) can 
still be utilised to ensure that infrastructure specific to a development site is delivered to ensure 
that the development is ‘acceptable in planning terms’.  These often cover the provision of 
affordable housing, open space and access roads for example. 

Whilst the majority of CIL receipts will be used to support the delivery of strategic infrastructure 
the CIL Regulations require the Council to transfer 15% of the receipts to local town and parish 
councils where these have been received from development in their areas.  This can increase to 25% 
where a town or parish council has an adopted Neighbourhood Plan in place.  To date there are no 
such Neighbourhood Plans in place within the Borough.  Where possible the town and parish 
councils are encouraged to identify agreed priorities with the Council on infrastructure provision so 
that collectively CIL receipts can be utilised to their maximum benefit. 

In areas where CIL receipts have been received from development in unparished areas of the 
Borough the same requirement applies and this is currently retained by the Council.  For the 
unparished areas the Council is required to use the retained CIL receipts to support development in 
these areas.  The receipts do not have to be spent purely on infrastructure and may be used for 
other measures providing they address demands generated by development that impact on the 
area.  The Council is also required to engage with local communities in the unparished areas to 
identify both the priorities for investment and specific projects for delivery. 

An additional 5% of CIL receipts can be used for administrative costs which can be used to 
support the resources need to cover the collection, governance, reporting and spending of CIL 
receipts. 

Annual Performance for 2019/20 

Table 1 below shows an overall summary of the CIL payments that have been received by the 
Council during the period 1st April 2019 and 31st March 2020.  Table 1 also shows the CIL receipts 
transferred to town and parish councils; those retained to be spent in unparished areas and the 
portion applied to administrative expenses. 

The total CIL payments received since the adoption of CIL in 2014 and the total CIL receipts 
retained by the Council to be spent on strategic infrastructure projects over the same period are 
also shown. 
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Table 1:  Summary of Dartford CIL Receipts for Period April 2019 to March 2020 

For 2019/20  

Total CIL receipts £3,793,804 

CIL expenditure on strategic infrastructure projects £0 

CIL receipts transferred to town and parish councils £114,744 

CIL receipts retained to be spent in local unparished areas £468,839 

CIL applied to administrative expenses (5% of total CIL received) £70,350 

CIL retained to be spent on strategic infrastructure projects. £3,139,871 

For Period 2014/15 to 2019/20  

Total CIL receipts £9,394,203 

Total CIL retained and available to be spent on strategic 
infrastructure projects. 

£7,620,191 

 

Neighbourhood Portion for 2019/20 

a) Neighbourhood Portion passed to Town & Parish Councils 

In 2019/20, the Council transferred a total of £100,232 of CIL receipts to six town and parish 
councils which breaks down as follows: 

Darenth PC £10,959 

Longfield, New Barn & Southfleet PC £1,868 

Stone PC £20,358 

Sutton-at-Hone & Hawley PC £12,052 

Swanscombe & Greenhithe TC £61,772 

Wilmington PC £7,734 

Town and parish councils are required to publish annual information on their websites 
setting out details of the CIL received from the Council together with details of any 
expenditure of these CIL receipts.  Some councils have applied CIL receipts to measures such 
as the re-surfacing of a recreation ground driveway, refurbishment of a community hall, 
new gates for a recreation ground and new doors for a village hall.  Other councils are 
retaining CIL receipts for projects in subsequent years, e.g. Wilmington PC has allocated 
funding towards improvements to the Darent Valley Path within the parish area subject to 
a suitable project coming forward. 

b) Neighbourhood Portion Retained to be spent in Unparished Areas in the Borough 

As set out in Table 1 above, the Council has retained £468,839 from the total CIL receipts 
for 2019/20 to be spent in the unparished areas of the Borough.  Taking into account past 
CIL receipts the total retained for unparished areas currently stands at £808,464.  National 
guidance encourages these funds to be spent on infrastructure/measures that address the 
demands generated by development in their area and meet priorities set through 
engagement with local communities. 
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The Council is in the process of engaging with local communities to determine the priorities 
for infrastructure in the unparished areas and identify projects that can come forward for 
delivery with the support CIL receipts retained.  The governance arrangements are expected 
to be in place by Spring 2021 with the identification and development of projects to follow. 

CIL Expenditure 

There has been no expenditure in 2019/20 of the CIL receipts retained by the Council to be 
spent on strategic infrastructure projects.  As a result the amount of CIL income held by the Council 
has now increased to £7.515m.  CIL receipts vary from year to year as they are dependent on 
development coming forward which means that future CIL receipts cannot be estimated with a high 
level of certainty.  However, based on consented development and the pipeline of developments 
expected to come forward over the next five years there is expected to be sufficient CIL funding to 
support those strategic infrastructure projects identified in the Indicative 5-Year Delivery 
Programme along with an allowance to cover other projects that may come forward.  The impact of 
Covid-19 on the progress of development within the Borough remains uncertain but an allowance 
has been made in forecasting future CIL receipts. 

The strategic infrastructure projects that are currently identified in the Indicative 5-Year 
Delivery Programme are: 

Dartford Town Centre Regeneration Project 
Dartford Northern Gateway Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge 
Primary School Extension in Dartford North 
Stone Primary School 
Dartford Town Centre Health & Wellbeing Hub 
Stone/Greenhithe Health Centre 
Darent Valley Path 

These projects have been identified as potentially needing CIL funding to support their delivery.  
None of the projects have yet reached the stage where the details have been finalised and they are 
ready to be delivered.  Progress has been made on some of the projects and its hoped that they will 
be delivered in 2021/22 financial year.  These include the Northern Gateway Bridge, Dartford North 
primary extension and Darent Valley Path. 

It is not intended that CIL receipts retained for strategic infrastructure projects will fully fund 
the projects identified.  Nonetheless there is the necessity to pool funding over a number of years 
to secure sufficient funding to support the implementation of the current identified schemes.  It is 
also the nature of larger strategic infrastructure projects that there is a long lead-in time to delivery 
and costs are significant.  The Council has approved governance arrangements for the allocation of 
CIL funding that takes into account the availability of other funding sources, the certainty of delivery 
and an assessment of each project to defined criteria.  The Council works in liaison with its 
infrastructure delivery partners to bring forward strategic infrastructure that meets the demands 
generated by development within the Borough. 
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Introduction 

This updated Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) sets out a variety of projects that have been identified by the Council and infrastructure 
providers including Kent County Council (KCC), NHS Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG), Environment Agency (EA) and 
Highways England (HE).  The infrastructure projects are to support planned new development in the Borough and meet the new demands this 
will generate.  Infrastructure to support development can include a variety of projects from new schools to flood protection measures. 

This report supersedes that published in November 2019 and provides the latest update on the progress of the delivery of key infrastructure 
schemes.  The IDP is a “living document” and is subject to change as new development takes place across the Borough and delivery partners 
identify the need for new infrastructure projects in response the demands created by development. 

The infrastructure projects contained in this IDP are identified under the following three headings according to the progress made with their 
delivery, funding and the likelihood that they can be delivered within the next 5 years: 

1. Projects where the full level of funding has been identified (including direct provision by developers). 

Projects within this section have been judged by the Borough Council and its delivery partners to be fully funded through 
existing s106 obligations and/or other external funding sources. 

2. Projects where the application of CIL funding could help to unlock delivery. 

Through ongoing liaison with delivery partners, a number of projects have emerged where CIL funding has the potential to 
unlock delivery over the next five years.  These projects have been identified within this section.  It is recognised that further 
actions are needed to provide certainty that these projects can be delivered including any potential for CIL funding forming 
part of the overall funding package for the project.  Any final decisions on the allocation of CIL funding will be subject to an 
assessment against Dartford’s CIL Assessment Criteria and approval by the Council’s Cabinet, usually on an annual basis. 

3. Other projects which may be needed to support development but currently need to be further defined to confirm delivery timescale 
and potential funding. 

This section covers additional projects that are emerging but which have not yet been clearly defined.  The specifics of the 
projects such as need, delivery and timing, clarity of funding sources, and whether CIL funding would help to unlock delivery 
all require further consideration.  The Borough Council will continue to work with the relevant delivery partners to further 
develop these projects. 

Further updates of the IDP are expected to be published on an annual basis to coincide with Council Member’s consideration of  Dartford’s CIL 
funding programme.  A major review of the IDP would take place in conjunction with a review of the Dartford Local Plan to reflect any change in 
the scale and location of planned development across the Borough. 
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Abbreviations 

CCG:  Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group CIL:  Community Infrastructure Levy DBC:  Dartford Borough Council DVH:  Darent Valley Hospital 

DVLP:  Darent Valley Landscape Partnership EA:  Environment Agency EDC:  Ebbsfleet Development Corporation ESFA:  Education & Skills Funding Agency 

FDGiA:  Flood Defence Grant Aid HE:  Highways England HLF:  Heritage Lottery Fund KCC:  Kent County Council LGF:  Local Growth Fund 

s106:  Planning Obligation under s106 of the Town & Country Planning Act     

 

1. Fully Funded Projects 

Location Project Need Lead 
Delivery 
Agent 

Funding 
Source(s) 

Delivery Issues/Comments When Cost 

Transport 
Dartford 
Town Centre 

Package of highway 
and public realm 
improvements (Phases 
1, 1a & 2) 

Measures to transform 
the town centre’s 
highway infrastructure 
and public realm to 
support plans for its 
regeneration; encourage 
modal shift and support 
sustainable travel to/from 
significant housing 
development in the area. 

DBC Homes 
England, 

LGF, s106 

Phase 1 covering Market Street 
providing “pocket parks” and improving 
connectivity between the High Street 
and Central Park commenced in May 
2019 and is nearing completion. 
Tenders for Phase 1a covering the High 
Street have been received and work is 
due to commence in January 2021. 
Tenders have also been received for 
Phase 2 covering the West Hill/Highfield 
Road and Lowfield Street/Instone Road 
gateway junctions to the town centre 
and work will commence concurrently 
with Phase 1a. 
Design of Phases 3 and 4 is yet to start.  
Confirmation is awaited that an 
additional £1m will be made available 
from the LGF to cover the additional 
construction and materials costs arising 
from Covid 19. 

Current £12m 

Bean & 
Southfleet 
(Ebbsfleet 
Garden City) 

A2 Bean & Ebbsfleet 
Junction 
Improvements 

Major improvements to 
adjacent junctions on the 
A2 to improve capacity 
and traffic flow in 
response to planned 
economic and housing 
development in the area. 

HE HE, EDC, 
s106 

Highways England published Orders 
under the Highways Act in February 
2019 and a Public Inquiry was held in 
October 2019.  The Secretary of State 
confirmed the Orders in June 2020. 
Advanced works started in March 2020 
and these have progressed with initial 
focus on works to improve the central 
reservation of the A2new, bridge at 

2022/23 £125m 
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Bean and clearance around Bean 
junction in preparation for changes to 
the slip roads. 

Borough-wide Urban Traffic 
Management & 
Control (UTMC) 
measures 

Integrated and 
responsive traffic control 
systems across the 
Dartford area.  Primary 
objective to minimise 
delay and congestion for 
all vehicles, support the 
smooth running of traffic 
and increase capacity 
where possible. 

KCC, EDC s106 Implementation of responsive traffic 
control systems to be implemented as 
part of other projects, e.g. Dartford TC 
and A282(M25) Junctions. 
EDC has provided KCC with £90,000 to 
fund initial feasibility work and a 
business case is being put together for 
upgrading or implementing UTMC 
systems at potentially 41 traffic signal 
controlled junctions across North Kent 
(Dartford & Gravesham). 
Further locations may be identified 
through the transport assessment being 
undertaken for the Local Plan Review. 

2021 
onwards 

£3.5m 
across 

North Kent 

Dartford 
Tunnel 
Approach 

A282 (M25) Junctions 
1a, 1b & 2 

To alleviate pressure 
from Dartford Crossing 
on the local road network 
taking into account future 
development within the 
Borough and the wider 
area. 

HE, KCC HE, s106 Works completed on improvements to 
Junction 2.  Small scale improvements 
and operational measures carried out at 
the Dartford Tunnel Approach. 
Short-term improvement to Junction 1a 
identified by HE but funding has yet to 
be secured. 

Done 
 
 
 

2021/22 to 
2022/23 

£10m 
 
 
 

Funding bid 
for RIS2 

Flood Defence 
Dartford 
Town Centre 

Flood Alleviation 
Scheme to improve 
current flood defences 

A number of small scale 
alleviation works to 
ensure that Dartford TC 
is adequately defended 
against fluvial and tidal 
flood risk. 

EA FDGiA, 
DBC 

Update of modelling of potential flood 
risk completed.  This shows no 
immediate impacts on town centre.  
Smaller scale works related to Climate 
Change are being looked at. 
Separate to this improvement works to 
the River Darent flood channel are 
proposed to be carried out as part of the 
Acacia site improvements. 

Current To be 
determined. 
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Education 
Northern 
Gateway 

2FE Primary School 
“Rivermill” 

To address demand 
arising from development 
within Dartford Northern 
Gateway sites 

ESFA ESFA Site acquired and planning consent 
granted.  Connect Schools Academy 
Trust selected to operate school.  
Temporary provision opened in Sept 
2019.  Permanent school under 
construction and nearing completion. 

Dec 2020 £6.705m + 
Land Costs 

EQ Alkerden 4-8FE Secondary 
School 

To meet demand from 
development within 
Ebbsfleet Garden City 
and potentially some 
demand from outside this 
area. 

Developer s106 Design underway and planning 
application submitted in Dec 2019 for an 
Education Campus comprising 8FE 
Secondary school, 2FE Primary school 
and dual-use sports pitches and sports 
hall.  Aletheia Anglican Academies 
Trust selected to operate both primary 
and secondary as a “through” school. 

4FE by 2023 
 

8FE 
2025-29 

£32m 

EQ Alkerden 2FE Primary School To meet demand arising 
from development within 
Eastern Quarry 

Developer s106 1 FE by 
2023 

 
2FE 

2025-29 

£10.2m 

EQ Ashmere 2FE Primary School To meet demand from 
development in Eastern 
Quarry. 

Developer s106 Delivery will be determined by KCC and 
the developer in conjunction with the 
EDC in accordance with the progress of 
housing delivery and triggers set out in 
s106.  Site identified in Area Master 
Plan and to be delivered directly by the 
developer. 

2025-2029 £10.2m 

Stone 8FE Secondary School To meet demand due to 
housing growth and 
demographic changes in 
existing housing stock 
within Dartford. 

ESFA ESFA Site acquired by ESFA, planning 
consent granted and school under 
construction.  Endeavour MAT selected 
to operate school.  Temporary provision 
opened in Sept 2019 as is already 
operating at 4FE.  Permanent school 
under construction and nearing 
completion. 

6FE by 2021 
 

8FE by 2023 

£32m + 
Land Costs 
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Ebbsfleet 
Green 

2FE Primary School To meet demand from 
development within 
Ebbsfleet Garden City 

KCC KCC, s106 Planning consent granted in July 2020.  
Construction has started on site.  
Maritime Academy Trust selected as 
school operator and providing 
temporary provision from Sept 2020 at 
one of their schools in Strood. 

1FE by 2021 
 

2FE by 2024 

£10.2m 

Community 
Eastern 
Quarry 
(Ebbsfleet 
Garden City) 

Community Hub 
(incorporating Lifelong 
Learning Centre) 

To meet demand for the 
provision of community 
services and facilities 
arising from new 
development. 

Developer, 
EDC, KCC 

EDC, s106 Developer formed working group to 
determine space requirements for 
Community Hub to be located in Market 
Centre (Alkerden) of Eastern Quarry 
development.  Space for library, 
community learning, youth, social care 
and flexible space identified.  EDC has 
taken this up as part of its review of 
community facilities across the Garden 
City and long-term Stewardship 
arrangements. 

2023/24 £3.2m 

Health 
Ebbsfleet 
Central 
(Ebbsfleet 
Garden City) 

New primary care 
facility. 

To meet demand for the 
provision of community 
services and facilities 
arising from new 
development. 

EDC, 
CCG 

EDC, 
CCG, 
s106 

EDC is in discussions with CCG and 
developers within the Garden City 
regarding the provision of primary care 
facilities as part of their master planning 
for Ebbsfleet Central and ambitions for 
a Health, Education & Innovation 
Quarter (HEiQ).  A project manager has 
been appointed to progress this. 

2025 
onwards 

To be 
determined 
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2. Projects with the Potential to be Unlocked by CIL 

Location Project Need Lead 
Delivery 
Agent 

Funding 
Source(s) 

Delivery Issues/Comments When Cost 

Transport 
Dartford Town 
Centre 

Package of highway 
and public realm 
improvements (Phases 
3 &4) 

Measures to transform 
the town centre’s 
highway infrastructure 
and public realm to 
support plans for its 
regeneration; encourage 
modal shift and support 
sustainable travel to/from 
significant housing 
development in the area. 

DBC Homes 
England, 

Local 
Growth 
Fund, 

s106, CIL 

Further schemes to potentially include 
an extension of the High St works to 
improve Spital St through repaving 
and landscaping.  Other schemes may 
also be identified. 

2022/23 
onwards 

To be 
finalised 

Dartford Northern 
Gateway 

Pedestrian and cycle 
bridge over river 
Darent and other local 
improvements. 

To provide a strategic 
east-west route for 
pedestrians and cyclists 
linking new housing 
developments and 
established communities 
with community facilities, 
(such as the new 
Rivermill PS), 
employment areas and 
Fastrack services. 

DBC s106, CIL Feasibility study completed but some 
issues still to be resolved, e.g. land 
titles, on-going maintenance. 
Cost of scheme also needs to be 
finalised and an assessment of the 
availability of other sources of funding 
carried out. 

2021/22 £1.2-1.6m 
To be 

reviewed 

Education 
North of Borough 2 x 1FE Primary 

School expansions 
To address the need for 
additional school places 
from existing and future 
development across The 
Bridge and Dartford 
Northern Gateway. 

KCC KCC, CIL Further feasibility work to be 
undertaken by KCC to identify projects 
within Dartford North Primary Planning 
Group.  Relative need between 
development pressure and indigenous 
growth to be clarified along with 

1 FE by 
2021/22 

 
1FE by 
2022/23 

£4-5m each 
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availability of other sources of funding, 
e.g. Basic Needs Funding from 
Government. 

Stone 2FE Primary School To meet demand from 
planned development of 
St James Lane Pit 
development site, other 
new development in the 
area and demographic 
changes. 

KCC KCC, 
ESFA, CIL 

The aspiration is that this would be a 
Free School with the ESFA covering 
the build cost and selecting an 
Academy Trust to operate the school.  
This would depend on KCC 
purchasing a suitable site and further 
negotiations with ESFA.  Alternative 
sites are being looked at as the 
expected purchase price of the St 
James Lane Pit site may be 
prohibitive.  Some CIL funding may be 
required to support delivery. 

2023/24 £10.2m 
Build Cost 

+ Land 
Costs 

Health 
Dartford Town 
Centre 

Health & Wellbeing 
Hub 

To meet demand from 
new development in 
Northern Gateway, town 
centre and surrounding 
area for additional health 
facilities to that provided 
by the existing primary 
care network. 

Developer, 
DBC 

Developer, 
DBC, CIL 

Application for mixed-use 
development at former Co-op and 
Westgate car park sites 
(DA/20/00409) approved by DBC 
subject to completion of s106 
Agreement.  Developer would provide 
2,682m2 of floorspace for non-
residential institutional use. 
Feasibility study being carried out to 
determine the scope of health and 
wellbeing facilities that might occupy 
the space provided.  Costs of 
provision would follow and additional 
sources of funding explored. 
Likely that funding will be required for 
fit-out costs and potentially revenue 
support costs in the initial stages. 

2022/23 To be 
determined 
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Stone/Greenhithe New primary care 
facility. 

To provide new facilities 
for existing GP practices 
in the area to meet rising 
demand from existing 
communities and new 
development at Stone 
and St Clements, 
Greenhithe. 

CCG, 
KCC, 

Developer 

CCG, CIL, 
Developer 

The CCG and GP Practices are 
focused on developing plans with KCC 
on land owned by KCC at Steele 
Avenue, Greenhithe.  A Memorandum 
of Understanding is being completed 
between CCG and KCC and work is 
progressing on a detailed project plan.  
It is currently anticipated that CIL 
funding will be required to support the 
capital costs of the scheme. 
Another proposal for development at 
Horns Cross incorporating a 1,000m2 
medical centre (DA/18/01611) that has 
been granted detailed consent is 
being supported by Stone PC. 

2022/23 To be 
confirmed 

Green Infrastructure 
Darent Valley Upgrading and 

improvement of Darent 
Valley Footpath and 
associated wayfinding 

To bring forward 
improvements to the 
Darent Valley Path that 
fall outside 
improvements being 
delivered by other 
partners.  This long-
distance footpath 
provides a key north-
south link between 
development sites 
around the town centre 
with the town centre 
itself, the Thames 
Coastal Path and 
countryside to the south 
of the A2. 

DVLP HLF, CIL Several sections of the footpath 
including Bob Dunn Way, A2 and M25 
underpasses, Powder Mill Lane 
crossing and Marshes tramway were 
identified as requiring improvement in 
DVLP bid for Heritage Lottery funding 
that were later approved. 
In May 2020, HLF asked for a review 
of the projects included within the 
scheme with the view of a revised 
scheme.  An extension of the project 
delivery schedule to 31 December 
2023 has also been made. 
Confirmation required regarding 
projects to be delivered within 
Dartford, there timescale for delivery 
and any funding requirement from CIL. 

To Dec 
2023 

Up to 
£250,000 
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Abbreviations 

CCG:  Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group CIL:  Community Infrastructure Levy DBC:  Dartford Borough Council DVH:  Darent Valley Hospital 

DVLP:  Darent Valley Landscape Partnership EA:  Environment Agency EDC:  Ebbsfleet Development Corporation ESFA:  Education & Skills Funding Agency 

FDGiA:  Flood Defence Grant Aid HE:  Highways England HLF:  Heritage Lottery Fund KCC:  Kent County Council LGF:  Local Growth Fund 

s106:  Planning Obligation under s106 of the Town & Country Planning Act     

 

3. Other Schemes to be Further Defined 

Location Project Need Lead 
Delivery 
Agent 

Funding 
Source(s) 

Delivery Issues/Comments When Cost 

Transport 
Borough-wide Expansion & 

enhancement of 
Fastrack 

To ensure a good quality, 
reliable and frequent 
Fastrack service to 
encourage local journeys 
by public transport and 
reduce reliance on car 
journeys.  Strategic 
initiatives required to 
complement on-site 
provision by major 
development sites 
through s106 obligations. 

KCC, EDC KCC, 
EDC, 

s106, CIL 

A number of fully funded projects/work 
streams are being progressed including: 
 Tunnels linking Eastern Quarry with 

Bluewater are being delivered by 
KCC. 

 Springhead Bridge completed by EDC 
in 2020. 

 Procurement of a new operator for 
Fastrack Route B. 

 Phased development plan for 
additional routes to serve new 
developments. 

 Segregated Fastrack route at Junction 
1b 

Potential for CIL to complement other 
funding to ensure the delivery of 
network-wide 
extensions/enhancements. 

2020 
onwards 

To be 
determined 
as projects 
identified 

Borough-wide New and improved 
cycle/footpaths 

To create a coherent 
network of safe cycle and 
footpaths to support non-
motorised travel as a 
choice for local journeys 
and resolve missing links 
between infrastructure 
provided by new 
developments and other 
highway projects. 

DBC, 
EDC, HE, 

KCC 

EDC, HE, 
CIL 

Development of a coherent network and 
strategy for implementation is on-going 
which will link to the cycling and walking 
strategy being developed by EDC.  
EDC’s Green Corridors Phase 2 nearing 
completion and Phase 3 about to start. 
The EDC and HE are progressing an 
application for designated funds for 
additional NMU facilities to supplement 
A2 Bean & Ebbsfleet Improvements. 

2020 
onwards 

To be 
determined 
as projects 
identified 
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Abbreviations 

CCG:  Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group CIL:  Community Infrastructure Levy DBC:  Dartford Borough Council DVH:  Darent Valley Hospital 

DVLP:  Darent Valley Landscape Partnership EA:  Environment Agency EDC:  Ebbsfleet Development Corporation ESFA:  Education & Skills Funding Agency 

FDGiA:  Flood Defence Grant Aid HE:  Highways England HLF:  Heritage Lottery Fund KCC:  Kent County Council LGF:  Local Growth Fund 

s106:  Planning Obligation under s106 of the Town & Country Planning Act     

 

A282 (M25) 
Junction 1a 

Improvements to 
junction and 
approaches. 

Congestion at Junction 1a 
leading to tailbacks along 
A206 Bob Dunn way.  
Improvements needed for 
medium to long-term to 
meet demand from 
development sites coming 
forward and ease 
conditions reducing 
conflict between local and 
strategic traffic. 

HE, KCC HE, CIL, 
s106, 
Other 

funding 
sources to 

be 
explored 

Memorandum of Understanding agreed 
between DBC, HE and KCC.  Steering 
Group set up with inclusion of other 
stakeholders.  Critical review of previous 
studies to be completed by end of 
November.  Partners to work together to 
identify a preferred strategy, develop an 
implementation programme and secure 
funding.  Development identified within 
Local Plan Review to be taken into 
account. 

2023-2028 To be 
determined 

Education 
Borough-wide New and/or expanded 

Primary and Secondary 
Schools 

To meet demand for 
additional school places 
generated by longer term 
growth and demographic 
changes within Dartford. 

KCC KCC, 
ESFA, CIL 

Need for further provision to be 
identified through the Local Plan Review 
that would feed into KCC’s 
Commissioning Plan for Education 
Provision. 

Post 2029 To be 
determined 
as projects 
identified. 

Ebbsfleet 
Central 

2FE Primary School To meet demand for new 
additional school places 
arising from planned 
development. 

KCC KCC, 
EDC, 

Developer 

EDC is in the process of determining an 
overall master plan for Ebbsfleet Central 
and the planned scale of development.  
A planning application for outline 
consent is expected to be submitted in 
2021.  Provision to be reviewed through 
the Local Plan. 

2025-29 £10.2m 

Health 
Borough-wide Expansion of Darent 

Valley Hospital 
To expand capacity in 
response to development 
within Dartford and the 
wider local area. 

DVH Trust DVH Trust Requirement to be reviewed in 
response to Local Plan Review and new 
housing trajectories.  DVH Trust is 
working on a Development Plan 
following issues highlighted by its 
response Covid-19.  Additional capacity 
likely to be incremental and subject to 
new service delivery models and 
Government funding. 

up to 2030 To be 
determined. 
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Abbreviations 

CCG:  Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group CIL:  Community Infrastructure Levy DBC:  Dartford Borough Council DVH:  Darent Valley Hospital 

DVLP:  Darent Valley Landscape Partnership EA:  Environment Agency EDC:  Ebbsfleet Development Corporation ESFA:  Education & Skills Funding Agency 

FDGiA:  Flood Defence Grant Aid HE:  Highways England HLF:  Heritage Lottery Fund KCC:  Kent County Council LGF:  Local Growth Fund 

s106:  Planning Obligation under s106 of the Town & Country Planning Act     

 

Flood Defence 
Thames & 
Darent 
Riverside 

Refurbishment/renewal 
of existing flood 
defences 

To ensure existing tidal 
flood defences are 
resilient to future climate 
change as part of the 
Thames Estuary 2100 
Project 

EA EA Study of longer term (2025-2040) 
Darent and Thames flood defences to 
be started in 2023/24.  Defences are in 
a good state of repair and work is 
unlikely to start until after 2025. 
Work is to start on Dartford Creek 
Barrier in 2022 and some CIL funding 
may be required. 
Welcome Sluice is an ageing asset that 
needs attention but costs are currently 
unknown. 
Other flood related infrastructure may 
be identified in due course. 
Requirement for CIL funding to be 
confirmed. 

2025-2040 To be 
confirmed 

Waste 
Bean Triangle Provision of a new 

Materials Recycling 
Facility (MRF). 

To provide additional 
capacity for household 
waste recycling and waste 
transfer facilities within 
the County. 

KCC KCC, 
EDC, CIL 

KCC Waste has produced a “Case for 
Waste” that sets out the need for 
additional capacity across the County.  
This identifies existing issues at 
Pepperhill and the need for a county-
wide MRF.  KCC would seek funding for 
the MRF facility from development 
across the County. 
Pre-applications discussions with EDC 
has resulted in an alternative site being 
explored for the MRF and a smaller site 
for a Waste Transfer Facility being 
considered to resolve capacity issues at 
Pepperhill.  Site search expanded 
beyond Bean Triangle. 

2023/24 £30m 
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Abbreviations 

CCG:  Kent & Medway Clinical Commissioning Group CIL:  Community Infrastructure Levy DBC:  Dartford Borough Council DVH:  Darent Valley Hospital 

DVLP:  Darent Valley Landscape Partnership EA:  Environment Agency EDC:  Ebbsfleet Development Corporation ESFA:  Education & Skills Funding Agency 

FDGiA:  Flood Defence Grant Aid HE:  Highways England HLF:  Heritage Lottery Fund KCC:  Kent County Council LGF:  Local Growth Fund 

s106:  Planning Obligation under s106 of the Town & Country Planning Act     

 

4. Projects that have been Completed or removed from IDP Since November 2012 

Location Project Delivery Agent Funding Source(s) When Cost 

Dartford Town 
Centre 

New pool facility or 
refurbishment/extension of 
existing. 

DBC DBC Refurbished pool and expanded health 
and poolside facilities opened in 2016. 

 

EQ Castle Hill 2FE Primary School Developer s106 Obligation School opened in September 2017. £7.0m 

Northern Gateway 
& Temple Hill 

1FE expansion of Temple Hill 
primary school. 

KCC KCC Work completed.  

Stone/Greenhithe A226 London Road/St 
Clements Way Junction 

KCC Local Growth 
Fund, s106 

Improvement of this junction was 
completed in early 2019 

£8.5m 

 
Further Notes 

1.  Specific community projects have been identified in the IDP but this does not include the identification of potential other development funding requirements for 
items such as additional library book stock, extended hours for libraries, youth outreach programmes, community learning services and police resources.  The 
Council will continue to discuss appropriate resource requirements needed to support development and agree funding mechanisms for these and other types 
of social/community infrastructure.  This is likely to be though CIL or s106 and will depend on the geographic coverage of the service requirement. 

2.  The IDP is a living document and will change and develop in line with growth across the Borough.  Future updates will continue to consider service providers 
forecast requirements arising from new development and changes in the way that they deliver their services. 

3.   
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Appendix C 

 
 

December 2020 
 

Indicative 5-Year Delivery Programme 2021/22 – 2025/26 
 

Project Timeline Comments 

 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26  

Transport & Movement       

Dartford Town Centre      
For further potential schemes to be identified including extension of 
the High Street works to improve Spital Street. 

Northern Gateway 
Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge 

     
Subject to resolution of outstanding issues regarding ongoing 
maintenance and land titles and assessment of other funding sources. 

Education       

Dartford North primary 
school extensions 

     
Subject to further feasibility work by KCC to identify projects, an 
assessment of other funding sources and justification of need for CIL. 

Stone primary school      
Subject to KCC resolving land issues and reaching agreement with ESFA.  
Some CIL funding is anticipated to support delivery of the school. 

Health       

Dartford Town Centre 
Health Hub 

     
Subject to further feasibility study on the scope of health and wellbeing 
facilities that might be provided, costs and other sources of funding. 

Stone/Greenhithe Health 
Centre 

     
Subject to the resolution of the location of the facility and assessment 
of other sources of funding. 

Green Infrastructure       

Darent Valley Path      
Subject to confirmation of the projects to be delivered within Dartford, 
the timescales for delivery and availability of other funding sources. 

 Projects in preparation phase 

 Anticipated delivery timescale for project 

 

The 5-Year Delivery Programme shown above is derived from the projects identified within the Infrastructure Delivery Programme (IDP) as those with 
the potential to be unlocked with CIL funding.  Both the IDP and 5-Year Programme will be updated on a regular basis as projects are developed.  
Further projects can be added when details are sufficiently defined and the project meets identified criteria and support.  Any final decisions on the 
allocation of CIL funds to any specific project will be subject to an assessment against Dartford’s CIL Assessment Criteria and approval by the Council’s 
Cabinet. 
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PHASE 1A DARTFORD TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION PHASE 2 
DARTFORD TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION 
 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1 This is a Key Decision as the level of expenditure exceeds the threshold set by 

the General Assembly of the Council. 
 

1.2 The report informs Members of the outcome of tender evaluations for the Town 
Centre Regeneration Phase 1A (High Street) and Phase 2 (Instone 
Road/Highfields Road junctions) construction works and seeks approval for the 
award of the contract to the successful tenderer(s).  
 

1.3 The matter needs to be dealt with expeditiously due to there being considerable 
pressure upon materials ordering lead-in times and the need to commence the 
works in January 2021.  

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 That the details of tenders shown at Appendix A in the exempt part of the 

Agenda be noted. 

2.2 That authority be granted to the Strategic Director (External Services) to accept 
the winning tender(s), as identified in exempt Appendix A, and for the Strategic 
Director (External Services) in consultation with the Head of Legal Services, to 
enter into contract(s) for the construction phase of Phase 1A (High Street) and 
Phase 2 (Instone Road/Highfields Road junctions) of the Dartford Town Centre 
Regeneration project with the successful tenderer(s).  

 

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
3.1. The Dartford Town Centre Regeneration project is funded by grant 

funding, jointly from HCA (£7.7M) and LGF (4.3). The project is divided 
into 5 phases. The Funding Agreement was signed and completed in 
August 2018. 

3.2. Construction of Phase 1 (Market Street) commenced in May 2019 and 
is generally complete. 

3.3. Detailed designs for Phase 1A (High Street) and Phase 2 (Instone Road/ 
Highfield Road junctions) were completed in June 2020 and tenders 
were invited in July 2020 (Phase 1A) and September 2020 (Phase 2). 

3.4. Following very high prices, due in part to risks associated with the 
pandemic, and an insufficient number of compliant tenders being 
received for the Phase 1A tender, this phase was subsequently re-
tendered in September 2020, together with the Phase 2 works.  
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3.5. Acceptable tenders for both Phases 1A and 2 have now been received 

and there is an urgent need to appoint the successful contractor(s) in 
order to commence the mobilisation of the construction process. The 
tender evaluation process included a quality scoring element. Appendix 
A sets out tender price and contractor details. 

3.6. A critical activity in the mobilisation of both Phases is the pre-ordering of 
the large quantities of granite paving materials, which are procured from 
overseas.  

3.7. It is understood that the materials are subject to a circa 12 week lead-in. 
Due to design delays and the issues surrounding Covid-19, dates 
became challenging to meet the programmed 4 January 2021 
commencement. The above mentioned exercise to re-tender Phase 1a 
also added around 8 weeks to the timeline, but did prove commercially 
advantageous, saving in the order of £600K. The commencement has 
been rescheduled to late January 2021. 

3.8. Whilst the paving materials are not required for the first activities on site, 
such as drainage and utilities etc., orders must be placed as early as 
possible, else there is a real risk of the project not being able to 
commence until possibly Spring 2021. An additional factor is that Public 
holidays in the supplying country generally result in an extended industry 
shutdown in the region. 

3.9. In a worst case scenario, this could then introduce the possibility, if there 
are construction related issues or further Covid-19 issues that result in 
delays, as Phase 1 experienced, the works could run on into the pre-
Christmas period in November/December 2021.  

3.10. Approval is therefore sought to proceed and appoint contractor(s) 
without delay. 

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

Not applicable. 
 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 
 

Financial Implications As set out at 3.1 

Legal Implications 

 

Standing Order 54(6) requirements for a key 
decision not previously included on the 
Forward Plan have been complied with. 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative 
Implications 

None  

Risk Assessment There is a risk that materials required for the 
works will be delayed which could impact the 
project end date. 
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6. Details of Exempt Information Category 

 
Appendix A has been placed on the closed part of the Agenda because it 
contains exempt information within Standing Order 46(1)(b), and Annex 1, 
paragraph 3  namely information relating to the financial or business affairs of 
any particular person (including the authority holding the information) and in all 
the circumstances of the case, the public interest in not disclosing the 
information outweighs the benefits of disclosing the information. 
 
7. Appendices 
 
 Appendix A – Details of tenders (Exempt item) 
. 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 
 

  Keith Longley 
(07771 942791) 

Regeneration Appendix A 
SO46(1)(b) 
Annex 1, 
para.3 
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PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER 2020 – DARTFORD 
TOWN CENTRE (TOWN WARD) 
 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1.  This report seeks authority to make a Public Spaces Protection Order 

(PSPO) pursuant to Part 4, Section 59 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime 
and Policing Act 2014, to supress the incidents of crime and anti-social 
behaviour occurring principally in Dartford Town Centre. There are no other 
relevant orders within the proposed area. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
2.1.  That, on being satisfied that the anti-social behaviour activities detailed in      

paragraphs 3.8 to 3.10 of the report are having, or likely to have, a 
detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality, are persistent 
or continuing in nature, are unreasonable and that on the basis that the 
consultation process, (as outlined in Appendix C), confirms local support for 
the making of the PSPO, the Public Spaces Protection Order 2020 – Dartford 
Town Centre be made on terms set out in Appendix A to the report; to apply 
to specific areas of Dartford Town Centre, as shown on the Map at Appendix 
B. 

2.2.  That the Strategic Director (External Services), in consultation with the Head 
of Legal Services, be authorised to undertake the statutory notice process 
for the making of the Order in accordance with the Anti-social Behaviour, 
Crime and Policing Act 2014 (Publication of Public Spaces Protection 
Orders) Regulations 2014 . 

2.3. That the fixed penalty notice fine be set at £100, with a 50% discount if paid 
within 10 days.   

 

 
Background and Discussion 
 
3.1. Section 59 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, 

allows local authorities to introduce Public Spaces Protection Orders 
(PSPOs) to help tackle anti-social behaviour. 

3.2. A PSPO is intended to deal with a particular nuisance or problem in a 
specific area that is detrimental to the local community’s qualify of life, 
by imposing conditions on the use of that area, which apply to everyone. 
A PSPO is designed to ensure that the law-abiding majority of people 
can use and enjoy public spaces, safe from anti-social behaviour. 

3.3. The Council can make a PSPO on any public space within its area. The 
definition of public space is wide and includes any place to which the 
public or any section of the public has access, on payment or otherwise, 
as of right or by virtue of express or implied permission; for example a 
shopping centre. 
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3.4. A public place may be designated by a PSPO if the local authority is 

satisfied that specified behaviour is having, or is likely to have, a 
detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality; is persistent 
or continuing in nature; is unreasonable and justifies the restrictions 
imposed. 
 

3.5. Rather than the generic term ‘anti-social behaviour’, which is generally 
considered as behaviour which causes alarm and distress, or is 
repetitive so as to cause harassment, the Act allows authorities to 
specify the particular behaviour to be prohibited or restricted by the 
PSPO. 

3.6. In addition to prohibiting/restricting certain behaviour, the Act also allows 
local authorities to specify certain ‘required behaviours,’ which must be 
complied with. An example of ‘prohibited’ and ‘required’ behaviours 
interlinking would be a PSPO to tackle dog fouling, which could prohibit 
owners from leaving dog waste, as well as a positive requirement that 
owners must carry a bag for collecting waste and present this when 
asked to do so by an officer. 

3.7. The legislation allows PSPOs to replace designated public place orders, 
dog control orders and gating orders.  The orders applying to the Town 
Centre were replaced by the original PSPO in 2017. 

3.8. The PSPO was implemented in September 2017 after the Community 
Safety Unit (CSU) had become aware of anti-social behaviour and the 
anti-social use of vehicles within Dartford Town Centre. This, 
unfortunately, is still the case and CCTV footage shows large groups of 
young people, who are normally associated with a vehicle, gathering, 
and engaging in anti-social behaviour, which has been particularly 
prevalent in Westgate Car Park, Kent Road. Typically, the behaviour 
manifests itself in the taking of intoxicating substances, which may or 
may not be prohibited. In many instances. The ingestion or supply of the 
substances takes place within or from vehicles, which are parked within 
the car park. Individuals have, on occasions, also been observed to drop 
litter. An additional factor has been the recent growing prominence of 
“car meets” where car enthusiasts gather to display their, often, 
customised vehicles. The subsequent driving behaviour and noise 
nuisance raises a lot of concern amongst the community. Dartford has 
been subjected to a number of these events, the most prominent one 
being in Sainsbury’s Car Park earlier in 2020, where the PSPO was used 
to very good effect against this particular public concern. 

3.9. Street violence can and does escalate from anti- social behaviour 
alcohol and substance abuse, making the Town Centre area with its 
night time economy particularly vulnerable. Going forward, the 
regeneration of the Town Centre, whilst offering facilities and leisure 
opportunities to the Community, will also need to be protected from the 
anti-social behaviour that such an economy can bring. Police data 
indicates that Town ward suffers more incidents of anti-social behaviour 
than any other part of the Borough. Perhaps more compelling evidence 
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for continuing the PSPO can be found within the contemporaneous log 
that is maintained by the Council’s CCTV operators.  For the period 
01/02/19 – 01/02/20 (thereby eliminating any influences brought about 
by the pandemic) the log has 3615 entries that relate to “Street Drinking”, 
84 to “Urination” 273 to “littering”, 36 to “Threatening behaviour”, 143 to 
“Drug taking/misuse”, 48 to “Drug Dealing”, 132 to Vehicle based anti-
social behaviour and dangerous driving, of which 12 relate to West Gate 
Car Park, and 389 unspecified reports of anti-social behaviour. It is to be 
stressed that it is not being suggested that all of these records would 
amount to breaches of the proposed PSPO conditions. CCTV Operators’ 
role is to record everything they see, which in many cases are minor 
incidences. This, coupled with the fact that the majority of these incidents 
have not been reported to the Police, may indicate the low level of threat 
people witnessing the behaviours are feeling. However, it does serve to 
evidence that the behaviours the PSPO is designed to restrict, are likely 
to be present within the Town Centre, once the current health emergency 
has passed. 

3.10. In relation to Westgate Car Park, the CSU has received a number of 
complaints from residents living in the vicinity. It is acknowledged that a 
significant proportion of the complaints relate to the noise emanating 
from the nearby nightclub (which a PSPO has no power to influence). 
However, a number of complaints also relate to the anti-social behaviour 
residents suffer late at night, which draws inference as to the impact 
Westgate Car Park has in relation to anti-social behaviour.  

3.11. Whilst there is a temporal symmetry with the Dartford Town Centre’s 
night time economy profile for some of the conditions within the PSPO, 
this behaviour cannot, in the main, be attributed to breaches of licensing 
conditions by Town Centre clubs and pubs. The behaviour takes place 
within the public spaces of the Town, which lie outside the jurisdiction of 
licensing law. The PSPO is, therefore, regarded as an important step in 
making Dartford Town Centre more resilient to this type of behaviour. 

3.12. A PSPO can last for up to three years, after which it must be reviewed. 
If the review supports an extension and other requirements are satisfied, 
it may be extended for up to a further three years. 

3.13. The following provides a review of the PSPO over the past 3 years:  

 The PSPO was the first one introduced across the District and 
challenges presented themselves during its lifetime that could not 
reasonably have been foreseen and have provided learning 
points.  

 Very few penalty notices have been issued for breaching of the 
PSPO. However, there are a number of reasons for this. For 
example, Police policy does not allow Fixed Penalty Notices to be 
issued to homeless people, a number of whom are persistent 
offenders in relation to street drinking, particularly around One 
Bell Corner. The PSPO does, however, require persons to 
surrender any open containers of intoxicating substances in their 
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possession, when required by an authorised officer. If the 
individual complies then no offence occurs. This is a valuable tool 
in the Police’s and Council Officer’s armoury and is used often.  

 The PSPO should also be seen as only one way of tackling anti-
social behaviour in the Town Centre. The CSU, through its 
partnership with the Police and the Dartford Town against Crime 
Partnership (DTAC), have used Community Protection Warnings 
(CPWs) and Community Protection Notices (CPNs) against 
persistent offenders as it is normally a more appropriate 
response. There are currently 16 CPWs and/or CPNs issued to 
individuals who are persistently behaving in an anti-social 
manner.  The conditions with such warnings and notices will often 
include exclusion from the PSPO area, which again illustrates its 
value as it provides legitimacy to the CPW/CPN process.   

 At the commencement of the PSPO, it was the intention to use 
CCTV as primary evidence in relation to breaches, particularly in 
relation to vehicle-related anti-social behaviour in West Gate Car 
Park. The PSPO applies to drivers. Complications arise when the 
registered keeper details do not match the driver witnessed 
breaching the PSPO. 

3.14. The Westgate Car Park, Kent Road is subject to a Council Off - Street 
Parking Places Order 2016. There is no duplication between the 
conditions of the 2016 Order, which remains in place, and that of the 
proposed PSPO. 

3.15. The PSPO is designed to stop individuals or groups committing anti-
social behaviour in a public space. It can apply at all times; or a specified 
time; or all times except a period specified. It can apply in all 
circumstances; or in specified circumstances. 

3.16. The Council must consult, formally, with the Police, the Police and Crime 
Commissioner and other relevant bodies prior to making the PSPO. 
Police consultation should be carried out through the Chief Officer for 
the force responsible for the area, although details could be agreed by 
working-level leads. This is an opportunity for the Police and Council to 
share information about the area and the problems being caused as well 
as discuss the practicalities of enforcement.  

3.17. The Council must also consult with whatever community representatives 
it deems appropriate. Before the PSPO is made, the Council must also 
publish the draft PSPO in accordance with the legislation.  

3.18. The statutory consultation has been carried out in accordance with the 
Council’s Consultation and Engagement Strategy Toolkit. The 
consultation process involved the creation of an online survey which was 
signposted through: press releases; use of the Authority’s Social Media 
pages; briefing the Town Centre Partnership and Dartford Town Against 
Crime members. There was also a request to all members and parish 
councils to use their social media pages and community engagement 
opportunities to raise awareness of the consultation. The planned face 
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to face survey work had to be cancelled due to the pandemic and short 
notice lockdown  This undoubtedly had a significant effect on the number 
of responses received The required consultation was also carried out 
with The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) as well 
as the Local Police Divisional Commander. There were a total of 9 
responses from members of the local community. A summary of the 
consultation, along with the Policing responses is provided at Appendix 
C.  The main point to draw out of the consultation, however, is that 89% 
of the respondents supported the implementation of the PSPO. Both the 
Police and OPCC also support its implementation. Appendix C provides 
a summary of the consultation responses It is therefore recommended 
that the Public Spaces Protection Order 2020 – Dartford Town 
Centre, be made on the terms set out in Appendix A to the report, 
to apply to specific areas of Dartford Town Centre, as shown on the 
Map at Appendix B. 

3.19. A PSPO can be challenged in the High Court by anyone who lives in, 
regularly works in or visits the area the PSPO affects. This appeal must 
take place within six weeks of the PSPO being made.  The grounds for 
such a challenge are constrained by the legislation. When the PSPO 
was first introduced in 2017 it was not enforced until this period had 
expired. Given that this is a renewal and that the conditions are 
unchanged it is proposed that the PSPO is enforced from the date the 
Order is sealed. 

3.20. Police Officers and Police Community Support Officers are statutorily 
authorised to enforce PSPOs. The local authority delegates the 
enforcement to its Officers through the Scheme of Delegation to Officers. 
All authorised officers will use discretion in the exercise of this power. 
They will be able to issue a FPN for breaches of the PSPO, or, in 
consultation with the Head of Legal Services, prosecute offenders in the 
Magistrates’ Court. Enforcement of the Order was an issue during the 
last PSPO. It has become clear that local Community Safety Unit (CSU)) 
Police Officers are more engaged with some aspects of anti-social 
behaviour legislation as opposed to response Police Officers. This has 
been discussed with the Police during the current consultation process 
who acknowledged this, and have indicated they intend to rectify this by 
tasking CSU staff to educate their response team colleagues on the 
PSPO and enforcement legislation. The objective will be to ensure 
opportunities are not missed if they (response officers) are dealing with 
individuals that happen to be breaching the PSPO. Additionally, the 
recent increase in Town-based Police Officers and PCSOs now provide 
increased capacity and, if there are local issues identified, it will be these 
officers, as well as the Community Policing Team that they would look 
to task in the first instance.  Additionally, at the commencement of the 
PSPO in 2017, the Council had a very limited enforcement capability of 
its own. However, employees of the LA Support (Kingdom) Services 
Group are now authorised officers for the purposes of the legislation, and 
a restructure of Parking Services has enabled Civil Enforcement Officers 
to enforce PSPO violations. Unfortunately, the effects of these changes 
are yet to be felt due to the COVID -19 pandemic, which saw the 
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temporary withdrawal of these services. Clarity has been sought from 
the Police in respect of the views expressed within their response to the 
consultation that they “do not see themselves as the primary enforcer” 
of the Order. It is their view that they will enforce the Order should it be 
a proportionate response to issues they witness within their normal 
operational duties, but that they will not routinely provide dedicated 
resources to target PSPO enforcement. They would, however, be happy 
to support pre-planned joint operations intended to focus on the wider 
night time economy operations that encompassed PSPO enforcement. 

3.21. Experience has shown that the PSPO is not the panacea that will stop 
all anti-social behaviour in Dartford Town Centre. It is, however, an 
important factor which can be used in conjunction with other powers, 
which the legislation offers. The data provides the evidence of need in 
relation to applying the PSPO across the whole town. The CSU 
recommends the renewal of the PSPO that will prohibit a range of 
behaviours that continue to be evidenced within the Town Centre. The 
aim will be to maintain controls on anti-social behaviour caused by street 
drinking and additionally reduce the anti-social behaviour emanating 
from vehicles and their occupants that appear to loiter in the Town 
Centre for no discernible reason. The behaviours that will be prohibited 
/restricted are detailed in the draft PSPO at Appendix A to the report. 
The area of land affected by the PSPO is shown on the Order Map at 
Appendix B to the report. 

 
4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

The proposal supports the Corporate Plan by contributing to the creation 
of an environment that makes Dartford the place of quality and choice, a 
place where people choose to live, work and enjoy their leisure time. 
 

 Safer Communities: To create a safer Borough in which to live, work 
and socialise. 

SC1: To use the Council’s statutory functions to ensure public safety 
in the Borough. 

SC2: To reduce anti-social behaviour 

SC3: To increase public perception of the borough as a safe place 

 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 
 

Financial Implications The cost of this initiative will be 
approximately £4,000. It includes the 
provision of new signs in the designated 
area and the cost of notices for the 
consultation process.  
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Whilst the intention of the PSPO is not to 
raise revenue but to solve the current 
disorder problem, some costs may be 
offset by the increased income from fines 
levied now that LA Support (Kingdom) 
Services Group are authorised to enforce 
the Order, a proportion of which will be 
credited to the council    

 

Legal Implications 

 

 

  

 

 

Equality Duty 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crime & Disorder 

In establishing which restrictions or 
requirements should be included, the 
Council should ensure that the measures 
are necessary to prevent the detrimental 
effect on those in the locality or reduce the 
likelihood of the detrimental effect 
continuing, occurring or recurring. 
 
The consultation process does not 
adversely impact on any particular 
protected characteristic group. The 
renewal of the PSPO will be considered 
once the consultation has been 
completed, so that the feedback can be 
taken into account. A Customer Access 
Review will be undertaken following 
consultation and prior to making the 
PSPO. 
The duty placed on the Council to 
consider crime and disorder is one of the 
main factors in considering both the 
consultation and making of a PSPO. 

 

Staffing Implications Enforcement can be carried out by Police 
Officers, Authorised Police Community 
Support Officers and [Council] Officers 
under delegated authority as well as LA 
Support (Kingdom) Ltd, whose employees 
have been deemed to be an appropriate 
third party  
 
The breach of a PSPO can be dealt with 
by way of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPNs). It 
is anticipated that LA Support (Kingdom) 
will be the issuing officers for the majority 
of FPNs and will be responsible for all 
costs and resourcing of the administration 
of the FPNs. 
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Administrative 
Implications 

As per staffing Implications  

Risk Assessment There is no uncertainty or overt risk to the council 
in conducting the consultation exercise, other 
than the reputation of the council should the 
consultation exercise raise community 
expectation only for the PSPO application to fail 
to materialise. 

The risk to any Dartford Borough Council officer 
engaged in the issuing of an FPN will be included 
in their role based risk assessment. 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 Not applicable 
 
7. Appendices 
 

Appendix A – Draft Public Spaces Protection Order  
Appendix B – Proposed Public Spaces Protection Order Map  
Appendix C – Summary of Consultation Responses 

 
 

 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 
Documents consulted 
 
 
 
 

Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 

Anti-Social Behaviour Crime 
and Policing Act 2014 

18.12.20 Tony Henley 
(01322) 343502 

Enforcement 
Regulatory 
Services 
(EAR's) 
Strategic 

N/A 
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Appendix A 

 
PUBLIC SPACES PROTECTION ORDER 2020 – DARTFORD TOWN 

CENTRE 
Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014  

 
1. Notice is hereby given that Dartford Borough Council ("the Council") hereby makes 

the following Public Spaces Protection Order under section 59 of the Anti-social 
Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 (“the Act"). The Council has complied with 
the statutory requirements of Section 72 of the Act and undertaken the necessary 
consultation. 

 
2. The Order may be cited as The Dartford Borough Council Public Spaces Protection 

Order - Dartford Town Centre. 
 
3. The Order takes effect on [date to be inserted following assessment of consultation 

responses] and will remain in force for three years thereafter. 
 
4. This Order applies to the land described in Schedule 1 (“the Restricted Area”) and 

as shown edged red on the attached plan (“the Order Plan”). 
 
5. The effect of the Order is to prohibit and/or restrict the activities listed in this Order 

and to impose specific positive requirements. 
 
6. The Council is satisfied that the activities listed in this Order have been carried out 

within the Restricted Area and that they have a detrimental effect on the quality of 
life of those in the locality. The effect of the activities is of a persistent or continuing 
nature and is such as to make the activities unreasonable and justifies the 
prohibitions, restrictions and requirements imposed by this Order. 

 
7. Intoxicating substances 
 

‘intoxicating substances’ means substances with the capacity to stimulate or 
depress the central nervous system (i.e. illegal drugs or psychoactive substances 
(the latter being commonly referred to as ‘legal highs’) 

 
Exemptions will apply in cases where the substances are used for a valid and 
demonstrable medicinal use (human and animal), including prescription medication, 
are cigarettes (tobacco) or vaporisers or are food stuffs regulated by food and/or 
health and safety legislation. 

 
i. Persons within the Restricted Area will not ingest, inhale, inject, smoke, process or 

otherwise use intoxicating substances.  
 

ii. Persons within the Restricted Area will not have in their possession any open 
containers of intoxicating substances.  

 
iii. Persons within the Restricted Area will not have any item that can be used to assist 

in the taking of intoxicating substances. This includes any device for smoking 
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substances other than e-cigarettes and needles (save for those packaged and 
sealed by the manufacturer and stored in a hard case).  

 
iv. Persons within the Restricted Area will not sell or supply intoxicating 

substances.  
 

8. Use of motor vehicles 

‘highway’ has the meaning given by section 328 of the Highways Act 1980 

'motor vehicle' means a mechanically propelled vehicle, intended or adapted for 
use on roads as defined in Section 185(1) of the Road Traffic Act 1988 and Section 
136(1) of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984  

‘keeper’ in relation to a motor vehicle means the person by whom the vehicle is 
kept at the time when the offence in question occurs, which in the case of a 
registered vehicle is to be presumed, unless the contrary is proved, to be the 
registered keeper 

‘registered keeper’ in relation to a registered vehicle, means the person in whose 
name the vehicle is registered 

‘registered vehicle’ means a motor vehicle which is for the time being is registered 
under the Vehicle Excise and Registration Act 1994 

Exemptions will apply to service vehicles for the purpose of maintenance and 
repair of the Restricted Area, mobility vehicles being used by disabled persons, 
disabled blue badge holders and to persons with lawful permission to use any 
part(s) of the Restricted Area. 

i. Persons will not enter the Restricted Area in motor vehicles between the hours 
of 8p.m and 6a.m Monday to Sunday for the purpose of engaging in motor 
vehicle displaying and racing. 

ii. Persons will not gather in the Restricted Area with others between the hours of 
8p.m and 6a.m Monday to Sunday for the purpose of preparing motor vehicles 
for racing or preparing motor vehicles for displaying or racing. 

iii. Persons will not attend or gather in the Restricted Area between the hours of 
8p.m and 6a.m Monday to Sunday for the purpose of watching motor vehicles 
being displayed or raced. 

iv. Persons will not congregate and loiter in groups and engage in behaviour which 
is likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress between the hours of 8p.m and 
6a.m. Monday to Sunday.  

v. Any person being a keeper will not perform any of the following activities in the 
Restricted Area between the hours of 8p.m and 6a.m Monday to Sunday: 

(a) revving of engine(s) (as to cause a nuisance); 

(b) repeated sudden and rapid acceleration (as to cause a nuisance); 

(c) racing; 
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(d) performing stunts (as to cause a nuisance); 

(e) sounding horns (as to cause a  nuisance); 

(f) playing music in a motor vehicle (as to cause a  nuisance); 

(g) using threatening, intimidating behaviour towards another person. 

9. Alcohol 

At all times, persons will not consume alcohol or have an open alcohol container 
in the Restricted Area, unless subject to the exemptions listed in Schedule 2. 

10. Other forms of anti-social behaviour 
 
At all times, persons will not in the Restricted Area: 
 
i. litter; 

ii. urinate or defecate (unless in a toilet facility); 

iii. swear, shout, or act in a threatening manner; 

iv. act in a manner that is causing or is likely to cause, harassment, alarm or 
distress. 

11. This Order imposes the following positive requirements: 

‘authorised officer (s)’ means a police officer, police community support officer 
or an authorised Council officer 

Persons within the Restricted Area will, on the request of an authorised 
officer(s): 

i. surrender any open containers of intoxicating substances in their 
possession;  

ii. surrender to the authorised officer(s) any item used to assist in the taking of 
intoxicating substances and comply immediately with the authorised 
officer(s) reasonable request to secure safe disposal of any needles in their 
possession not sealed and stored, as referred to in paragraph 7(iii.) above; 

iii. cease and remove any obstruction from the highway, whether moving or 
stationary, including driving in convoy; 

(iv) cease consuming alcohol (or anything which the authorised officer(s) 
reasonably believes to be alcohol) and surrender to the authorised officer(s), 
any open containers of alcohol in their possession. 

12. Offences 

i. Failure, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a prohibition or restriction 
imposed by paragraphs 7, 8, 9 and 10 or to comply with a requirement of an 
authorised officer(s) under paragraphs 11.i, 11.ii and 11.iii of this Order, is a 
summary offence under Section 67 of the Act.  A person guilty of an offence 
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under Section 67 is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding 
level 3 on the standard scale, or, if in receipt of a Fixed Penalty Notice, to a 
penalty of a maximum of £100.00. 

ii. Failure to comply with a requirement of an authorised officer(s) under 
paragraph 11.iv of this Order, is a summary offence under section 63 of the 
Act.  A person guilty of an offence under Section 63 is liable on summary 
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale or, if in receipt 
of a Fixed Penalty Notice, to a penalty of a maximum of £100.00. 

 

The Common Seal of The Dartford Borough Council  

was hereunto affixed in the presence of: 

Head of Legal Services  

Made this xxx day of xx 2020 

 

SCHEDULE 1 – Restricted Area 

The land identified by the map below being the areas  to which this Order applies 

includes the following 

Dartford Town Centre, including the former Westgate Multi-storey Car Park and 

[Bullace Lane, Copperfields, Cranford Road, Essex Road, High Street, Highfield 

Road, Home Gardens, Hythe Street, Instone Road, Junction Road, Kent Road, 

Lower Hythe Street, Lowfield Street, Market Place, Market Street , Orchard Street, 

Overy Street , Priory Centre, Priory Road, Prospect Place, Providence Place , Spital 

Street, Spring Vale, St James's Place, Station Approach Road, Suffolk Road, 

Victoria Road , West Hill, Westgate Road, Woodin Close] 

ORDER MAP 
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SCHEDULE 2 

1. The prohibition on alcohol in paragraph 9 of this Order does not apply to: 
 
(a) Premises (other than council-operated licensed premises) authorised by a 

premises licence to be used for the supply of alcohol; 
(b) Premises authorised by a club premises certificate to be used by the club for 

the supply of alcohol; 
(c) A place within the curtilage of premises within paragraph (a) or (b); 
(d) Premises which by virtue of Pt 5 of the Licensing Act 2003 may at the relevant 

time be used for the supply of alcohol or which, by virtue of that Part, could 
have been so used within 30 minutes before that time; 

(e) A place where facilities or activities relating to the sale or consumption of 
alcohol are at the relevant time permitted by virtue of a permission granted 
under s115 of the Highways Act 1980 (highway-related uses). 

 
2. The prohibition on alcohol in paragraph 9 of this Order does not apply to council-

operated licensed premises or land: 
 

(a) When the premises or land are being used for the supply of alcohol; or 
(b) Within 30 minutes of the end of a period during which the premises have been 

used for the supply of alcohol. 
  

CHALLENGING THE VALIDITY OF THE ORDER 

“interested person” means an individual who lives in the Restricted Area or who 

regularly works in or visits the Restricted Area 

An interested person may apply to the High Court to question the validity of – 

(a) this Order, or 

(b) a future variation of this Order. 

An interested person may apply to the High Court within six weeks from the date on 

which the Order is made, on the grounds that: 

(a) the Council did not have the power to make the Order or variation, or to include 

particular prohibitions, restrictions or requirements imposed by the Order (or by 

the Order as varied); 

(b) a requirement under Chapter 2 of the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing 

Act 2014 was not complied with in relation to the Order or variation. 
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Appendix B 

 

Public Space Protection Order - Map 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Appendix C 

Table 1: Relationship of Respondents to Proposed PSPO area. 

 

Notes and Context: No local businesses have responded. However notification sent 

out through DTAC 

Table 2: Frequency of Visits by respondents to PSPO area 

 

Notes and Context: All respondents have been to Dartford, indicating the PSPO 

has attracted little interest from organisations such as Liberty. 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Table 3: Respondents’' Feelings of Safety (Daytime) 

 

The following issue was identified by those reporting that they felt fairly or very 

unsafe (summary); 

 Have to go down Heath Street, Phoenix Place, and near Instone Road,  . 
always people using drugs .  

 I have been stopped. so many time and they have asked for money  

 I will not go out when its dark 

  

Table 4: Feelings of Safety (Night) 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

The following issues were identified by those reporting that they felt fairly or very 

unsafe (summary); 

 too many druggies 

 Full of yobos congregating in the area 

 

Table 5: How big a problem is people being drunk or rowdy in public spaces. 

 

 

Table 6: How big a problem is people using legal highs and behaving 
erratically in public 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Table 7: How much of a problem are people urinating 

 

 

Table 8: People Sitting in Parked Cars and Playing Loud Music 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Table 9: People Loitering Around Parked Cars At Night. 

 

 

Table 10: Cars Revving in car parks causing a nuisance at night 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Table 11: Do You Support the Use of a Public Spaces Protection Order? 

 

 

The responses from those not supporting this question gave the following reasons 

(verbatim)  

 The severity of punishment is poor and not enough 
 

The responses from those supporting this question gave the following reasons  

 To make the area safer and less intimidating 

 Authority is needed in places where there are issues 

 I have informed the Police so many times. Need them to walk the Streets 

 This is a way of controlling problems in the Town 

 Should go wider 
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Summary Document of Reponses to Dartford Public Space Protection Order 

Table 12: Age of respondents 
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Office of the Kent Police & Crime Commissioner, Kent Police Headquarters, Sutton Road, Maidstone, Kent ME15 9BZ 

Office telephone: 01622 677055. Press contact: 01622 604343. Email: contactyourpcc@pcc.kent.pnn.police.uk  Website: www.kent-pcc.gov.uk  Twitter: @PCCKent 

Mr Anthony Henley 

Community Safety Manager 

Dartford Borough Council 

Civic Centre 

Home Gardens 

Dartford 

DA1 1DR 

 
Sent by email only – no hard copy to follow 
Anthony.henley@dartford.gov.uk   
         

14th October 2020 
Our Ref: OPCC/MS/IOR/869/20 

 

Dear Mr Henley, 

Re: Proposed Public Space Protection Order Consultation / Review of current order in Dartford Town 

ward.  

Thank you for your recent letter concerning the proposed review of the PSPO in relation to the anti social 
use of motor vehicles, threatening behaviour and the inappropriate consumption of alcohol and your 
intention to extend this order for another three years.  
 
I note that public consultation is underway and that this concludes on the 9th November 2020. 

I am happy to provide my support to the proposed renewal of the order in the Dartford Town ward 

having due regard to the fact enforcement of these matters will remain unchanged and Kent Police are 

not seen as the primary enforcement agency.   

Yours sincerely 

 

Matthew Scott 

Kent Police & Crime Commissioner
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Medway Police Station, Purser Way, Gillingham, Kent ME7 1NE 

 

This is available in 
large print on request  

  Kent Police : Form No. 3058c rev 12/06 v4 
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                                                                                             Chief Superintendent Simon Wilson 
Divisional Commander 

North Division 

 
 
Mr Tony Henley 

Community Safety Manager 
Civic Centre 
Home Gardens 

Dartford 
Kent 
DA1 1DR 

    National Non-emergency Tel. No. :101 

 

Direct Line:  01622 777323 

Simon.wilson@kent.police.uk 

20th October 2020 

Ref: SW/PSPO/JMc/2020  

 
 

Dear Tony,  
 
Hope that you are well 

 
In principle, I am supportive of the proposed PSPO covering the Dartford Town Centre and surrounding 
area, however, I would like to bring about some clarity regarding enforcement. 

 
Like Dartford Borough Council, Kent Police will continue to work closely with our partners to ensure that 
Dartford continues to be a safe place to live, work, visit and socialise and that will be our intention with 

regards to the Public Space Protection Order (PSPO). That said, like the Police and Crime Commissioner I 
do not see Kent police as being the primary enforcer of the PSPO. That is not to say our officers will not 
engage with enforcement, as you know we have invested dedicated resources in our Town Centre and my 

view is that these resources will where appropriate and right to do so enforce the PSPO. However, 
collaboratively we need to ensure that there are resources in place at the right time to have the greatest 
effect on ensuring the activity highlighted in the PSPO is reduced and tackled.  

 
I am aware that Dartford Borough Council will be employing their own additional officers who will have 
designated powers to enforce the PSPO. However, I am keen to understand their working arrangements, in 

particular their hours and if they will be ‘policing’ the entire PSPO area? My concerns are that there are a 
number time specific elements within the order that fall between the hours of 20:00hrs and 06:00hrs, 
which as you know is the period of greatest demand for Kent Police. Therefore, what Council arrangements 
will be in place to have a presence and the potential to enforce during these hours, as unfortunately I am 

not in a position to guarantee dedicated resources at all times and as alluded to earlier, I don’t see the 
Police as the primary enforcer.  
 

I will leave further discussion on the above with yourself and A/CI Craig West to draw these matters out. 
Thereafter, Insp Sarah Rivett will ensure that our officers know the expectations and are confident in their 
powers that pertain to the PSPO. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Simon Wilson 
Chief Superintendent 

North Division Commander 
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CABINET 

10 DECEMBER 2020 
 

IT RESILIENCE ARRANGEMENTS  
 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1 Following a review of the Council’s arrangements for recovery in the event of a 

failure of, or a loss of, the IT systems within the Civic Centre, this report 
recommends an enhancement of its disaster recovery facilities.  

 
 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 

2.1  That the Council’s IT resilience arrangements be enhanced by replacing the 
ageing hardware in the Civic Centre and migrating the older hardware to the 
disaster recovery site, to ensure an effective and timely failover in the event of 
a failure of, or loss of, the IT systems in the Civic Centre.  

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
3.1. The Council is a Category 1 Responder under the Civil Contingencies 

Act 2004. As such, it is obligated to ensure that it maintains plans for the 
purpose of ensuring, so far as is reasonably practical, that if an 
emergency occurs, it is able to continue to perform its functions. The 
Council has been reviewing its business continuity arrangements to 
ensure it could meet these obligations. 

3.2. Significant improvements to the Council’s business continuity have been 
achieved this year such that staff are now able to work remotely in a way 
that mimics their being in the Civic Centre. Arrangements have also been 
made for virtual committee meetings. Experience over the last eight 
months has demonstrated how important these arrangements have 
been to protect services to the public and democratic decision making 
during the COVID pandemic. 

3.3. However, these arrangements rely on access to the IT systems hosted 
in the Civic Centre. A recent external audit review of the Council’s 
Disaster Recovery Plan has highlighted the need to improve the IT 
resilience arrangements in the event of a failure of, or loss of access to, 
these systems. 

3.4. The current Disaster Recovery Plan relies on a single server installed at 
a disaster recovery (DR) site away from the Civic Centre This is 
adequate for a partial failure and offers limited connectivity. However, in 
the event of a total failure of, or loss of access to, all of the Council’s 
systems, further servers would need to be purchased and installed 
before full recovery could be achieved. The recovery timeframe could 
not be guaranteed (being dependent on procurement) and the Council’s 
ability to deliver services to the public would be impacted until all the 
services were back up and running. 
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3.5. The proposal is therefore to enhance these arrangements to allow full 

systems restoration within a pre-defined timeframe. 

3.6. A number of options have been considered: 

 Do nothing – as highlighted in paragraph 3.4, this leaves the 
Council at the risk of unpredictable and extended downtime 
following a disaster recovery invocation. 

 Application Cloud Solutions – Migrating systems to a cloud 
solution may enable specific applications to run ‘in the cloud’ and 
not on site. There are two main options when considering moving 
to the cloud: 

o Hosted: A hosted solution would result in moving the 
application from a server running on site to a server 
running in a data centre in the ‘cloud’, hosted and managed 
by the vendor. It would be the vendor’s responsibility to 
mitigate a major loss of service in the event of a disaster. 
The time to recovery would be as dictated by the vendor 
as part of the hosting service. This would not remove the 
need for in-house IT technical and system skills in running, 
configuring, patching and upgrading the applications. It 
simply removes the need for hardware on site and an 
associated disaster recovery plan. 

o Software as a Solution: This service would enhance the 
above hosted solution by the vendor taking responsibility 
for upgrading and patching the solution. 

The Council’s IT Strategy is to consider cloud solutions first and 
over a period of time, more systems may move to the cloud in one 
form or another. There is currently an ongoing project to migrate 
from the on-site version of the housing system to the ‘Software as 
a Solution’ version, however,  this is unlikely to be live much 
before the beginning of 2022 and in the meantime, recovery 
arrangements are required for the legacy system. Additionally, 
the Council is also planning to migrate to the Office 365 version 
of the Microsoft Suite which is effectively again ‘Software as a 
Solution’. However, it is unlikely that all services could ever be 
hosted in the ‘cloud’ and so there will always be some form of 
onsite recovery arrangements and associated hardware required. 

 Joint Arrangement – Kent Connects has previously looked at the 
option of Kent authorities joining up on their disaster recovery 
arrangements. However, there was very little appetite for this due 
to the complexity of each authority having different hardware and 
systems. 

 Hardware Quick Ship – The Council could contract for delivery of 
the required hardware with a partner. In the event of the failure of, 
or loss of access to, the systems, the partner would arrange for 
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shipment to the Council’s designated DR site of the required 
equipment which would then be connected to the network and the 
recovery process initiated. The cost of this service over the longer 
term would likely exceed the cost of the recommended solution 
as it would also require the replacement of the existing server and 
associated equipment due to their age. 

 Increase Disaster Recovery Site Capabilities: This would provide 
the most effective solution and would allow for a timely and 
predictable disaster recovery plan with no reliance on external 
factors. The Council would replace all of the ageing hardware 
currently in the Civic Centre with new hardware and migrate the 
older servers and associated equipment to the DR site to mirror 
the operational configuration and provide a full disaster recovery 
solution. 

3.7. The recommended solution is therefore to enhance the IT facilities to 
mirror the operational configuration in the Civic Centre at the DR site and 
to ensure adequate failover in the event of the failure of, or the loss of 
access to, the systems hosted in the Civic Centre. This would ensure 
that services to the public would suffer minimum disruption. 

 
4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

A Council Performing Strongly:  
PS1 Deliver high quality services, offering value for money and 
demonstrating a culture of continuous improvement. 

 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 
 

Financial Implications The cost of the proposal is anticipated to be in 
the region of £300k. This will be funded from EU 
Transition funding aimed at supporting business 
continuity arrangements.  

Legal Implications The Council as Category 1 Responder as 
defined in the Civic Contingencies Act 2004 is 
obligated to ensure that it maintains plans for 
the purpose of ensuring, so far as is reasonably 
practical, that if an emergency occurs, it is able 
to continue to perform its functions. 

Staffing Implications There is sufficient capacity within the IT team to 
implement this proposal 

Administrative 
Implications 

None  

Risk Assessment If the Council choses to do nothing, then in the 
event of a failure of, or loss of, its systems, 
services to the public could be disrupted for an 
undefined period of time which would inevitably 
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have a negative impact on the Council’s 
reputation and its ability to serve its population.  

A recent external audit review has highlighted 
weaknesses within the Council’s current IT 
disaster recovery arrangements. If no action is 
taken to address this, this would become a risk 
within the Council’s Annual Governance 
Statement. This would then be reflected in the 
Internal Auditors’ annual review of the 
effectiveness of the Council’s internal control 
arrangements and also would be considered as 
part of the External Auditors’ annual conclusion. 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 
 Not applicable 
 
7. Appendices 
 

None 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 
  Sarah Martin 

(01322) 343402 
Manageme
nt Team 

N/A 
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL 
14 DECEMBER 2020 

 
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO PARISH AND TOWN 

COUNCILS 2020/21 
 

 
1. Summary 

 
To agree the level of financial contributions to be paid to Parish and Town Councils 
in 2021/22. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS TO CABINET 
 

2.1   That the following contributions be made to Parish and Town Councils to 
compensate for lost council tax income in local areas for the introduction 
of the council tax support scheme: 

 

Bean 334 

Darenth 1,923 

Longfield 631 

Southfleet 198 

Stone 7,021 

Sutton at Hone and Hawley 1,737 

Swanscombe and 
Greenhithe 14,435 

Wilmington 1,317 

 
2.2      That the contributions be made subject to the Parish and Town Councils 

submitting suitably analysed details of estimated net expenditure for the 
ensuing year by 31 January each year, and actual net expenditure for the 
preceding year no later than six months after the end of each financial 
year, in a format prescribed by the Council. 

 
2.3 That the payments be made in two equal instalments; the first on 30 April 

(or next working day) and the second, the latter of 30 September (or next 
working day) or seven days following receipt of the Parish or Town 
Councils’ 2020/21 accounts, certified as correct by their Clerks. 

 
2.4 That the Council continues to operate the Capacity Building Fund and 

makes a contribution of £40,000 into the fund in 2021/22. 
 

2.5 That the Strategic Director (Internal Services), be granted delegated 
authority, in consultation with the Leader and Deputy Leader of the 
Council, to agree the Capacity Building Fund bidding criteria. 

 
2.6 That Capacity Building Funding bids from Parish and Town Councils be 

submitted to the Grants Panel, and that the Strategic Director (Internal 
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Services) be delegated authority to approve the award of the bid(s), on 
the recommendation of the Grants Panel. 

 
2.7 RECOMMENDATION TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL 

 
 2.6.1 That the proposed contributions to Parish/Town Councils,  be part of the 

overall budget, subject to formal approval at the 1 March 2021 Budget 
meeting. 

 

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
 
3.1. The Council provided funding to Parishes/Town Councils following the 

introduction of the Council Tax Support Scheme. The amount received 
by Parishes/Town Councils in relation to this was £27,596 (in total) in 
2020/21. Initially the Council received a separately identifiable grant 
element for this but now any remaining funding is unidentified. Any 
distribution of funding to Parish and Town Councils is at the discretion of 
the [Borough] Council.  
 

3.2. It is important that Parish/Town Councils receive sufficient notice of the 
Council’s plans in this area in order to set their own budgets and Council 
Tax levels.  

 
3.3. In 2019/20, the Council’s revenue support grant funding stopped. Given 

this cessation, the Council has reduced the level of funding available to 
Parish/Town Councils in past years and that direction of travel will 
continue in future years. 
 

3.4. To aid the transition to lower contributions, the Council also set aside 
£40,000 in 2020/21 within the Capacity Building Fund in order to assist 
Parish and Town Councils to become less reliant on core funding from 
the Council and to explore innovative ways of working. 
 

3.5. The current COVID-19 crisis is expected to increase the level of Council 
Tax Support claimants and thereby reduce Council Tax income received 
by the Parish/Town Councils. Given this increased pressure, the 
planned reductions referred to in para.3.3 above,have been suspended 
for the current year. 

 
3.6. It is also proposed to continue the Council’s commitment to the 

successful Capacity Building Fund grants at the same level of £40,000 
(in total). The grants will continue to assist Parish and Town Councils to 
become less reliant on core funding from the [Borough] Council and to 
explore innovative ways of working.  
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3.7. The proposed level of Council Tax Support Grant and Capacity Building 

Fund for 2020/21 is shown in Appendix A. 
 
 
 

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

The contribution by the Council assists Parishes and Town Councils to 
provide high quality services that reflect public aspirations and to ensure 
that public and open spaces are clean and safe. 

 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments 
 

Financial Implications The total sum payable by the Council to Parish 
and Town Councils in 2021/22 will be £27,596. 
In addition, the Council will continue to operate 
the Capacity Building Fund and make a 
contribution of £40,000 into the fund. 
 

 

Legal Implications 

 

Section 136 of the Local Government Act 
1972. -two or more local authorities may make 
arrangements for defraying any expenditure 
incurred by one of them in exercising any 
functions exercisable by both or all of them. 
 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative 
Implications 

None  

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 
 

 Not applicable 
 
 

7. Appendices 
 

Appendix A - Amounts payable to Parish and Town Councils in 
2021/22 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 
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Parish Accounts  Tim Sams 
(01322) 343148 

Financial 
Services/ 
Internal 
Services 

N/A 
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AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO PARISH AND TOWN COUNCILS IN 2020/21 AND 2021/22

2020/21 2020/21 2020/21 2021/22 2021/22 2021/22

CTS grant

Capacity 

Building 

Fund

Total 

contribution 

from DBC to 

Parishes CTS grant

Capacity 

Building 

Fund

Total 

contribution 

from DBC to 

Parishes

£ £ £ £ £ £

Bean 334 334 334 334

Darenth 1,923 1,923 1,923 1,923

Longfield 631 631 631 631

Southfleet 198 198 198 198

Stone 7,021 7,021 7,021 7,021

Sutton at Hone and Hawley 1,737 1,737 1,737 1,737

Swanscombe and Greenhithe 14,435 14,435 14,435 14,435

Wilmington 1,317 1,317 1,317 1,317

Total (inc CBF) 27,596 40,000 67,596 27,596 40,000 67,596
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LOCAL SCHEME OF SUPPORT FOR COUNCIL TAX 2021/22  
 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1 To recommend the rolling forward of the Local Scheme of Support for Council 

Tax 2020/21, effective from 1 April 2021. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
To Cabinet 
 
2.1  That the General Assembly of the Council be recommended to roll forward the 

the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme 2020/21, to be effective from 1 April 
2021. 

To the General Assembly of the Council 

2.2  That the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme 2020/21, be rolled forward to 
2021/22, with effect from 1 April 2021. 

 

 
3. Background and Discussion 

 
3.1. The Council is required to approve a local scheme of support for 

council tax each year and this has to been done by 11 March of the 
preceding financial year. The local scheme was therefore updated for 
2020/21 on 24 February 2020 (Min. No 6). It is now recommended that 
the scheme approved for 2020/21 be rolled forward to 2021/22, with 
effect from 1 April 2021. 

3.2. This scheme provides protection for pensioners in line with the 
Government’s decision that pensioners would see no reduction in their 
entitlement from that under the old council tax benefit rules. It also 
reduces the entitlement of working age claimants by 20%. 

3.3. The award of council tax support is by way of a discount, which 
reduces the amount of council tax collected. Most of this reduction is 
borne by the major preceptors, with the Council suffering a reduction of 
approximately 10% of the total. 

 
4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

Not applicable. 
 
5. Financial, legal, staffing and other implications and risk assessments* 
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Financial Implications The annual cost of the current CTRS is £6.282m 
of which £4.239m relates to working-age 
claimants. A large proportion of this cost is borne 
by the major preceptors. Dartford’s pro-rata share 
is approximately £628k (of which £423k relates to 
working age discounts). 

 

The major preceptors are also currently 
contributing £106,500 per annum to the Council, 
together with an incentive payment of £9,925, 
towards the additional cost of administering the 
scheme and collecting the council tax.  

Legal Implications The scheme is a statutory requirement, governed 
by the Local Government Act 2013. 

Staffing Implications Resources are being monitored to ensure 
collection is maximised. 

Administrative Implications See staffing implications  

Risk Assessment None specifically 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 
 Not applicable. 
 
7. Appendices 
 

None. 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Documents consulted Date / 
File Ref 

Report Author Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

 
Previous reports to Cabinet 
and GAC 

 Heather Gaynor 
(01732) 227435 

 N/A 
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REVENUE BUDGET MONITORING 2020/21 – PROJECTED OUTTURN AND 
2021/22 BUDGET PROCESS 
 

 
1. Summary 

 
1.1   To notify Members of the Projected Outturn on the General Fund and the 

Housing Revenue Account, with the reasons for significant variances. 
  

1.2  To inform Members of, and seek approval for, the budget setting process for 
2021/22. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
2.1 That Members note the projected outturn position for the General Fund and 

the Housing Revenue Account. 
 
2.2 That the Strategic Director (Internal Services) and the Head of Finance be 

granted delegated authority to determine and publish the 2020/21 draft 
budget, in consultation with the Leader and the Finance Portfolio Holder prior 
to the budget being presented to the General Assembly of the Council for 
approval on 1st March 2020. 

 

  
3. Background and Discussion 
 
3.1 The revenue budgets for 2020/21 were approved by the Council on 24 

February 2020. This is the fourth of five planned monitoring reports submitted 
during the year, and provides Members with estimates of the projected 
outturn.  

 
3.2 Spending Officers were asked to produce their estimates of projected outturn 

as at the end of October 2020. This report identifies the significant variances 
between the budget and the projected outturns.  

 
3.3  General Fund – In the first half of the year, budget monitoring is based on 

comparing actual expenditure/income against that expected for the relevant 
period. From September onwards, budget monitoring concentrates on 
projecting the final year-end figures (outturn).  

 
3.4 Appendix A shows the General Fund summary. Full details are available 

should any Member wish to see them.  
 
3.5 This year the financial position has been significantly affected by COVID-19 

with significant increases in expenditure and loss of income. Currently it looks 
likely that government funding and other related savings for cancelled 
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operations will cover most additional expenditure and income losses but the 
picture continues to develop. 

 
 

3.6 The projected outturn on the General Fund shows a potential net underspend 
on the budget of £908,000. A commentary on significant variances is 
provided in Appendix B. There are some areas showing potential significant 
overspends but these are more than offset by many areas showing projected 
significant additional income or underspending. 

  
3.7     Appendix A shows the: 

  

 Original Budget 2020/21, as approved by the Council on 24 
February 2020 

 

 Current Budget 2020/21 the Original Budget adjusted for 
approved virements 

 

 Projected Outturn for 2020/21 
 

 Projected Variance, which is the difference between the Current 
Budget and the Projected Outturn.  A variance shown in brackets 
is better than expected (i.e. reduced expenditure and/or 
increased income), whereas one shown without is worse (i.e. 
increased expenditure and/or reduced income). 

 
4. Business Rates 
 
4.1 The Council has budgeted for £5.8m of business rates income in year. The 

impact of COVID-19 reliefs is expected to have peculiar effects on the timing 
of income recognition. This is because the grant to compensate for lost 
income (if regulation are not changed) will be counted as income in the 
current year alongside the original estimated income. This will be adjusted for 
through reserves with a significant deficit payment due out of the fund in the 
next year. 

 
4.2 Ignoring the timing issues the overall position is that in year collection has 

dropped. It is difficult to project the full year effect of this. The current estimate 
is that income collected may fall by £4.7m. These amounts may be collected 
later but the provision for bad debts will be increased accordingly. 

 
4.3 The current expected effect is that retained income will be under budget by 

£1m but further monitoring and observation continues.   
 
4.4 The government have determined that any underlying deficit relating to 

business failure/lower payment rates will be spread over three years. Grants 
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to cover some unrecoverable losses as a result of COVID-19 have been 
announced at the spending review.   

 
4.5 Given the plans for spreading and grant funding the income projected is 

shown at budget in appendix A with any timing variances expected to be 
managed through reserves . 

 
4.6 Additionally, appeal checks and challenges relating to the 2017 list have been 

increasing in recent months and some amendments have been made. Due to 
this the amounts set aside against these appeals will also need to be 
considered. 

 
5. Council Tax 
 
5.1 Council Tax income is projected at budget levels as the Council receives the 

estimate determined with any deficit in collection being distributed in future 
years. 

 
5.2 There have been significant increases in the amount of Council Tax Support 

discounts during the year and also increased arrears from deferral or non-
payment. 

 
5.3 As with business rates the government have determined that any underlying 

deficit relating to lower payment rates will be spread over three years. Grants 
to cover some unrecoverable losses as a result of COVID-19 have been 
announced as part of the spending review.   

 
 
6. Housing Revenue Account - The year-end balance to be carried forward 

into 2021/2022 is projected to be approximately £11.2m.  The net expenditure 
on the HRA for 2020/2021 is estimated at a surplus of £2.6m compared with 
the budgeted deficit of £2.2m. In considering the balance carried forward, 
regard has to be had to the need for a single payment of £5m to the PWLB in 
2021/22 for a maturity loan as well as continued challenges ahead in funding 
for capital expenditure and continued demand for new build. 

 
A commentary on significant variances is provided in Appendix B and the 
summary Housing Revenue Account is shown in Appendix C. 

 
7. 2021/22 Budget Setting  

 
7.1  Government announcements currently expected in December 2020, will 

include allocations of New Homes Bonus and the Business Rates Baseline. 
 
7.2  The recent spending review has confirmed that business rates will not be 

reset as originally planned enabling the Council to benefit from another year 
of Business Rates growth. 
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7.3  As in previous years, it is proposed that Senior Management – that is the 
Strategic Director (Internal Services) in conjunction with the Head of Finance, 
will determine and publish the 2021/22 draft budget in consultation with the 
Leader and the Finance Portfolio Holder.  

 
 
8 Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 
 Regular monitoring and reporting of the Council’s financial position are key to 

maintaining a sound financial strategy.  This is an important element of the 
Council Performing Strongly theme. 

 
 
9 Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 

assessments 
 

Financial Implications The General Fund shows a projected 
net underspend of approximately 
£977,000. Based on this it is likely that 
the contribution to reserves and 
balances can be increased. 
 
Significant and developing challenges 
remain in respect of the COVID-19 virus   
 
The HRA currently shows projected 
deficit for the year of £2.6m which is 
£443,000 more than budget. The 
balance at the year-end on the HRA is 
estimated at £11.2m. 

Legal Implications R (Buck) v Doncaster MBC [2012] 
EWHC 2293(Admin) - The GAC 
approves the budget - the role of the 
GAC in the budget process is limited to 
the allocation of resources to meet the 
Council’s potential expenditure for a 
future period (usually the next financial 
year), which enables it to set an 
appropriate level of council tax.   
 
The budgetary process is geared to 
ensuring that there is no budget deficit.  
Cabinet functions cannot be exercised 
in a way which would exceed the budget 
but this does not mean that the GAC 
can prescribe that expenditure must be 
spent by the Cabinet in certain ways.    
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Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None 

Risk Assessment The General Fund budget is subject to 
considerable demand pressures.  The 
risk of not being able to meet the 
Council’s objectives within the approved 
budget has increased, but regular 
budget monitoring and swift action to 
correct budget failures significantly 
reduce the risk. 
 
It is possible that, because of external 
pressures, the Council may not be able 
to control certain costs. Officers will 
monitor the budget closely and take 
relevant action where possible to ensure 
that net expenditure is contained within 
total budget.  
 
A Customer Access Reviews (CIA) will 
be undertaken to ensure that the 
possible implications, intended or 
unintended, of the Council’s budget 
proposals are identified. The CIA will 
examine how each proposal might affect 
the communities the Council serves and 
how these effects may be felt amongst 
different population groups within the 
community etc. 

  
10 Appendices 
 

Appendix A: General Fund Summary 
Appendix B: Commentary on Significant General Fund and Housing Revenue 

Account Variances 
Appendix C: Housing Revenue Account Summary 

 
BACKGROUND PAPERS 

 
Documents 
consulted 

Date File Ref Report 
Author 

Section and 
Directorate 

Exempt 
Information 
Category 

Budget 
Monitoring 
papers 

Nov 
2020  

 Tim Sams 
01322 343148 

Finance 
Internal 
Services 

N/A 
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Appendix A   

GENERAL FUND SUMMARY

BUDGET 

2020/21

CURRENT 

BUDGET 

2020/2021

PROJECTED 

OUTTURN 

2020/2021

PROJECTED 

VARIANCE 

2020/2021

£ £ £ £

INTERNAL SERVICES 5,643,020 5,366,770 4,372,560 (994,210)

MANAGING DIRECTOR 476,230 343,370 304,910 (38,460)

EXTERNAL SERVICES 8,120,890 7,935,850 8,505,546 569,696

14,240,140 13,645,990 13,183,016 (462,974)

Plus

Increase in provision for doubtful debts 0 0 0 0

Allowance for Inflation 140,000 87,410 40,000 (47,410)

Less

Employee vacancy factor (250,000) 396,740 0 (396,740)

Support to other funds (880,000) (880,000) (950,000) (70,000)

13,250,140 13,250,140 12,273,016 (977,124)

Contribution to Reserves 6,289,800 6,289,800 7,266,924 977,124

Net General Fund Budget 19,539,940 19,539,940 19,539,940 0

Business Rate Retention (5,809,169) (5,809,169) (5,809,169) 0

Business Rate Retention Surplus (1,090,831) (1,090,831) (1,090,831) 0

Homes Bonus (5,240,071) (5,240,071) (5,240,071) 0

Total Grant and Business Rates Income (12,140,071) (12,140,071) (12,140,071) 0

Collection Fund Surplus (371,300) (371,300) (371,300) 0

Council Tax (7,028,569) (7,028,569) (7,028,569) 0

Total Income (19,539,940) (19,539,940) (19,539,940) 0

USE OF BALANCES/RESERVES 0 0 0 0

Total Income (19,539,940) (19,539,940) (19,539,940) 0
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           Appendix B 
 

Commentary on Projected Outturn for the General Fund and the Housing Revenue 
Account        
 
GENERAL FUND 
  
Staffing vacancy factor    
 
As at the end of September, the budget of £250,000 had been met with savings of 
£276,000. General Fund salary budgets are anticipated to produce further savings of 
£370,000 
 
Inflation allowance    
 
Each year a global sum is set aside within the budget for inflation increases and for 
2020/21 this is set at £140,000. Throughout the year, as and when annual increases in 
contracts/annual payments are determined, virements are actioned to the appropriate 
budget headings from the set aside sum. To date, £53,000 of this allowance has been 
used and a further £40,000 is being held pending any further increases. 
 
Support to other funds     
 
This figure measures the expected level of support of General Fund staff and resources 
to the Housing Revenue Account. Based upon current estimates of staff time and work 
allocation this amount is expected to be £70,000 higher than the budget.   
 
Income achieving current budgets    
 
This report highlights a number of issues with the Council’s income this year, however it 
is worth noting that some income streams should, potentially meet their budgets and 
these include land charges, cemeteries, planning and environmental enforcement 
income. 
 
Environmental Initiatives     
 
The environmental initiatives budget of £70,000 was introduced this financial year, 
however the planning and undertaking of the work has been disrupted due to COVID 19, 
producing an estimated underspend of £56,500 It is proposed to ring fence any unspent 
budget for future use. 
 
Environmental Health Shared Service 
 
Projections are indicating a service underspend of £53,000 due largely to salary savings 
and a credit due to an unused carry over from previous year’s accounts held within 
Sevenoaks’ accounts. It is proposed to earmark this potential underspend to assist with 
the one-off set up costs such as recruitment and equipment that are anticipated as part of 
the disaggregation of the shared service. 
 
COVID-19 Additional Expenditure   
   
As at the end of October, COVID-19 general fund expenditure totalled £778,410, of this 
£433,761 relates to supplier support to Fairfield Pool, The Orchard Theatre and the 
Council’s waste management contract.  The balance of the spend has been incurred on 
homelessness support, provision of PPE, additional cleaning and sanitation and 
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homeworking support.  This expenditure will be funded from the general support grants 
and to date £1,819,244 has been received this financial year. Additionally a sum of 
£26,300 is being  held as unspent from grant paid in 2019/20. Whilst most of the grant will 
be spent on revenue costs, an element has been earmarked for capital costs and losses 
of income that are irrecoverable elsewhere. 
 
Covid Grants Summary   
 
A number of COVID 19 related grants as detailed below have been received or are due to 
be received.  Most grants have been allocated with defined specific purpose/criteria 
attached and come from central government. A few grants have been forthcoming from 
Kent County Council.  In some cases, the Council is acting as an agent to forward on 
grants within the area, e.g. the Small Business Grants. 
 
Additionally the government introduced a comprehensive new funding package for 
councils to help address coronavirus pressures and cover lost income during the 
pandemic.  Where losses are more than 5% of a council’s planned income from sales, 
fees and charges, the government will cover them for 75p in every pound lost. Claims 
must be offset by any savings achieved through reduced expenditure. The first claim for 
the period April to July was submitted in September and the net amount of 
£293,000.claimed. This has recently been approved for payment. 
 
The Council will continue to claim these losses and a projection for the anticipated grant 
has been included within the appropriate services and is noted in the relevant narratives 
within this report. 
 
 

Grant Allocated £ 

Initial Allocation Small Business Grant Fund and Retail, 
Hospitality and Leisure Grant Fund 

13.820,000 

Council Tax Hardship Fund (Received 2019/20)     897,286 

LA Discretionary Grants Fund and New Burdens Payments     680,500 

New Burdens – Costs associated with LA Discretionary Grants 
Fund 

    130,000 

Local Restrictions Support Grants (Closed) Addendum   2,028.348 

Additional Restrictions Support Grants   2,252.120 

Covid 19 LA Support Grant Tranche 1 (Received 2019/20)        47,832 

Covid 19 LA Support Grant Tranche 2   1,125,220 

Covid 19 LA Support Grant Tranche 3      202,847 

Covid 19 LA Support Grant Tranche 4      491,177 

Environmental Health Support (KCC)        50,000 

Local Authority Compliance and Enforcement Grant (Surge 
Enforcement) 

       57.700 

Test & Trace Support - Standard Scheme       48,000 

Test & Trace Support - Discretionary Scheme       28,869 

Test & Trace Support - Admin       27,140 

Emergency Assistance (KCC)       51,507 

Sales, Fees and Charges Tranche 1     293.325 

Contain Outbreak Management Fund (KCC)     307,818 

Covid Winter Fund (KCC) To be determined 

Clinically Extremely Vulnerable (KCC) To be determined 

Reopening High Streets Safely Subject to claim 
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Litter Enforcement    
 
The externally provided litter enforcement service was suspended in April, recommencing 
3 August with a full enforcement of litter and trade waste regulations.  Fine income for the 
year will be much reduced against its budget of £135,000, however payments to the 
contractor, which are based on the fines paid, will also be significantly lower. Income from 
court costs has already exceeded its budget. Overall, the litter enforcement service has a 
net income budget of £20,000 and its projection is close to this.  
 
 
Corporate Land and Properties     
 
The Corporate Land and Properties current income budget for rents and service charges 
for 2020/21 is £953,150. Deferrals have been offered to six leaseholders and there is 
some latency of payment on other leases.  If this continues and deferrals result in non-
payment, the resulting loss of income is estimated at around £250,000. This loss is 
reflected within the bad debts provision and not within the service projections. 
 
 
Temporary Accommodation – net overspend of £498,000  
 
The Housing team have worked extremely hard to accommodate all rough sleepers, and 
others in the need of emergency housing (regardless of eligibility) pre, during and post 
the first COVID-19 lockdown to ensure the Council provided temporary accommodation to 
those that needed it, and that has inevitably led to expenditure on nightly paid 
accommodation being considerably higher than we have seen before.  
 
Despite coming out of the first lockdown the additional initial costs expended on 
emergency nightly paid accommodation have continued due to the lack of move on 
accommodation available. There are a number of factors that influence this issue 
including the fact that the number of empty properties returned to the Council dropped 
significantly during lockdown plus the Housing team could not repair and let any of its 
own stock, that became void, during the lock down. Equally the potential for move on for 
homeless clients into the private sector completely stopped during lockdown due to 
landlords being unable to end tenancies. Government instructions to cease all eviction 
related activity also added to the lack of movement in the overall housing market. 
Physically moving home was also virtually impossible during lockdown. An ongoing issue 
is that the Council is providing accommodation for vulnerable clients if they are required 
to self-isolate but cannot do so in their main residence. 
 
During this difficult period the Housing team has continually developed innovative ideas to 
attempt to control costs and has successfully bid, and received, emergency grants from 
the MCHLG to mitigate the impact of these unbudgeted costs and work in both areas 
continues. 
 
The second lockdown, although not a severe as the first, has again further impacted on 
the above detailed issues but the team are in a far better position this time around and 
are having more success in moving homeless clients from expensive nightly paid 
accommodation to less expensive settled accommodation. 
 
Looking forward it is felt that the costs for nightly paid accommodation have peaked but 
due to the above, which are all outside of the control of the housing team, the budget will 
inevitably be significantly overspent this financial year. 
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Homelessness Prevention – net overspend of £100,000 
 
This is a reduction from the projected overspend at this time last year of £167,000. Like 
last year the increased staffing and new IT, funded by the new burdens grant, has meant 
the amount of work on preventing homelessness has been able to be increased. The 
large increase in spend on homeless prevention payments continues this year, and has 
risen from a predicted overspend of £89,000 to £127,000. Some costs are offset by other 
grant income. Whilst it is impossible to directly correlate, every penny spent on homeless 
prevention saves disproportionally more money than if those homeless prevention cases 
ended up in Temporary Accommodation. 
 
 
Areas of significant underspend or overachievement of income 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
Interest – overachievement of income £750,000       
 
The Council has earnt £1.12m so far in investment income from its internally managed 
funds and externally managed pooled funds.  A further £0.2m has been declared but not 
yet received.  With the world economy severely impacted by the COVID19 pandemic it is 
likely that investment income for the remainder of the year will be lower than that 
achieved so far.  An estimate of total investment income for the year has been set at 
£2m.  
 
Business Awards – net saving of £25,000   
  
The annual business awards have not been held this year, due to COVID 19 restrictions, 
providing a net saving against the budget for hosting these awards of £25,000. 
 
Special Events – net saving of £37,000   
 
The current net budget for special events is £119,150 and comprises of two elements, the 
Dartford Festival of £114,650 and the Summer Sizzlers campaign of £4,500. Both have 
been cancelled for the current financial year, however, a proportion of the festival’s costs 
are paid in advance as part of the arrangements for pre-booking and cannot be 
recovered.  These costs amount to £72,000 and additionally a further £10,000 was 
payable for artiste cancellation fees.  There will be an underspend of £37,000 this 
financial year. 
  
  
Acacia – saving of £93,910    
 
Expenditure is kept to a minimum on this site but one of the major budgeted items of 
expenditure is business rates with a budget of £70,890.  Following the current 
redevelopment of the site and the demolition of some buildings, the site has been taken 
out of rating, backdated into last financial year, which has provided a refund of £24,500.  
Reassessment of the site will be necessary for the remaining buildings and car park and 
therefore the Council can expect some business rates to be payable for the current 
financial year.  The overall anticipated saving for the site is £93,910. 
 
 
Superannuation – saving of £127,710      
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The net current budget for superannuation stands at £1,326,750. The pension back pay 
element of the budget that is paid to Kent County Council is overstated and will produce 
an underspend of £123,730, additionally a further saving of £4,000 is anticipated for 
former employees. 
 
 
Benefits - net saving of £112,900       
 
During this year, the number of cases changing to universal credit have continued to rise 
leading to lower benefits expenditure than previous levels. 
 
In the past, the combination of the subsidy arrangements and overpayment recovery 
have often led to a net income position. This is still reflected in current monitoring but it is 
likely that the total net income received will be lower with a surplus of around £115,000 
 
The overall figures will also be affected by the subsidy claim audit, which has been 
delayed. Adjustments can sometimes be necessary as a result of extrapolation of the 
audit findings. 
 
 
Council Tax – increased income £109,550   
 
An additional unbudgeted grant is due from Kent County Council for £109,550 for Empty 
Homes Premium.  
 
Business Rates Section– net underspending of £47,000    
 
The Council has used an external resource to identify additional premises not currently on 
the valuation list.  One off costs are incurred to identify future business rates income.  
Additional costs of £75,000 are projected for this year. These costs are more than offset 
by an additional new burdens grant of £130,000 that has been received.  
 
Waste and Parks Management – net saving of £53,000   
 
This year, savings are anticipated following reduced spending against contracted services 
and the clearance of illegal dumping.  Additionally, there has been a significant increase 
in the take up of the Council’s garden waste service increasing the  
Council’s income. 
 
Overall, service savings on waste management are likely to mean the planned reserve 
contribution of £70,000 is not needed. 
 
 
Revenues, Benefits, Fraud and Audit Shared Services – saving of £124,000  
 
The shared service is expected to achieve a saving of £124,000 this financial year largely 
due to vacancies, reduced agency costs and additional grant income. 
 
 
Areas of significant overspend or underachievement of income 
 
 
Eltham Crematorium – under achievement of income of £85,760      
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The income budget of £165,190 will not be achieved. The last three years income from 
the crematorium did not meet their budgets, with the income reducing each year (2017/18 
- £211,525, 2018/19 - £167,213, 2019/20 - £124,017).  The latest available information 
gives a projected distribution share from the arrangement of £77,000. Additional costs 
have been incurred in relation to COVID-19 (PPE, signage and overtime), cremator 
maintenance and refuse charges.  These have been offset by reduced supplies and 
services and vacancies.  However, the main issue has been the reducing use of the site 
for cremations. 
 
 
 
Markets – underachievement of income of £146.000 
 
Following a downward trend in market income over recent years, the income budget for 
2020/21 was reduced to £178,100.  Markets were not operational during the full lockdown 
period reopening in mid-June with five traders.  The Market Team have continued to 
slowly increase the numbers of stalls in-line with Government guidance. Rent remains 
suspended at this time to assist these small businesses through the crisis.  The Council 
claimed for income losses through the government’s fees and charges lost income 
scheme for the first four months of the year and £32,000 has been included as a 
projection.  However, the scheme does not allow for a future claim as charges are not 
currently being implemented.  The total loss for the year is £146,000. 
 

 
Car Park Income – under achievement of income £192,000  
 
Car parking income has been significantly impacted by lockdown. No income was taken 
for car parks for almost four months with charges being reinstated 20 July. Parking 
enforcement ceased during lockdown and recommenced in regulated areas on 15 June 
with full enforcement from 20 July.  The number of fines issued in the first six months of 
this financial year was 2,273 compared to 6,144 for the same period last financial year.  
This is a reduction of 67%.   
 
The fees and charges budget for on and off street car parking totals £379,000 with a 
projected outturn of £212,650 and the fines and costs budget for both areas totals 
£323,140 with a projected outturn of £168,040. 
 
As part of the year end processes a provision is made within the closing year’s accounts 
for unpaid fines. The value of this has been reasonably consistent over recent years and 
as at 31 March 2020, car parking fines totalling £233,000 were outstanding and a 
provision was made accordingly.  It is expected that with far fewer fines being issued, the 
value of outstanding debt will be considerably lower this year which will impact on the 
provision made. The effect on this year’s accounts is expected to be a reduction of 
£80,000 and this has been reflected within the projections. 
 
Also included within the projection is an element for the grant being claimed under the 
government’s fees and charges lost income scheme.  The estimated sum for this claim is 
£210,000. 
 
Estimated savings on running costs of £66,000 will contribute towards reducing the effect 
of the loss of income. Savings include reduced expenditure on tarmac repairs, lines and 
signs and an NNDR refund. 
 
  
Licensing – under achievement of income £14,000   
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The number of private hire and hackney carriage licence renewals was lower in the first 
six months of the year, some of this reduction is likely to be a temporary resulting from 
drivers delaying renewals and withholding new applications. Latest data is suggesting a 
projected outturn of £40,000 against the budget of £58,000  
 
General licensing has also been impacted. Income has been lost for this year from 
temporary event notices due to restrictions on events. Alcohol licensing is also affected 
with a reduction that is likely to be permanent.as a number of premises have not 
reopened. The projection is thought to be £75,000 against the budget of £86,000. 
 
However some of the income losses will be recovered as part of the government’s lost 
fees and charges income scheme and a projection of £16,000 has been included for this. 
 
 
The Orchard – over spend of £56,000   
 
The annual payment to the Orchard was budgeted at £350,500 to include a reduction to 
reflect the benefit of the capital works at the theatre.  However, it has been agreed to 
defer the start of this change in the payment until next year which will give an overspend 
of £45,800 against budget.  The income budget for the Council’s profit share is £45,000.  
This relates to the previous year’s performance and is currently under discussion with the 
management company. Basic supplier support payments, funded by the general COVID 
19 grant, have been agreed to enable a skeleton staff to keep the building safe and 
secure. At this stage, it is not known when the theatre will be able to re-open. 
 
 
Fairfield Pool – under achievement of income of £209,780   
 
The Council’s contract with the external service provider generates an annual income of 
£581,920.  The centre was closed for the first four months of the financial year, reopening 
3 August for gym and studio classes with lane swimming commencing 10 August and 
swimming lessons 7 September.  Other activities are restarting when appropriate.   With 
the initial centre closure and the impact of the required social distancing measures since 
re-opening, it was originally anticipated that there would be no income this financial year. 
Additionally, the last monthly payment for March 2020 has been cancelled, increasing the 
loss of income by a further £43,900. 
 
However the Council applied for grant under the government’s lost fees and charges 
scheme and was successful in its first four month’s claim. It is anticipated that subsequent 
claims for the remainder of the year will also be successful and therefore a grant of 
£416,040 has been included within the projection. 
 
The provider has also made claims for additional costs for both the closure and reopening 
periods and to date significant support has been necessary to enable the provider to fund 
the costs of maintaining and opening the centre with significantly decreased income 
owing to closure and social distancing measures.  Regular meetings are held with the 
service provider to monitor these additional costs which are being funded from the 
COVID-19 grant received earlier in the year.  
 
Central Park Cafe – under achievement of income £13,000   
 
Due to the current situation, the café was closed for the first quarter of 2020/21, and with 
restrictions, reopened 4 July. April to September are the busiest months for the café and 
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with the loss of this income to the tenant, the Council’s budgeted income of £13,000 for 
the tenancy will not be forthcoming this year.  
 
Revenues and Business Rate Court Costs Income – under achievement of income 
of £199,000   
 
Income from court costs is likely to be severely impacted this financial year.  The budget 
for the two areas is £459,000 and last year’s outturn was £487,000.  Currently all courts 
have been suspended and therefore no action has been possible this year so far. It was 
expected that courts would be operational September/October but as of mid-November, 
the Council is still waiting for confirmation of dates. With the resulting reduction in the 
number of courts and court time the Council could be allocated, there is likely to be a limit 
on the number of cases that can be progressed, reducing income revenue this year. 
 
There is the potential for up to 4,000 cases that could go to summons, which is less than 
last year.  A percentage of these will be withdrawn (19% in 19/20), with a further 
percentage (8% in 19/20) being paid at the summons stage before a liability order is 
raised.   
 
With no court dates set, a cautious projection of £260,000 has been included but this may 
not be realised. 
 
 
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT  
 
Overall, the Housing Revenue Account is currently expected to outturn at £443,000 over 
budget, which will leave it with a balance of £11.197m to be carried forward into 2021/22.  
 
The main variances are as follows: 
 
Revenue Contribution to Capital and Depreciation 
 
The projected Revenue Contribution to Capital is £652,000 higher than the budget. This 
is due to higher expected capital spend on the New Homes Building project. This is 
explained in the Capital report presented to this same meeting.  
  
 
Income  
 
Total income is expected to outturn at £89,000 more than budget. Even though rents are 
expected to outturn at approximately £121,000 under budget, Leaseholders’ service 
charges are £205,000 over budget due to many major works, mostly new roofs.  
 
 
General Management 
 
A total underspend of £125,000 is currently forecast.   
 
Savings/additional Income has been identified to date in respect of the following: 

 Staffing vacancies   £135,000 

 Legal Fees    £  47,000 

 Insurance Apportionment £  46,000 

 Solar Energy Income £  28,000 
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These and other smaller underspends are expected to net off other overspends including 
specific Covid 19 expenditure of £158,000. 
 
Special Management 
 
Special Management is expected to overspend by £72,000. The main variance is due to 
no income being received from both Community Centres due to Covid-19 closure. 
 
 
Planned Repairs 
 
The Housing Maintenance Manager expects Planned Repairs to underspend by 
£102,000. The areas of biggest underspend are Legionella Control, Fire Risk 
Assessments, Surveys and Gas Servicing largely due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
 
 
Responsive Repairs  
 
The Housing Maintenance Manager expects this budget to underspend by just over 
£101,000. This has also been affected by the pandemic. 
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APPENDIX C

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT

ORIGINAL

BUDGET

CURRENT

BUDGET

PROJECTED

OUTTURN

PROJECTED

VARIANCE

2020/21 2020/21 2020/21 2020/21

£ £ £ £

Income and Expenditure Account

Income

Rents from houses (19,989,000) (19,989,000) (19,905,280) 83,720

Other rents (813,090) (813,090) (775,870) 37,220

Tenants' Charges for Services and Facilities (820,000) (820,000) (813,870) 6,130

Leaseholders' Charges for Services and Facilities (275,000) (275,000) (479,530) (204,530)

Minor Capital Receipts 0 0 (11,200) (11,200)

Total Income (21,897,090) (21,897,090) (21,985,750) (88,660)

Expenditure

General management 3,660,550 3,660,550 3,536,040 (124,510)

Special management 727,400 727,400 799,270 71,870

Housing services for the elderly 666,350 666,350 642,320 (24,030)

Planned repairs 1,218,990 1,218,990 1,117,190 (101,800)

General repairs 1,741,350 1,741,350 1,674,720 (66,630)

General repairs - voids 743,630 743,630 709,000 (34,630)

Provision for bad debts 200,000 200,000 200,000 0

Miscellaneous 25,620 25,620 40,030 14,410

Capital charges:

Depreciation - dwellings 3,517,900 3,517,900 3,651,230 133,330

Depreciation - non-dwelling assets 101,000 101,000 196,020 95,020

Total Expenditure 12,602,790 12,602,790 12,565,820 (36,970)

Net cost of services (9,294,300) (9,294,300) (9,419,930) (125,630)

Interest payable 1,258,000 1,258,000 1,258,000 0

Interest receivable (41,900) (41,900) (30,000) 11,900

Debt repayment 4,443,490 4,443,490 4,443,490 0

Net operating expenditure (3,634,710) (3,634,710) (3,748,440) (113,730)

Appropriations

Transfer from Major Repairs Reserve - Depreciation (101,000) (101,000) (196,020) (95,020)

Revenue Contribution to Capital 5,899,000 5,899,000 6,551,000 652,000

Deficit/(Surplus) for the year 2,163,290 2,163,290 2,606,540 443,250

Balance brought forward (13,803,676) (13,803,676) (13,803,676) 0

Balance carried forward (11,640,386) (11,640,386) (11,197,136) 443,250
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CABINET 
10 December 2020 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL 
14 December 2020 

 
 

  

CAPITAL PROGRAMME BUDGET MONITORING 2020/2021 - 
PROGRESS AND PROJECTED OUTTURN 
 

 
1. Summary 
 
1.1 To inform Cabinet of the progress to date on the schemes in the approved Capital 

Programme, and to report the latest position on capital resources. 
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS TO CABINET 
 

2.1. That Cabinet notes the progress made to date on the 2020/21 Capital Programme. 
 
2.2. That Cabinet recommend to the General Assembly of the Council to agree to bring 

forward £2.208m of the New Homes budget from 2021/22 to fund new home 
spend in 2020/21. 

 
2.3  RECOMMENDATION TO GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL 

 
That the General Assembly of the Council agree to bring forward £2.208m of the 
New Homes budget from 2021/22 to fund new home spend in 2020/21. 

 

 
3. Background and Discussion 
 
3.1. The original budget for 2020/21 was approved by the Council on 24 

February 2020 at £29,828,000 [Min No 7]. In the June 25th meeting, Cabinet 
recommended £1,208,000 of carry-forward from the 2019/20 programme to 
the meeting of the General Assembly of the Council on the 27th July 2020. 
The total budget thereby increased to £31,036,000.  

   
3.2. Attached as Appendices A and B to this report are details of the Capital 

Programme and budget for 2020/21. These detail the resources available 
for Housing and General Fund projects respectively, and the expenditure to 
the end of October 2020.  
 

3.3. Housing Revenue Account projects 
The budget approved by GAC on 24 February 2020 was £11.580m. 
Following further approval by GAC on 27 July 2020 of carry forwards of 
£433,000, the budget now stands at £12.013m  
 
HRA Programme 
Works are now progressing well following the initial delays due to COVID19 
although work outside of properties is preferred over work inside due to 
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social distancing and lockdown. A summary of the main projects is as 
follows; 
 
External wall rendering – overspend by £250,000 
External wall rendering is likely to overspend this year by around £250,000 
due to re-prioritising outside work due to the COVID19 restrictions.  This can 
be met from underspend in other areas of the HRA programme.  
 
Communal areas – underspend by £200,000 
Work to communal areas is now progressing well but is likely to underspend 
by £200,000 due to the COVID19 delays particularly around availability of 
some materials. 
 
Central heating renewals – underspend by £171,000 
Central heating renewals is likely to underspend by around £171,000, again 
due to delays due to COVID19. 
 
Supported Housing – in year underspend of £235,000 
Re-carpeting of Crusader court is now complete. Re-decoration works 
planned for this year are now on hold as work is to be done to fire systems 
within the schemes, which will require making good after.  Redecoration is 
therefore now planned for when this work is complete which will be during 
2021/22.  The surplus budget from this year will be carried forward to next 
year to complete the work. 
 
Other HRA works 
Door replacement and door-entry works are likely to overspend due to more 
works being carried out on these than originally planned due to prioritising 
outdoor works over indoor works during lockdown and social distancing 
measures. The small overspend will be met from small underspends in other 
housing programme works. 
 
New Homes – £2m Overspend with Beneficial Outcome 

The budget for the year was originally set to match the Council house sale 
income retained for the rebuilding of Council homes. The Council has three 
years to spend the retained funds, otherwise the unspent funds are to be 
paid to MHCLG with interest. However, because of the COVID19 pandemic 
and lockdown of the country, and the impact this has had on progressing 
with capital works, MHCLG agreed to an extension of the period by which 
the Council has to spend the retained funds earnt in the first two quarters of 
2017/18.  This means that there was no requirement to pay back 
underspent funds at the end of June or September 2020 and instead the 
Council has until December 2020 to spend these retained funds.  The 
Council needs to have spent £5.135m on new homes by the end of 
December 2020 to avoid having to repay the retained funds with interest.  
Originally the new homes being built at four sites; Keary Road, Gilbert 
Close, Mead Crescent and Milton Road were scheduled to have been 
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further along within this time and therefore actual spend to date has been 
below target.  Three of the four sites are now progressing well with site 
clearance well under way. The fourth site (Gilbert Close) obtained planning 
permission in October and work will now begin there too.   
 
In order to increase spend before the December deadline, the Council has 
increased its purchase of former Council properties, completing on 7 
purchases with a further 13 currently going through conveyancing.  It is still 
unlikely that the full target will be met by the end of December and so the 
Council have approached MHCLG to request a further extension to the 
spend deadline. If it is not granted then the Council will have to repay 30% 
of the underspend to MHCLG, which is currently forecast to be £169,712 
plus interest. 
 
The final quarter of 2020/21 will see around £3.1m spent on the new build 
programme, which is more than is required under the 1-4-1 scheme for this 
period. The purchase of former Council properties to meet earlier quarter 
spending deadlines means that there will be an overspend on the new home 
capital budget this year of £2.208m.  Overspend can be used against 
forward periods of the 1-4-1 scheme and therefore GAC will be asked to 
approve bringing forward £2.208m of the budget already allocated to 
building and acquiring new homes in 2021/22 into 2020/21. This can be 
achieved by the use of 141 funding and the earlier than planed utilisation of 
HRA balances. 
 
Housing IT Upgrade – in year underspend of £59,000 
The project is now 21% complete. There are 29 work streams in total with 
one of those now complete and seven further in progress.  The project is on 
course for a go live date of 4th October 2021.  
 
There is an underspend this year due to delay to the project earlier in the 
year. The budget underspend will be needed next financial year to complete 
the project. There may be an additional budget requirement in 2021/22 to 
extend the project manager end date. 
 

3.4 General Fund projects:  
 

The budget approved by GAC on 24 February 2020 was £18.248m. 
Following further approval by GAC on 27 July 2020 of carry forwards of 
£775,000, the budget now stands at £19.023m  
 
Comments on the main ongoing schemes and the significant impact of the 
COVID outbreak are as follows: 
 
Acacia Hall  
Progress on Acacia is now going very well. The site is extremely busy and 
the three new bridges are well under construction. The river channel is now 
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mainly constructed and matting and planting has commenced on the new 
banks. Kerbing and carriageway construction is now well underway on the 
bottom half of the site, with tarmac due to be laid in the first areas in the next 
two weeks. Landscaping has also taken place in some areas. The Vicarage 
wall and acoustic fencing is now complete. 

  
The Stage 3 safety audit of the new Darenth Road entrance has now been 
received, and this recommended a small number of additional measures, 
which are now in the process of being priced and programmed to 
implement, as regard must be taken to safety audit recommendations. 

 
The project is still on course for completion February 2021 (Covid & weather 
allowing). 
 
IT Equipment – estimated overspend of £300,000 
This overspend reflects the proposed IT resilience arrangements detailed in 
the separate report to this Cabinet.  
 
Orchard Theatre – underspend of £30,000 
There are no works planned to the Orchard Theatre this year 
 
Leisure and Open Spaces – possible underspend of £71,000 
This is for upgrade works to the parks and open spaces, which were 
suspended during lockdown and were on-hold pending replacement of the 
Green Spaces Officer.  The new post-holder will agree a plan of works but 
these are not likely to commence before the end of March 2021.  

 
Cliff Maintenance – estimated underspend of £250,000 
Bolting and netting work on the cliff has begun with work scheduled for 
completion by February 2021.  It is anticipated that the work will come in 
under budget by £250,000. 
 
Darenth Creek – estimated underspend of £500,000 
This project is still very much in its infancy due to the amount of liaison that 
has been required with landowners.  Spend is forecast to be around 
£250,000 this year with the overall project hoped to be within £500,000 
although scope is still being fixed and the final figure may vary.  
 
Stone Lodge – estimated underspend of £391,000 
Final tree planting, landscaping works and snagging are due to be 
completed in December. Work to create a grass rugby pitch at the site will 
be implemented in the new year and the residual budget will therefore be 
taken forward into 2020/21 to complete this work.  
 
Central Park – Cranford Road Entrance – underspend of £60,000 
Work has not progressed on this project due to vacant posts in the 
department, recruitment into those posts and cancellation of the festival (the 
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festival being the main driver to widening the entrance).  There is no plan to 
move forward on this work this financial year. 
 
Dartford Town Centre Transport and Public Realm Improvements – 
estimated in year underspend of £1.7m 
Work is nearing completion on phase 1 of the project with phases 1a and 2 
currently at tender evaluation stage. It is hoped that contractors will be 
appointed on these phases before Christmas with work starting soon into 
the new-year. The underspend this year will be rolled forward to continue 
funding the project next year. 
 
The overall project, due to be completed in March 2022, is looking likely to 
cost nearer to £15m than the original £12m expected. This is due to design 
changes and increases to costs due to the COVID19 pandemic. The Council 
has a funding agreement with Kent County Council for £12m and is looking 
to bid for further funding to complete the project. There may be a 
requirement for the Council to fund some of the works and this will be 
reviewed when the project approaches phases 3 and 4. 
 
High Street Improvements – underspend of £354,000 
This budget is for a supplementary mini-project linked to works on the 
Dartford town centre and public realm improvements project. It is to fund 
various improvements to High Street building facades and frontages.  A 
contractor is still to be appointed to do this work so it is unlikely there will be 
any spend before the end of this financial year. The budget will be carried 
forward to the new financial year. 
 
Fairfield improvement works – underspend of £295,000 
Planning permission was granted to create 14 additional car parking spaces 
at Fairfield Leisure Centre.  However, due to the closure of leisure facilities 
for an extended period due to the COVID19 pandemic this project was put 
on hold.  There is not likely to be any progress on this project this financial 
year. 
 
Replacement wheelie bins – underspend of £50,000 
All wheelie bin replacements can be funded from the general fund revenue 
budget this year.  
 
Columbaria – underspend of £50,000 
This project has not been progressed this year due to other priorities and 
lack of staffing in the cemetery team. 
 
Cemetery storage – underspend of £15,000 
This project was requested by the former cemeteries manager and is being 
re-considered by the new post holder. 
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Civic Centre Refurbishment Internal Repairs and Improvements – 
underspend of £65,000 
Work to the Civic Centre is almost complete with a few finishing touches 
required.  The only room yet to be refurbished is the CCTV control room and 
this is likely to be in the new financial year. Consideration is being given to 
making alterations to the Civic Centre entrance and exit for staff, which may 
make use of this underspend or require additional budget, but this is in its 
infancy and no firm decisions or plans have been made. There may be a 
requirement to carry forward some of the underspent budget into 2021/22 to 
fund these works.  
 
Community Infrastructure Levy Expenditure – no spend expected  
There is no work planned under this scheme this year. 
 
Mini-pitches refurbishment – underspend of £155,000 
A consultant has been appointed to begin the procurement of these works.  
The works themselves, which were due to be completed over the summer, 
but were delayed due to staff being diverted onto other projects because of 
COVID19, are now scheduled to start in April 2021. The budget will be 
carried forward to next financial year. 
 
Co-op site – underspend of £1.4m 
This budget was for the underwrite of planning costs related to the 
development of the former co-op site and surrounding area. The planning 
application has now been approved.  Viability assessment work is on-going 
and the underwrite will not be needed if the planned project is implemented. 
 
Disabled Facilities Grant – underspend of £64,000 
The majority of the expenditure from this budget relates to grants; the 
mandatory Disabled Facilities Grants and discretionary assistances, to 
private residents and are entirely demand led. It is therefore very difficult to 
predict/forecast demand and expenditure in these cases as they are often 
complex and involve the input of a variety of external agencies/ contractors 
such as KCC Occupational Therapists (OTs), Home Improvement Agency, 
contractors (often specialists in a particular field), as well as the Planning 
Department, Building Control and sometimes Highways. For these reasons, 
which are largely outside of the Council’s direct control, some cases can 
take time to progress to completion; making it difficult to anticipate exactly 
when payments for works will be required. In addition, Covid 19 and 
resultant lockdowns has had a significant effect on the number of new cases 
this year and the completion of works. 
 
There is additional pending expenditure, relating to services provided by 
KCC and Peabody including for a seconded OT and Handyperson scheme, 
which are yet to be paid but have been included in the projected spend 
amount. 
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In October 2020, Cabinet agreed significant changes to the Council’s 
Discretionary Assistance Policy including doubling the existing assistances 
and introducing three new schemes. It is expected that these changes will 
generate additional spend against this budget. 
 
Despite the impact of Covid 19 the Private Sector Housing Team have been 
promoting their services and assistances via presentations to professionals 
including to GPs, Social Services and Health partners as well as through the 
two Peabody posts financed by the Council. Further promotional work is 
planned however, it is unlikely that all of the grant allocation will be spent in 
the year. 

 

The total grant available and the remit for expenditure changed in 2015 and 
became the Better Care Fund DFG allocation. The allocation grew annually 
from £258,863 in 2015/16 to £602,440 in 2019/20 & 2020/21 and despite 
best efforts to spend the budget, there have been resultant annual 
underspends. The allocation for the coming year has always been unknown 
alongside the difficulties in predicting year-end spend as outlined above. 
The budget for this year was set reflecting the likely DFG allocation along 
with an estimate of prior year underspend which was likely to be used this 
year.  The budget did not include the full underspend available.  At the end 
of March 2021 there is likely to be a total carry forward of unspent grant of 
£300,000 which will be used to fund future claims for assistance.  

 
3.5     Resources 

Usable receipts brought forward into 2020/21 totalled £24.622m of which 
£19.501m are unrestricted receipts that can be used for any capital scheme. 
£5.121m is restricted to the provision of new social housing (141 receipts). 
The 141 receipts are required to be used on the provision of new social 
housing, within three years of the receipt, and match-funded in the ratio of 
30:70 by other funding.  
 
Grants and contributions brought forward into 2020/21 totalled £1.772m.  A 
further £5.853m of grant funding is expected to be received this year to fund 
capital projects.  
 
For the financial year to date £6.7m has been billed for Community 
Infrastructure Levy, with £5.6m due to be paid within this financial year and 
the remaining £1.1m due to be settled in 2021/22.   
 
By the end of October 2020, capital receipts of £227,500 had been received 
arising from the Discounted Sales Scheme at The Bridge. 
 
To date, 10 Right to Buy sales have completed, giving rise to a capital 
receipt of £1.85m before pooling.  One of the properties sold was built after 
2008 and may be exempt from pooling. The Council is currently going 
through the process of applying for exemption for all homes built since 2008.  
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Expected retained receipts for the first two quarters for general use are 
around £345,000 with £1.15m retained for new 141 projects.  

 
It is currently anticipated that around £3.7m in capital receipts will be 
received in-year due to continuing income from discounted sales and in 
relation to the development agreement with Prologis for the Bridge. 
 
In addition, Covid and Brexit grant funding of £532,000 will be transferred to 
capital from revenue to fund Covid delays and the IT resilience work. 
 
At this level of income, the full budget can be funded without recourse to 
borrowing or reserves.   
 
It is expected that all the 2020/21 expenditure can be funded within existing 
resources and within the budget envelope subject to the proposed virement 
for new homes. 

 
4 Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 
 The capital programme covers many individual projects and will contribute to 

meeting many of the objectives in the Corporate Plan. 
 
 

5 Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments 

 

Financial Implications As discussed in the report 

Legal Implications None 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None 

Risk Assessment There is a small risk of committed schemes 
needing to be curtailed due to lack of capital 
finance; this risk is mitigated by regular and 
sound budget monitoring and reporting. 

 
6 Appendices 
 

Appendix A Capital Programme, Planned Expenditure and Resources– 
Housing Projects 2020/21 
 
Appendix B Capital Programme, Planned Expenditure and Resources – 
General Fund Projects 2020/21 
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APPENDIX A

CAPITAL PROGRAMME - BUDGET & RESOURCES

HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT 2020/2021

CURRENT EXPENDITURE PROJECTED VARIANCE
BUDGET TO DATE OUTTURN
2020/2021 2020/2021 2020/2021 2020/2021

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

COUNCIL HOUSING PROJECTS

Disabled Adaptations 250 42 215 (35)

Decent Homes Works:

Central Heating Renewals 821 181 650 (171)

Rewiring 644 204 575 (69)

Asbestos Removal 115 34 85 (30)

Rising Main Replacement 25 0 10 (15)

Door Replacements 900 306 950 50

Door Entry Systems 0 0 68 68

Kitchen and Bathrooms 200 69 200 0

External Wall Rendering 1,000 839 1,250 250

Fascia /Soffit Replacements 50 0 35 (15)

Roof Renewal 375 0 375 0

Roof Tanks/Water Mains Supply 50 0 15 (35)

Communal Areas 1,100 8 900 (200)

External Chimneys 10 0 0 (10)

Lift Replacement 72 45 72 0

Housing IT Upgrade 320 124 261 (59)

Supported Housing 299 0 64 (235)

Major Repairs 240 158 200 (40)

Other Projects:

New Homes 5,542 1,814 7,750 2,208

12,013 3,824 13,675 1,662

Resources

Brought

 Forward

Probable 

Additions

 in Year

Used to Fund 

Capital 

Expenditure

Carried 

forward

Usable Receipts (restricted) 0 0 0 0

1-4-1 Receipts 5,121 1,500 (2,325) 4,296

Grants & Contributions 648 500 (1,148) 0

Major Repairs Reserve 0 3,651 (3,651) 0

Revenue Contribution 0 6,551 (6,551) 0

5,769 12,202 (13,675) 4,296
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CAPITAL PROGRAMME - BUDGET & RESOURCES

GENERAL FUND 2020/2021

CURRENT EXPENDITURE PROJECTED VARIANCE

BUDGET TO DATE OUTTURN
2019/2020 2019/2020 2019/2020 2019/2020

£'000s £'000s £'000s £'000s

Acacia Hall - Improvements 4,963 2,000 4,963 0

IT Equipment 140 111 440 300

The Orchard Theatre 30 0 0 (30)

Other Corporate Properties 30 0 30 0

Leisure and Open Spaces 85 14 14 (71)

Cliff Maintenance 1,500 384 1,250 (250)

Darenth Creek 750 35 250 (500)

Stone Lodge 654 13 263 (391)

Central Park - Cranford Road Entrance 60 0 0 (60)

Dartford Town Centre Transport and Public Realm Improvements 6,579 1,262 4,831 (1,748)

High Street Improvements 354 0 0 (354)

Fairfield Improvement Works 300 5 5 (295)

Replacement wheelie bins 50 0 0 (50)

Columbaria 50 0 0 (50)

Cemetery Storage 15 0 0 (15)

Civic Centre Refurbishment Internal Repairs and Improvements 325 79 260 (65)

Community Infrastructure Levy Expenditure 1,000 0 0 (1,000)

Mini pitches refurbishment 160 0 5 (155)

Co-op site 1,400 0 0 (1,400)

Housing projects:

Disabled Facilities Grants 578 191 514 (64)

SUB TOTAL : GENERAL FUND PROJECTS 19,023 4,094 12,825 (6,198)

Resources

Brought

 Forward

Probable 

Additions

 in Year

Used to Fund 

Capital 

Expenditure

Carried 

forward

Usable Receipts 19,501 3,700 (6,948) 16,253

Grants & Contributions 1,124 5,353 (5,345) 1,132

Community Infrastructure Levy 9,945 5,629 0 15,574

Revenue Contribution/Reserves 0 532 (532) 0

30,570 15,214 (12,825) 32,959
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REPORT OF DELEGATED ACTION TAKEN UNDER STANDING 
ORDER 38: LOCAL RESTRICTIONS SUPPORT GRANTS (CLOSED) 
AND ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS GRANTS 

 

1. Summary 

 
1.1 To report to Cabinet, in accordance with the requirements of Standing Order 

38(2)(b), the delegated action taken under Standing Order 38(2)(a) by the 
Strategic Director (Internal Services), in consultation with the Cabinet 
Chairman, in relation to the implementation of arrangements under the Local 
Restrictions Support Grants Scheme (Closed) and the Additional Restrictions 
Grants Scheme and the endorsement of supporting policies. 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That Cabinet note the action taken by the Strategic Director (Internal 

Services), in consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, under Standing Order 
38(2)(a), in relation to the implementation of arrangements under the Local 
Restrictions Support Grants Scheme (Closed) and the Additional Restrictions 
Grants Scheme and the endorsement of supporting policies. 
 

 
3. Background and Discussion 
 

3.1. Standing Order 38 concerns the delegation of urgent and routine 
matters.  Standing Order 38(2)(a) provides for the delegation to each 
member of the Management Team the authority to act in respect of any 
function of the Cabinet, a Committee, Board or Panel which in his/her 
opinion is either urgent or of a routine nature, subject however to 
members of the Management Team first consulting with the Chairman 
or Vice-Chairman of the Cabinet, Committee, Board or Panel 
responsible for the function in accordance with Terms of Reference.  
Standing Order 38(2)(b) requires that a report of the action taken, 
including a note of the circumstances which made it necessary, must be 
made to the next meeting of the Cabinet, Committee, Board or Panel 
responsible for the function in accordance with Terms of Reference. 

3.2. Cabinet is asked to note the actions of the Strategic Director (Internal 
Services), as specified in Appendix A, taken under delegated authority 
and in consultation with the Cabinet Chairman, in relation to the 
implementation of arrangements under the Local Restrictions Support 
Grants Scheme (Closed) and the Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme 
and the endorsement of supporting policies. 

4. Relationship to the Corporate Plan 
 

Not applicable. 
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5. Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk 
assessments 

 

Financial Implications None 

Legal Implications None 

Staffing Implications None 

Administrative Implications None 

Risk Assessment No uncertainties and/or constraints 

  
6. Details of Exempt Information Category 
 
 Not applicable. 
 
7. Appendices 
 

Appendix A –  The report relating to the implementation of 
arrangements under the Local Restrictions Support 
Grants Scheme (Closed) and the Additional 
Restrictions Grants Scheme and the endorsement of 
supporting policies. 

 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
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 Alan Twyman 
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Manager 
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Democratic 
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(Internal Services) 
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LOCAL RESTRICTIONS SUPPORT GRANTS (CLOSED) AND 
ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS GRANTS 
 

 

1. SUMMARY 
 

1.1 To update on the new Local Restrictions Support Grants (Closed) and the 
Additional Restrictions Grants Schemes and matters ancillary thereto.  
 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS  
 

2.1 That the implementation of measures by Government to ensure that those 
businesses required to close as a result of the national lockdown from 5 
November 2020, or who have been severely impacted by the restrictions, 
receive financial support through receipt of a grant from either the Local 
Restrictions Support Grants (Closed) or the Additional Restrictions Grants 
Scheme, if eligible, and the Policies, be noted. 

 
2.2 That the Policies respectively, for the Local Restrictions Support Grants 

(Closed) and Additional Restrictions Grants Schemes, as set out in 
Appendices A and B to the report, be endorsed. 

 
2.3 That the Cabinet Chairman be consulted on any in year amendments to the 

Policy for the Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme. 
 
 

 

3. Background and Discussion 
 
3.1  On 31 October 2020, the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial 

Strategy announced that funding would be made available to local councils to make 
grant payments to businesses, which have to close or are severely affected due to 
localised or widespread national restrictions being put in place. 

 
3.2 Funding will be payable through the Local Restrictions Grants (Closed) Scheme to 

those businesses that have been open and providing in-person services but then 
subsequently have had to close during the entirety of the national restriction period. 
Where a business has not had to close but has nevertheless been severely impacted, 
then they may be eligible for funding through the Additional Restrictions Grant 
Scheme. 

 
 Local Restrictions Grants (Closed) Scheme 
  
3.3 The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy has stated that eligible 

businesses may include non-essential retail, leisure, personal care, sports facilities 
and hospitality businesses that operate primarily as an in-person venue. 

 
3.4 During the national lockdown, eligible businesses will receive grants as follows: 
 

 Businesses with a rateable value of £15,000 or less will receive £1,334 for the 
4-week period; 

 Businesses with a rateable value of between £15,000 and £51,000 will receive 
£2,000 for the 4-week period; 
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 Businesses with a rateable value of £51,000 or over will receive £3,000 for the 
4-week period. 

  
3.5 Local authorities will receive funding to meet the cost of the payments made. An initial 

allocation will be made based on an assessment of the number of eligible business 
hereditaments. The allocation for Dartford Borough Council has been announced as 
being £2,028,348. A top-up will be made if this initial allocation is insufficient. 

 
 Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme 
 
3.6  This is a discretionary scheme. In line with the Government guidance, the Council has 

determined that the following businesses will be eligible for funding under this scheme: 
 

 Businesses that have been forced to close that do not have a rateable value and 
are therefore not covered by the Local Restrictions Support Grant (Closed) 
Scheme e.g. markets, B&Bs 

 Businesses that have not been forced to close but nevertheless have been 
severely impact by the national restrictions, which came into force on 5 November 
2020. This will include businesses which supply the retail, hospitality and leisure 
sectors and businesses in the events sector and other businesses that can clearly 
demonstrate that they have been severely affected. 

 
3.7 Additional top-up funding may be available in exceptional circumstances to those 

businesses with a strategic importance to the town and who are able to demonstrate a 
significant contribution to employment, training, wellbeing or culture. 

 
3.8 The Council has the discretion to determine the amount of funding to be awarded to 

businesses under this scheme. It has therefore determined that the award levels will 
follow the Local Restriction Support Grant (Closed) Scheme as follows: 

 

 For properties with a rateable value of £15,000 and under, the grant will be £1,334 
for a 4-week period; 

 For properties with a rateable value of between £15,000 and £51,000, the grant will 
be £2,000 for a 4-week period; 

 For properties with a rateable value of £51,000 and above, the grant will be £3,000 
for a 4-week period. 

 
Where a property does not have a rateable value, the size of the business and 
projected impact will be used to provide a professional judgement by officers on the 
level of grant that should be applied.  

 
3.9 Under the Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme provisions, local authorities will 

receive a one-off lump sum payment amounting to £20 per head in each local area. 
Dartford Borough Council’s allocation has been announced as being £2,252,120. This 
funding is to cover both the 2020/21 and 2021/22 financial years. No additional funding 
will be received even if local restrictions or widespread national restrictions are re-
instated. The Council will therefore monitor awards under this funding stream carefully 
and reserves the right to amend the Scheme at any time to ensure funds go to those 
businesses who most need it.  

 
The Cabinet Chairman will be consulted on any in year amendments made to this 
Scheme. 
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3.10 The Strategic Director (Internal Services) is recommended to endorse the Policies 

respectively, for the Local Restrictions Grants (Closed) Scheme and the Additional 
Restrictions Grants Scheme are as set out in Appendices A and B to the report. 

 
3.11 Decisions taken by the Strategic Director (Internal Services), in consultation with the 

Cabinet Chairman, pursuant to Standing Order 38, will be reported to the next Cabinet 
meeting. 

 
4 Relationship to the Corporate Plan 

 
N/A. 
   

5 Financial, legal, staffing and other administrative implications and risk assessments 
 

Financial Implications 
 

As per paragraphs 3.5 and 3.8 of the report 

Legal Implications The Council has implemented both Schemes in line with 
Government requirements and guidance. 
 
All information and data provided by applicants will be dealt 
with in accordance with the Council’s Data Protection Policy 
and Privacy Notices, which have been published on the 
Council’s website. 
 

Staffing Implications The Schemes will be administered by the Revenues & 
Benefits Service and by Financial Services. 

Admin Implications The Schemes will be administered as set out in Appendices 
A and B.  

Risk Assessment The Council will need to be alert to the threat of fraud and 
will therefore take appropriate steps when reviewing the 
applications to minimise this risk. 
 

  
6 Appendices  

 
 Appendix A: Local Restrictions Grants (Closed) Scheme Policy 
 Appendix B: Additional Restrictions Grants Scheme Policy 
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Definitions 

The following definitions are used within this document: 

‘Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG)’ means the additional funding provided by Government. 
Funding will be made available to eligible Local Authorities at the point that national restrictions 
are imposed or at the point the Local Authority first entered LCAL 3 local restrictions; 

‘COVID-19’ (coronavirus); means the infectious disease caused by the most recently discovered 
coronavirus; 

‘Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)’; means the Government 
department responsible for the scheme and guidance; 

‘Effective date’; means, for eligibility of the grant, the date of the local restrictions or the date of 
widespread national restrictions. For the purpose of this scheme the date cannot be before 9th 

September 2020; 

‘Hereditament(s); means the assessment defined within Section 64 of the Local Government 
Finance Act 1988; 

‘In-person services’ means services which are wholly or mainly provided by the business to their 
customers face to face and which cannot be provided by other means such as online or remotely 
by telephone, email, video link, or written communication; 

‘Local Covid Alert Level’ (LCAL) means the level of alert determined by Government and Local 
Authorities for the area. LCALs have three Tiers. Tier 1 (Medium): Tier 2 (High) and Tier 3 (Very 
High). For the purposes of these schemes the definitions used are LCAL1, LCAL2 and LCAL3. 

‘Local lockdown’; means the same as ‘Local restrictions’; 

‘Local rating list’; means the list as defined by Section 41 of the Local Government Finance Act 
1988 

‘Local restrictions’; and ‘Localised restrictions’ means legally binding restrictions imposed on 
specific Local Authority areas or multiple Local Authority areas, where the Secretary of State for 
Health and Social Care requires the closure of businesses in a local area under regulations made 
using powers in Part 2A of the Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 in response to the threat 
posed by coronavirus and commonly as part of a wider set of measures; 

‘Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed); means the grant scheme developed by the 
Council in response to an announcement made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy made on 9th September 2020, amended on 9th October 2020 and which is 
applicable to businesses forced to close under either LCAL3 or where national restrictions are in 
place; 

‘Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed) Addendum; means the changes made to the 
Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed) due to widespread nationwide restrictions; 

Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Open); means the grant scheme developed by the 
Council in response to an announcement made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy made on 22nd October 2020 and which is applicable to businesses that are still 
open but severely impacted by the restrictions imposed by LCAL2 and LCAL3; 
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Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Sector); means the grant scheme developed by the 
Council in response to an announcement made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy made on 9th October 2020 (effective from 1st November) and which is 
applicable to businesses that have been required to close on a national basis since 23rd March 
2020 due to restrictions being put in place to manage coronavirus; 

‘Rateable value’; means the rateable value for the hereditament shown in the Council’s local 
rating list at the date of the local restrictions; 

‘Ratepayer’; means the person who will receive the grant will be the person who, according to 
the  Council’s  records,  was  the  ratepayer  liable  for  occupied  rates  in  respect of  the  hereditament
at the date   of the local    restrictions;  

‘State  Aid  Framework’;  means  the  Temporary  Framework  for  State  aid  measures  to  support the
economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak published on 19 March 2020; and            

‘Temporary Framework for   State aid’ ; means the same as the ‘      State Aid Framework’  .  
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1.0 Purpose of the Scheme and background. 

1.1 The purpose of this document is to determine eligibility for a payment under the Council’s 
Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed). It also includes details of changes to 
that scheme where a widespread national lockdown is declared (Local Restrictions Support 
Grant Scheme (Closed) Addendum). 

1.2 The grant scheme has been developed by the Council in response to an announcement 
made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy made on 9th 

September 2020 (and subsequently amended in October 2020 and November 2020) which 
sets out circumstances whereby a grant payment may be made by the Council to a business 
which has to close due to localised or widespread national restrictions being put in place 
to manage coronavirus and save lives. 

1.3 Whilst the awarding of grants will be the Council’s responsibility, the Department for 
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has set down criteria which must be met by 
each business making an application. The Department has also indicated the types of 
business which should be given the grant. 

1.4 The scheme applies where local restrictions are put in place or where a widespread 
national lockdown is announced. 

1.5 Localised restrictions are legally binding restrictions imposed on specific Local Authority 
areas or multiple Local Authority areas, where the Secretary of State for Health and Social 
Care requires the closure of businesses in a local area under regulations made using 
powers  in  Part 2A  of  the  Public  Health  (Control  of  Disease)  Act 1984  in  response  to  t
threat posed by coronavirus and    commonly as part of  a wider set of  measures.   
 

1.6  National  restrictions  are  nationally  binding  restrictions  imposed  by  Parliament und
legislation.  The  current national  restrictions  are  made  under  the  Health  Protecti
(Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) (N   o. 4) Regulations 2020.     
 

1.7  Grants under this scheme will      be  available for the 2020/21 financial      year  only   
 

1.8  No  grant shall  be  paid  for  any  period  where  the  localised  restrictions  were  in  place  pri

he 

er 
on 

or 
to 9th September 2020. Where there is no local restriction, grants shall only be paid where 
there is a widespread national restriction. 

1.9 Where any area enters either a localised restriction or where a widespread national 
restriction applies, additional assistance may be given to businesses under the Council’s 
Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG) Scheme. 

2.0 Funding 

2.1 Local Authorities, subject to local eligibility, will receive funding to meet the cost of 
payments to businesses within the business rates system based on an assessment of the 
number of eligible business hereditaments. 
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3.0 Eligibility criteria and awards 

3.1 Government, whilst wanting Councils to exercise their local knowledge and discretion, has 
set national criteria for the funds. In all cases, the Council will only consider businesses for 
grants where all of the criteria are met. Businesses will only be eligible where they are 
trading on the date of the announcement of either the local restriction or widespread 
national restrictions. 

3.2 The Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has stated that 
businesses that were open as usual and providing in-person services to customers from 
their business premises and then required to close for a consecutive period of no less than 
14 days as a result of regulations made under the Public Health (Control of Disease) 
Act 1984 will be eligible for this funding. 

3.3 Where there is a widespread national restriction, business premises will be required to 
close for the entirety of the national restriction period. 

3.4 Guidance from the Department states that this could include, non-essential retail, leisure, 
personal care, sports facilities and hospitality businesses that operate primarily as an in-
person venue but have been forced to close these services. 

Local restrictions awards and frequency of payment 

3.5 Businesses which are forced to close in a localised restriction (LCAL3) that is implemented 
for less than two weeks and businesses that are closed for less than two weeks are not 
eligible for grant funding. 

3.6 The amount of grant and the frequency of awards in respect of local restrictions are fixed 
as follows: 

(a) Businesses occupying hereditaments appearing on the local rating list with a rateable 
value of exactly £15,000 or under on the date of the commencement of the local 
restrictions will receive a payment of £667 per 14-day qualifying restriction period; 

(b) Businesses occupying hereditaments with a rateable value of over £15,000 and less 
than £51,000 will receive a payment of £1,000 per 14-day qualifying restriction period; 
and 

(c) Businesses occupying hereditaments with a rateable value of £51,000 or over will 
receive a payment of £1,500 per 14-day qualifying restriction period. 

3.7 It should be noted that, in the case of local restrictions, grants will be paid every two 
weeks. 

3.8 Any business failing to meet the criteria will not be awarded a grant. 
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National restrictions awards and frequency of payment 

3.9 Where there are widespread national restrictions, the Local Restrictions Support Grant 
(Closed) scheme will move from a 14-day payment cycle to an alternative payment cycle. 

3.10 For the national restriction from 5th November 2020 to 2nd December 2020, a 28-day 
payment cycle will be applied. 

3.11 The amount of grant and the frequency of awards in respect of the national restriction 
are fixed as follows: 

(a) Businesses occupying hereditaments appearing on the local rating list with a rateable 
value of exactly £15,000 or under on the date of the commencement of the widespread 
national restrictions will receive a payment of £1,334 per 28-day qualifying restriction 
period; 

(b) Businesses occupying hereditaments appearing on the local rating list with a rateable 
value over £15,000 and less than £51,000 on the date of the commencement of the 
widespread national restrictions will receive a payment of £2,000 per 28-day qualifying 
restriction period; and 

(c) Businesses occupying hereditaments appearing on the local rating list with a rateable 
value of exactly £51,000 or above on the commencement date of the widespread 
national restrictions, will receive £3,000 per 28-day qualifying restriction period. 

3.12 At the end of any widespread national restriction, businesses may qualify for further grants 
depending on the LCAL that applies to the area at that time and the schemes in operation 
by the Council. 

Businesses that are not shown in the local rating list 

3.13 Businesses which are not shown in the local rating list may be able to apply for an award 
under the Council’s Additional Restrictions Grants (ARG) Scheme. 

Excluded businesses – both local and national restrictions 

3.14 The following businesses will not be eligible for an award: 
(a) Businesses that are able to continue to trade because they do not depend on providing 

direct in-person services from premises and can operate their services effectively 
remotely (e.g. accountants, solicitors); 

(b) Businesses in areas outside the scope of the localised restrictions, as defined by 
Government (and not subject to a widespread national restriction); 

(c) Businesses that have chosen to close but not been required to, will not be eligible; 
(d) Businesses which have already received grant payments that equal the maximum levels 

of State aid permitted under the de minimis and the COVID-19 Temporary State Aid 
Framework; 

(e) Businesses that were in administration, are insolvent or where a striking-off notice has 
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been made at the date of the local restriction or national restriction; and 
(f) Specific businesses subject to national closures since 23rd March 2020 will not be 

eligible for this funding. They will be provided support through the strand of the Local 
Restrictions Support Grant (Sector) for nationally mandated business closures. 
However, In the event of renewed widespread national ‘lockdown’ restrictions being 
imposed, the Local Restrictions Support Grant (Sector) will cease to apply, as relevant 
businesses will receive funding from the Local Restriction Support Grant (Closed) 
Scheme. 

The Effective Date 

3.15 The effective date for eligibility is determined as follows: 
(a) In the case of local restrictions, the date of the local restrictions; and 
(b) In the case of widespread national restrictions, the date of the commencement of the 

widespread national restrictions. 

3.16 In all cases, the following must have existed at the effective date: 
• The hereditament MUST be shown in the local rating list as at the effective date; 
• Any changes to the local rating List (Rateable Value or to the hereditament) after that 

date, including changes which have been backdated to this date, will be ignored for 
the purposes of eligibility; 

• The Council is not required to adjust, pay or recover grants where the local rating list 
is subsequently amended retrospectively to the effective date; 

• In cases where it was factually clear to the Council that, at the effective date, the local 
rating List was inaccurate on that date, the Council may withhold the grant and/or 
award the grant based on their view of who would have been entitled to the grant had 
the list been accurate. (The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 
(BEIS) has stated that this provision is entirely at the discretion of the Council and is 
only intended to prevent manifest errors. It is not intended for ratepayers who 
subsequently challenge their Rateable Value); and 

• Where a hereditament is exempt from rating as at the effective date, no grant shall be 
payable. 

The Ratepayer 

3.17 In all cases the following shall apply: 
• The person who will receive the grant will be the person who, according to the Council’s 

records, was the ratepayer in respect of the hereditament at the effective date; 
• The ratepayer must be liable to occupied property rates at that date. It should be noted 

that grants will not be awarded where the hereditament is unoccupied; 
• Where the Council has reason to believe that the information it holds about the 

ratepayer at the effective date is inaccurate, it may withhold or recover the grant and 
take reasonable steps to identify the correct ratepayer; 

• Where, it is subsequently determined that the records held are incorrect, the Council 
reserves the right to recover any grant incorrectly paid; and 

• Where any ratepayer misrepresents information or contrives to take advantage of the 
scheme, the Council will look to recover any grant paid and take appropriate legal 
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action. Likewise, if any ratepayer is found to have falsified records in order to obtain a 
grant. 

4.0 How will grants be provided to Businesses? 

4.1 The Council is fully aware of the importance of these grants to assist businesses and 
support the local community and economy. The Local Restrictions Support Grant (Closed) 
scheme together with the Council’s Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG) scheme will offer 
a lifeline to businesses who are struggling to survive during to the COVID-19 crisis. 

4.2 Details of how to obtain grants are available on the Council’s website: 
https://www.dartford.gov.uk/by-category/business2/business-support-and-
advice/coronavirus-covid-19-business-advice 

4.3 In all cases businesses will be required to confirm that they are eligible to receive the 
grants. This includes where the Council already has bank details for the business and are 
in a position to send out funding immediately. Businesses are under an obligation to notify 
the Council should they no longer meet the eligibility criteria for any additional grants. 

4.4 The Council reserves the right request any supplementary information from businesses, 
and they should look to provide this, where requested, as soon as possible. 

4.5 An application for a Local Restrictions Support Grant (Closed) is deemed to have been 
made when a duly completed application form is received via the Council’s online 
procedure. 

4.6 All monies paid under this scheme will be funded by Government and paid to the Council 
under S31 of the Local Government Act 2003. 

5.0 EU State Aid requirements 

5.1 Any Local Restrictions Support Grant is given as aid under the Temporary Framework for 
State aid measures to support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak published 
on 19 March 2020. This means that businesses receiving support under these provisions 
can receive up to €800,000 in aid over three years (being the current and the previous two 
years). 

5.2 Any grant awarded is required to comply with the EU law on State Aid. This will involve the 
applicant declaring to the Council if they have received any other de minimis State aid or 
aid provided under the EU Commission COVID-19 Temporary Framework. 

5.3  If  the  applicant  has  not received  any  other  de  minimis  State  aid,  they  are  not required  to  
make that declaration to the Council      or to complete any declaration statement.       

 
6.0  Scheme  of  Delegation  
 
6.1  The  Council  has approved this    scheme.  
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6.2 Officers of the Council will administer the scheme and the Strategic Director (Internal 
Services) is authorised to make technical scheme amendments to ensure it meets the 
criteria set by the Council and, in line with Government guidance. 

7.0 Notification of Decisions 

7.1 Applications will be considered on behalf of the Council by the Revenues and Benefits 
Service. 

7.2 All decisions made by the Council shall be notified to the applicant either in writing or by 
email. A decision shall be made as soon as practicable after an application is received. 

8.0 Reviews of Decisions 

8.1 The Council will operate an internal review process and will accept an applicant’s request 
for a review of its decision. 

8.2 All such, requests must be made in writing to the Council within 14 days of the Council’s 
decision and should state the reasons why the applicant is aggrieved with the decision of 
the Council. New information may be submitted at this stage to support the applicant’s 
appeal. 

8.3 The application will be reconsidered by a senior officer, as soon as practicable and the 
applicant informed in writing or by email of the decision. 

9.0 Complaints 

9.1 The Council’s ‘Complaints Procedure’ (available on the Councils website) will be applied in 
the event of any complaint received about this scheme. 

10.0 Taxation and the provision of information to Her Majesty’s 
Revenues and Customs (HMRC) 

10.1 The Council has been informed by Government that all payments under the scheme are 
taxable. 

10.2 The Council does not accept any responsibility in relation to an applicant’s tax 
liabilities and all applicants should make their own enquiries to establish any tax 
position. 

10.3 All applicants should note that the Council is required to inform Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) of all payments made to businesses. 
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11.0 Managing the risk of fraud 

11.1 Neither the Council, nor Government will accept deliberate manipulation of the schemes or 
fraud. Any applicant caught falsifying information to gain grant money or failing to declare 
entitlement to any of the specified grants will face prosecution and any funding issued will 
be recovered from them. 

11.2 Applicants should note that, where a grant is paid by the Council, details of each individual 
grant may be passed to Government. 

12.0 Recovery of amounts incorrectly paid 

12.1 If it is established that any award has been made incorrectly due to error, 
misrepresentation or incorrect information provided to the Council by an applicant or 
their representative(s), the Council will look to recover the amount in full. 

13.0 Data Protection and use of data 

13.1 All information and data provided by applicants shall be dealt with in accordance with 
the Council’s Data Protection policy and Privacy Notices which are available on the 
Council’s website. 
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Definitions  
 
The following definitions are used within this document:         
 
‘Additional  Restrictions  Grant  (ARG)’  means  the  additional  funding  provided  by  Government. 
Funding  will  be  made  available  to  eligible  Local  Authorities  at the  point that national  restrictions  

        

             
 

           
 

         
      

                  
              

  

          
  

            
                  

               

       

             
 

        
               

              
                
          

           
              
                
               

 

             
         

              
             

    

are imposed or at the point the Local Authority first entered LCAL 3 local restrictions; 

‘COVID-19’ (coronavirus); means the infectious disease caused by the most recently discovered 
coronavirus; 

‘Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)’; means the Government 
department responsible for the scheme and guidance; 

‘Effective date’; means, for eligibility of the grant, the date of the local restrictions or the date of 
widespread national restrictions. For the purpose of this scheme the date cannot be before 14th 

October 2020; 

‘Hereditament(s); means the assessment defined within Section 64 of the Local Government 
Finance Act 1988; 

‘Local Covid Alert Level’ (LCAL) means the level of alert determined by Government and Local 
Authorities for the area. LCALs have three Tiers. Tier 1 (Medium): Tier 2 (High) and Tier 3 (Very 
High). For the purposes of these schemes the definitions used are LCAL1, LCAL2 and LCAL3. 

‘Local lockdown’; means the same as ‘Local restrictions’; 

‘Local rating list’; means the list as defined by Section 41 of the Local Government Finance Act 
1988 

‘Local restrictions’; and ‘Localised restrictions’ means legally binding restrictions imposed on 
specific Local Authority areas or multiple Local Authority areas, where the Secretary of State for 
Health and Social Care requires the closure of businesses in a local area under regulations made 
using powers in Part 2A of the Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 in response to the threat 
posed by coronavirus and commonly as part of a wider set of measures; 

‘Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed); means the grant scheme developed by the 
Council in response to an announcement made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & 
Industrial Strategy made on 9th September 2020 and amended on 9th October 2020 and which is 
applicable to businesses forced to close under either LCAL3 or where national restrictions are in 
place; 

‘Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed) Addendum; means the changes made to the 
Local Restrictions Support Grant Scheme (Closed) due to widespread nationwide restrictions; 

‘Ratepayer’; means the person who, according to the Council’s records, was the ratepayer liable 
for occupied rates in respect of the hereditament at the date of the local restrictions or 
widespread national restrictions; 

‘State  Aid  Framework’;  means  the  Temporary  Framework  for  State  aid  measures  to  support the  
economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak published on 19 March 2020; and            

‘Temporary Framework for   State aid’ ; means the same as the ‘      State Aid Framework’  .  
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1.0  Purpose  of  the  Scheme  and background.  

 
1.1  The  purpose  of  this  document is  to  determine  eligibility  for  a payment under  the  Council’s  
 Additional  Restrictions  Grant Scheme  (ARG).  The  Council,  as  the  Business  Rates  Billing  
 Authority is responsible for payment of these grants.        

        

 
             

            
             

             
             

       
 

           
             
       

 
             

    
 

            
               

            
               

           
 

          
           

       
 

               
 

 
              

         
 

           
           

1.2 This discretionary grant scheme has been developed by the Council in response to an 
announcement made by the Secretary of State for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy 
made on 31st October 2020 which sets out the basic circumstances whereby an additional 
restriction grant payment may be made by the Council to a business which has to close or 
are severely affected due to localised or widespread national restrictions being put in place 
to manage coronavirus and save lives. 

1.3 Whilst the awarding of grants will largely be at the Council’s discretion, the Department 
for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS) has set down criteria which must be met 
by each business making an application. 

1.4 The scheme applies where local restrictions (LCAL3) are put in place or where a widespread 
national lockdown is announced. 

1.5 Localised restrictions are legally binding restrictions imposed on specific Local Authority 
areas or multiple Local Authority areas, where the Secretary of State for Health and Social 
Care requires the closure of businesses in a local area under regulations made using 
powers in Part 2A of the Public Health (Control of Disease) Act 1984 in response to the 
threat posed by coronavirus and commonly as part of a wider set of measures. 

1.6 National restrictions are nationally binding widespread restrictions imposed by Parliament 
under legislation. The current national restrictions are made under the Health Protection 
(Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) (No. 4) Regulations 2020. 

1.7 Grants under this scheme will be available for the 2020/21 and 2021/22 financial years 
only. 

1.8 No grant shall be paid for any period where the localised or widespread national 
restrictions were in place prior to 14th October 2020. 

1.9 Where any area enters either a localised restriction (LCAL3) or where a national restriction 
applies, additional assistance may be given to businesses under the Council’s Local 
Restrictions Support Grants (Closed)    Scheme  (as amended).   

 
2.0  Funding  
 
2.1  Under  the  Additional  Restrictions  Grant  Scheme  (ARG)  provisions,  Local  Authorities  will  
 receive  a one-off  lump  sum  payment amounting  to  £20  per  head  in  each  area  when  local  
 restrictions ( LCAL3) or widespread national     restrictions are imposed.     
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2.2  Once  the  Council’s  area is  removed  from  local  restrictions  (LCAL3) or  widespread  
 national  restrictions,  no  additional  funding  will  be  received  from  Government even  if  
 either the   local restrictions or widespr   ead national   restrictions ar e r e-instated.  
 
3.0  Eligibility criteria  and awards  
 
3.1  The  Council  is  able  to  use  this  funding  for  business  support activities  and  Government 
 envisage  that this  will  primarily  take  the  form  of  discretionary  grants  although  it can  be  
 used for wider business support activities.      
 
3.2  If  Local  Authorities  use  the  Additional  Restriction  Grant  for  direct business  support grants,  
 Government has  stated  that the  same  conditions  of  grant must  apply  as  for  the  Local  
 Restrictions  Support Grant (Closed)  scheme. However,  the  Council  will  have  the  discretion  
 to  alter  the  amount of  funding  offered  to  individual  businesses  and  the  frequency  of  
 payment.  
 
3.3  Government has  stated  that the  Council  may  also  consider  making  grant payments  to  
 those  businesses  which,  while  not legally  forced  to  close  are  nonetheless  severely  
 impacted  by  the  restrictions  put in  place  to  control  the  spread  of  Covid-19.  Government 
 has  also  stated  that the  Council  may  also  wish  to  assist business  which  are  outside  of  the  
 rating system and which are effectively forced to close.          
 
Eligibility Criteria  
 
3.4  For  the  purposes  of  this  scheme  the  Council  has  decided  that the  following  eligibility  
 criteria must be met in order to receive an Additional        Restriction Grant :  
 

(a)  Businesses will  be eligible to apply, if:      
(i)  they  have been forced to close    ;  
(ii)  are not subject to N  on-Domestic Rates (and do not have      a rateable value ); and    
(iii)  are not covered by    the Local   Restrictions Support Grant (Closed) Scheme e.g.     

market traders, Bed & Breakfast premises.     
AND  

 
(b)  Businesses  that have  not been  forced  to  close  but nevertheless  have  been  severely  

impacted  by  the  national  restrictions  which  came  into  force  on  5  November 2020.  (This 
will  include  businesses  which  supply  the  retail,  hospitality  and  leisure  sectors  and  
businesses  in  the  events  sector  and  other  businesses  that can  clearly  demonstrate  that 
they have been severely affected    );  

 
AND  

 
(c)  Businesses applying  for  funding  under  this  scheme  must have  business  premises  in  the  

Dartford Borough Council    area and be trading within the Borough at the effective date.          
 
 
3.5  Only one grant will    be payable per business where there is no entry on the rating             list.  
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3.6  Additional  top  up  funding  may  be  available  in  exceptional  circumstances  to  those  
 businesses  with  a strategic  importance  to  the  town  and  who  are  able  to  demonstrate  a 
 significant contribution  to  employment,  training,  wellbeing  or  culture.  Any  businesses 
 falling into this category should contact       ExceptionalARG@dartford.gov.uk  
 
Award  Levels  
 
3.7  The  Council  has  decided  that businesses  can  receive  up  to  a maximum  of  £3,000  over  a 28-
 day  period.  The  award  levels  will  follow  the  structure  given  in  the  Local  Restrictions  
 Support Grant (Closed) Scheme   as follows:   

(a)  For  businesses  with  a rateable  value  of  £15k  and  under,  grants  to  be  £1,334  per  28-day  
period;  

(b)   For  businesses  with  a rateable  value  of  between  £15k  and  £51k,  grants  to  be  £2,000  
per  28-day period ;  

(c)  For  properties  with  a rateable  value  of  £51k  or  over,  grants  to  be  £3,000  28-day  period.  
(d)  Where  a property  does  not have  a rateable  value,  the  size  of  the  business  and  

projected  impact will  be  used  to  provide  a professional  judgement by  officers  on  the  
level  of  grant that should  be  applied.  For  market traders  and  Bed  and  Breakfast 
accommodation,  these  will  be  set up  to  a maximum  of  the  lower  level  of  £1,334  28-
day period.   

 
3.8  Further  payments  will  only  be  made  having  regard  to  the  level  of  funding  available  to  the  
 Council.  
 
Excluded businesses  –  both local  and national  restrictions  
 
3.9  The following businesses will not  be eligible for an award:      

(a)  Businesses  in  areas  outside  the  scope  of  the  localised  restrictions,  as  defined  by  
Government  and not subject to a widespread national      restriction;  

(b)  Businesses that have chosen to close but not been required to,         will  not be  eligible;  
(c)  Businesses  which  have  already  received  grant payments  that equal  the  maximum  levels  

of  State  aid  permitted  under  the  de  minimis  and  the  COVID-19  Temporary  State  Aid  
Framework;  and  

(d)  Businesses  that were  in  administration,  are  insolvent or  where  a striking-off  notice  has  
been made at the date of the local restriction or widespread national            restriction.  

The Effective Date  
 
3.10  The  effective  date  for  eligibility  is  the  date  of the  widespread  national  or  local  restrictions  
 (LCAL3). Businesses must  have  been  trading  on  the  first full  day  of  national  or  LCAL3  
 restrictions to be eligible to receive grant support.        
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Who  can  receive  the  grant?  

 
3.11  Government has  stated  that the  person  who  will  receive  the  grant will  be  the  person  who,  
 according  to  the  Council’s  records,  was  the  ratepayer  in  respect of  the  hereditament 
 at the  effective  date.  Where  there  is  no  entry  in  the  rating  list for  the  business,  the  Council  
 will  have discre tion to determine who should receive the grant.         

 
3.12  Where  the  Council  has  reason  to  believe  that the  information  it holds  about the ratepayer  
 at the  effective  date  is  inaccurate,  it may  withhold  or  recover  the  grant and  take  
 reasonable steps to identify the correct rate     payer.  

 
3.13  Where,  it is  subsequently  determined  that the  records  held  are  incorrect,  the  Council  
 reserves the right to recover any grant incorrectly paid.        

 
3.14  Where  any  business  misrepresents  information  or  contrives  to  take  advantage  of  the  
 scheme,  the  Council  will  look  to  recover  any  grant paid  and  take  appropriate  legal  action.  
 Likewise, if any ratepayer is found to have falsified records in order to obtain a grant.                
 
4.0  How will  grants  be  provided to Businesses?  
 
4.1  The  Council  is  fully  aware  of  the  importance  of  these  grants  to  assist businesses  and  
 support the  local  community  and  economy.  The  Council’s  Additional  Restrictions  Grant 
 (ARG)  scheme  together  with  the  Local  Restrictions  Support Grant (Closed)  will  offer  a 
 lifeline to businesses who are struggling to survive during to the COVID-           19 crisis.  
 
4.2  Details of how to obtain grants are available on the Council’          s website:   
  https://www.dartford.gov.uk/by-category/business2/business-support-and-

advice/coronavirus-covid-19-business-advice  
  
4.3  In  all  cases,  businesses  will  be  required  to  confirm  that they  are  eligible  to  receive  the  

grants.  This includes circumstances  where the  Council  already  has bank  details  for  the  
business  and  are  in  a position  to  send  out funding  immediately. Businesses are  under  an  
obligation  to  notify  the  Council  should  they  no  longer  meet the  eligibility  criteria for  any  
additional  grants.  

        

 
         

            
 

              
           

               
 

                
      

 
  

4.4 The Council reserves the right request any supplementary information from businesses, 
and they should look to provide this, where requested, as soon as possible. 

4.5 An application for an Additional Restriction Grant is deemed to have been made when a 
duly completed application form is received via the Council’s online procedure and 
applications can be made up to 30 days from the end of any restriction period. 

4.6 All monies paid under this scheme will be funded by Government and paid to the Council 
under S31 of the Local Government Act 2003. 
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5.0  EU  State  Aid requirements  
 

5.1  Any grant is  given  as  aid  under  the  Temporary  Framework  for  State  aid  measures  to  
support the  economy  in  the  current COVID-19  outbreak  published  on  19  March  2020.  This  
means  that businesses  receiving  support under  these  provisions  can  receive  up  to  
€800,000 in aid over three years (being the current and the previous two years).              

5.2  Any  grant awarded  is  required  to  comply  with  the  EU  law  on  State  Aid.  This  will  involve  the  
applicant  declaring  to  the  Council   if  they  have  received  any  other  de  minimis  State  aid  or  
aid provided under the EU Commission COVID-19 Temporary Framework.          

5.3  If  the  applicant  has  not received  any  other  de  minimis  State  aid,  they  are  not required  to  
make that declaration to the Council      or to complete any declaration statement.       

 
6.0  Scheme  of  Delegation  
 
6.1  The  Council  has approved this scheme.     
 
6.2  Officers  of  the  Council  will  administer  the  scheme  and  the  Strategic  Director  (Internal  
 Services)  is  authorised  to  make  technical  scheme  amendments  to  ensure  it meets  the  
 criteria set by the Council    and, in line with Government guidance.      

7.0  Notification  of  Decisions  

7.1  Applications will   be considered on behalf of the Council        by the Additional    Restrictions  
 Grants Team.   
 
7.2  All  decisions  made  by  the  Council  shall  be  notified  to  the  applicant either  in  writing  or  by  

email. A decision shall     be made as soon as practicable after        an application   is received.  
 

8.0  Reviews  of  Decisions  

8.1  The  Council  will  operate  an  internal  review  process  and  will  accept an  applicant’s  request 
for a  review  of its decision.     

 

        

 

 

 
 

                 
             

            
  

 
               

         
 

             
  
 

8.2 All such requests must be made in writing to the Council within 14 days of the Council’s 
decision and should state the reasons why the applicant is aggrieved with the decision of 
the Council. New information may be submitted at this stage to support the applicant’s 
appeal. 

8.3 The application will be reconsidered by a senior officer, as soon as practicable and the 
applicant informed in writing or by email of the decision. 

8.4 It should be noted that any review of a decisions will not apply to the amount of the 
grant. 
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9.0 Complaints 

9.1 The Council’s ‘Complaints Procedure’ (available on the Councils website) will be applied in 
the event of any complaint received about this scheme. 

10.0 Taxation and the provision of information to Her Majesty’s 
Revenues and Customs (HMRC) 

10.1 The Council has been informed by Government that all payments under the scheme are 
taxable. 

10.2 The Council does not accept any responsibility in relation to an applicant’s tax 
liabilities and all applicants should make their own enquiries to establish any tax 
position. 

10.3 All applicants should note that the Council is required to inform Her Majesty’s 
Revenue and Customs (HMRC) of all payments made to businesses. 

11.0 Managing the risk of fraud 

11.1 Neither the Council, nor Government will accept deliberate manipulation of the schemes or 
fraud. Any applicant caught falsifying information to gain grant money or failing to declare 
entitlement to any of the specified grants will face prosecution and any funding issued will 
be recovered from them. 

11.2 Applicants should note that, where a grant is paid by the Council, details of each individual 
grant may be passed to Government    .  

 
12.0  Recovery  of  amounts  incorrectly p aid  
 
12.1  If  it  is  established  that  any  award  has  been  made  incorrectly  due  to  error,  
 misrepresentation or    incorrect information  provided  to  the  Council  by  an  applicant or  
 their representative(s), the Council     will  look to recover the amount      in full.  

13.0  Data Protection and use  of  data  
 
13.1 All information and data provided by applicants shall be dealt with in accordance with 

the Council’s Data Protection policy and Privacy Notices which are available on the 
Council’s website. 
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DARTFORD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD 
 

MINUTES of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held on Wednesday 14 
October 2020. 

 
PRESENT: 
 

Councillor David J Mote (Chairman) 
Councillor Jeremy A Kite MBE (Vice-Chairman) 
Councillor Mrs Ann D Allen MBE 
Councillor Kelly Grehan (Substitute Member) 
 

 
ABSENT: 
 

Councillor Tom A Maddison 
 

 
 Dartford Borough Council Officers:- 

 Sheri Green – Strategic Director (External Services) 
 Peter Dosad – Head of Housing Services 
 Jackie Pye – Housing Policy and Development 

Manager 
 Alan Twyman – Democratic Services Manager 

 
 

28. CHANGE OF MEMBERSHIP AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
The Chairman informed the Board that, following the meeting of the General 
Assembly of the Council on Monday 12 October 2020, Councillor Maddison 
had replaced Councillor Grehan as a Board member. However Councillor 
Maddison was unable to attend the meeting and sent his apologies and 
Councillor Grehan was attending as his substitute.  
 
There were no further apologies. 
 

29. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
There were no declarations of interest. 
 

30. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
STRATEGIC HOUSING BOARD HELD ON 29 JANUARY 2020 AND 
MATTERS ARISING  
 
The Chairman noted that the last meeting had discussed its response to the 
Kent County Council (KCC) Select Committee call for evidence on Affordable 
Housing and asked whether there had been any feedback from KCC as to 
what action they had taken as a result of the responses they had received. 
The Vice-Chairman reported that KCC had held a meeting to consider how to 
take this forward but that they needed to focus on authorities that were not as 
proactive as Dartford in providing affordable housing. 
 
The Chairman also informed Members that the Dartford Housing Mosaic had 
been available for review at the last scheduled meeting of the Board in April 
but that that meeting had been cancelled due to the pandemic. He wondered 
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whether this could be considered at the Board’s next meeting for sign off and 
also whether it should feature in the development of the proposed Housing 
Strategy to be discussed later in the meeting. The Head of Housing said that 
once the final content was agreed it was planned to make it available as an 
intuitive web site application to lead those seeking housing in the Borough 
through the various options but that it could easily sit within the Strategy. He 
was currently talking to IT about improving the design. The Chairman agreed 
that this was essential so that it could become an interactive module 
integrated within the existing Council web site. He suggested that the content 
should be brought back to the next meeting for agreement and work could 
then begin to link it into the web site.    
 
 
RESOLVED: 
 
That the minutes of the meeting of the Strategic Housing Board held on 29 
January 2020 be confirmed as an accurate record. 
 

31. URGENT ITEMS  
 
There were no urgent items. 
 

32. REFERENCES FROM OTHER COMMITTEES  
 
There were no references from other committees. 
 

33. NEW HOUSING STRATEGY FOR DARTFORD  
 
The Housing Policy and Development Manager informed Members that the 
last Housing Strategy had been agreed in 2009 when it had been a statutory 
requirement for authorities to have a strategy and the content had been 
prescribed. This requirement had been removed and given other priorities a 
new strategy had not been developed since that time. However it was felt that 
given the significant changes that had taken place in the housing sector, 
including the greater ability of authorities to build homes directly, concerns 
about housing affordability, the shortage of homes for social and private rent, 
welfare reform, landlord licensing, legislative change and pressures on the 
homelessness service, now would be a good time to produce a new housing 
strategy. The Board was asked to give its views on the merits of producing a 
new strategy. 
 
Councillor Grehan said that although Councillor Maddison was unable to 
attend the meeting he had asked her to convey his views on the need for a 
new Housing Strategy. He felt that there was a need to conduct an 
independent Housing Needs Survey, particularly in view of the changing 
demographics in the borough and possible lessons learned during the 
pandemic. He also cited the current Government proposals to increase the 
targets for housing nationally and the need for any strategy to include a 
mechanism for providing more affordable and council housing. 
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The Vice-Chairman said that the Council already carried out a Housing Needs 
Survey as part of its planning processes. He noted the massive implications of 
the Government’s current Planning legislation which would not only affect the 
number of houses to be built but also their location. Any new Housing 
Strategy should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate these changes and 
would need to reflect the current demand and market for housing.  Members 
also stressed the need to work with local partners to deliver housing 
requirements. 
 
The Head of Housing confirmed that the Council reviewed housing need on a 
regular basis but that a new published strategy would provide information for 
partners and providers and also clearly set out the Council’s housing 
priorities. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the Head of Housing and his team should develop a framework for a new 
Housing Strategy for circulation to the Board and key partners and for this to 
be considered at the Board’s next meeting. 
 

34. COUNCIL NEW BUILD PROGRAMME UPDATE  
 
The Head of Housing updated the Strategic Housing Board on the success of 
the Council’s new build programme. Since 2012 the Council had built 86 new 
homes for people on the Council’s housing register and four new sites had 
been identified moving forward which would provide a further 30 homes. 
Planning permission had already been granted for sites in Milton Road, Keary 
Road and Mead Crescent and he was pleased to announce that permission 
for the proposed scheme in Gilbert Close had been granted by the 
Development Control Board on 8 October.  However he noted that 
opportunities were becoming fewer in terms of land owned by the Council and 
that these sites were becoming less viable. The Council would explore 
opportunities with Kent County Council (KCC) to work together but these had 
previously been impacted by KCC’s determination to achieve ‘best 
consideration’ for its landholdings. The Housing Team had also purchased a 
number of properties on the open market using 1-4-1 funds and was looking 
at the possibility of acquiring properties at auction that might be suitable for 
conversion or adaptation. Although there was currently a small underspend on 
the current 1-4-1 budget the Council was optimistic that it would not have to 
surrender this funding to the Government. It was also in discussion with the 
Government about flexibility in the scheduled housing stock loan repayment 
given the impact of the current pandemic on finances. 
 
The Vice-Chairman stressed the need to ensure that the Council did not have 
to surrender 1-4-1 receipts to the Government and noted that the requirement 
to spend receipts within a certain timeframe did not reflect the realities of the 
development industry which tended to ebb and flow. He welcomed the 
Council’s multi-faceted approach to providing quality Council housing whether 
by new build or by acquisition on the open market. He stressed the need to 
ensure that any properties purchased should deliver the same high quality as 
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the Council’s new build homes and the need to ensure that robust governance 
arrangements were in place to ensure value for money and that valuations 
reflected market prices. 
 
The Strategic Housing Board strongly supported the steps taken by the 
Council to increase the Council’s housing stock both by building quality new 
housing and the acquisition of suitable properties on the open market. 
 
 RESOLVED: 
 
That the report be noted.        
  
 

35. DATE OF NEXT MEETING AND FUTURE ITEMS  
 
It was noted that the next meeting would be held at 2.00pm on Wednesday 27 
January 2021. 
 
It was suggested that it would be helpful to have an informed discussion of the 
mortgage and other financial products available in the local housing market, 
both through public and private lenders, possibly focussed on first-time-buyers 
and older people. This could be facilitated by an invited representative from a 
suitable industry body such as the Association of Mortgage Lenders.   
 
The following items would also be considered at the next meeting: 
 

 Framework for a New Housing Strategy for Dartford 

 Dartford Housing Mosaic 

 New Build Programme - Update 
 
 

 
The meeting closed at 2.35 pm 

 
  

 
 

Councillor D Mote 
CHAIRMAN 
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